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GOVERNOR ERNEST GRUENING, THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, AND THE
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF TERRITORIAL ALASKA
CLAUS-M. NASKE

On September 2, 1939, President Franklin D. Roosevelt appointed Ernest Gruening,
a well-known progressive journalist and then director of the Division of Territories and
Island Possessions in the Department of the Interior, as Alaska's territorial governor.
Gruening assumed his new duties in December, 1939. A highly intelligent, ambitious
and energetic chief executive, Gruening quickly turned his attention tO what he felt was
the long-neglected economic development of the territory. At first it appeared that he
would be left simply tO fight the stranglehold which Alaska's outside-owned extractive
industries, mainly fishing and mining, held on the territorial legislature and Alaska's
small business community.
The advent of World War II soon changed all of this, as the federal government began
to pour millions of dollars into Alaska for strategic defense purposes. Builders under
contract to the armed forces constructed new highways and bridges, airfields and military
bases, harbors and breakwaters. After the war, thousands of soldiers who had served in
the far north decided to make Alaska their home. But despite the massive federal investments during the war, Alaska still had an inadequate infrastructure and a boom-andbust economy which depended on fluctuating federal spending and primary resource
extraction .
Toward the end of the war, Gruening hoped that his old friend Roosevelt would direct
his attention to continuing the federally directed development of the territory. On August
9, 1944, President Roosevelt, on a trip ro the Pacific, made a derour to visit Governor
Gruening in Juneau. During an afternoon of fishing under brilliantly blue skies and
warm sunshine, the two men discussed Alaska's problems and opportunities . Roosevelt
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suggested that he appoint an Alaska Development Commission to plan and put into
effect an extensive blueprint for Alaska's economic development.
After Roosevelt's death in 1945, President Harry S. Truman attempted to carry out
his predecessor's plans for northern frontier economic development . Unfortunately, most
of the program became bogged down in bureaucratic red tape and the unwillingness of
Congress to appropriate sufficient funds. Why did this happen?
Alaska has been, and is now, an economically underdeveloped region with a narrow
and unstable economic base dependent on the extraction of natural resources . Since time
immemorial, Alaska's indigenous peoples used the fish, game, fur, and plant resources
for subsistence purposes . In the eighteenth century Russian and British fur traders extended their activities into what is now Alaska. For varying periods of time they exploited
the whales (1848-1900) , harvested the fur seals and sea otters (1786- 1911), and also
hunted a variety of land fur-bearing animals . These activities established an economic
pattern, but within twenty years after the United States bought Alaska, this pattern
began to shift to other resources. The beginning of the canned salmon industry dates to
1878 in southeastern Alaska and to 1882- 1884 in central and western Alaska. Prospectors
discovered lode gold deposits in southeastern Alaska in 1880, and placer gold along the
Yukon , in the interior, and at Nome on the Seward Peninsula between 1886 and 1906.
The utilization of these resources provided the base for an expanded colonial economy.
Between 1911 and 1938, copper ore production from the Kennecott mines made a further
major contribution, and a few other natural resources contributed in minor fashion. But
during the decade before the Second World War, Alaska's colonial economy rested primarily on the production of two highly specialized products: gold and canned salmon . 1
External trade statistics highlight the extent of this colonial specialization. During
the 1931-1940 decade, for example, the average annual value of exports totaled
$58,758,000 . The two leading items were canned salmon ($32,582,000 or 55.1 percent
of the total), and gold ($15, 764,000 or 26 .6 percent). All other outshipments together
accounted for only 18 . 3 percent of the total. The average value of imports amounted to
only $28,410 ,000, less than half the value of the exports, further illustrating the colonial
character of Alaska's economy, and revealing the lack of self-sufficiency in food and
manufactured products . The list of items reveals Alaska lifestyles well, the three leading
commodities consisting of tin cans ($5 ,219,000), petroleum products ($2,679,000), and
alcoholic beverages ($ 1,968,000). 2
From time to time, Congress and the president attempted to broaden Alaska's economic base . Woodrow Wilson, for example, had fai th in Alaska's vast potential. In
December, 1913, he stood before applauding congressmen and told them : "Alaska, as a
storehouse, should be unlocked . One key to it is a system of railways." 3 In 1915 construction began on the Alaska Railroad from Seward at tidewater, to Fairbanks, 470
miles away in the interior. Completed in 1923, it cost double the thirty-five million
dollars Congress had appropriated. Yet, despite this expenditure colonists did not flock
to Alaska to turn the Matanuska, Sisitna, and Tanana Valleys into agricultural gardens
of Eden , as congressional backers of the railroad had anticipated.
In the summer of 1934, Jacob Baker, the assistant administrator of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, visited Alaska to inspect emergency public works projects
and relief measures . He also visited the Matanuska Valley and became enthusiastic about
the possibility of agricultural settlement . Publicly he stated that if a project for government-sponsored settlement were approved, a start could be made with five hundred
families. In his remarks he commented on the plight of thousands of farmers in drought
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Steel gang working on mile 288 112 in the construction of the Alaska railroad from Seward to
Fajrbanks, August 17 , 1921 .

areas in the states. 4 In 1935 Baker's suggestions assumed more concrete form when the
Roosevelt administration decided to select some two hundred families from depressed
agricultural areas in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota and give them a chance to
start life anew in Alaska's Matanuska Valley. This settlement project also was designed
to demonstrate Alaska's agricultural possibilities and stimulate population growth. The
settlers struggled to make a living, and many later supplemented their meager incomes
by working in defense construction in the 1940s.
The influx of people during the Second World War severely strained Alaska's primitive
infrastructure, and many federal bureaucrats were appalled by the impact on the life and
economy of both white and native Alaskans caused by the unprecedented military operations. John G. Evans, an official in the Division of Territories and Island Possessions,
visited Alaska in 1943. He observed that the territory "must be reborn socially, politically, and economically," because unless that was done, "the discovery that Alaska geographically is the 'hub of a reshaped world' will go for naught, and because we must
recognize Alaska as a very real responsibility in terms of national and foreign policy."
Alaska was militarily important and would remain so in peacetime, Evans argued, and
it was a forgone conclusion that "a peacetime military establishment of some proportion
will be maintained in Alaska for years to come . . . . " He stated that to maintain a
military establishment required a civilian economy "contributing socially and economically." He added that "properly and intelligently conceived, a military establishment
in Alaska can contribute very largely to the steady development and colonization of the
territory." Since his division had the responsibility of representing territorial interests
before executive agencies and Congress, Evans suggested that the Department of the
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Interior, already heavily involved in Alaska, take the initiative in sponsoring an integrated economic development program for Alaska. Governor Gruening had long been
concerned with developing a postwar planning and economic development program. He
had already directed the various cities and towns to assess their needs and compile lists
of necessary capital projects . Indeed, Gruening had supported the activities of the National Resources Planning Board in preparing a report entitled "Post Defense Economic
Development in Alaska," a draft of which appeared in January 1942. 5

Construction crew prepares to place gun in position at Fort Abercrombie. This defense project on
Kodiak Island was one of many into which the federal government poured millions of dollars during
the war years.
In August 1944, Captain James S. "Sim" McKinnon, Governor Gr~ening 's naval aide
in the first few months of his governorship and subsequently chief of staff to the Alaska
Naval Command, called on his former boss to tell him that the "president was going to
come and visit Juneau ." At first Gruening thought the one-day Juneau stop was a part
of the president's itinerary of his Pacific trip, "but both Admiral {William D. } Leahy
and General {Edwin M. "Pa"} Watson told me that the president had come to Juneau
for only one purpose - to see me ." 6
Gruening had always enjoyed ready access to the White House, in fact he had been
"able to see the president almost whenever I wanted to." This ready access, however,
ceased after the governor clashed with Byron Price, the director of the Office of Censorship, in the fall of 1943 . Price apparently was a friend of Steve Early, a White House
staff member, who told Gruening that the president wanted Gruening "to lay off Byron
Price ." 7
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Gruening was overjoyed and "firmly convinced myself that the president knew that
my feelings were hurt and that he wanted to lay that hurt abreast forever. " Roosevelt
arrived at Auke Bay near Juneau in the early morning hours of August 9, 1944 . Around
noon, the governor came on board the Baltimore. Gruening lunched with the president,
and in the afternoon the two men spent three hours fishing for salmon off Tee Harbor
near Juneau and enjoyed "some of the most beautiful weather and scenery of the entire
trip ." Among other topics, they discussed Alaska's lack of economic development . 8
On his arrival at the Puget Sound Navy Yard at Bremerton, Washington, on August
12, the president reviewed his Pacific trip in a speech . He declared that the climate in
the Aleutian Islands was "not the most inviting in the world . . . we were delayed by
fog and rains as almost everybody is up in those parts, " and his party had to omit visiting
Dutch Harbor because of marginal weather. Roosevelt recounted that numerous service~
men he had talked to considered settling in Alaska after the war. "I do hope that this is
so," he stated , "because the development of Alaska has only been scratched , and it is
still the country of the pioneers." The president pointed out that only very few of Alaska's
resources had been explored, and that there existed "an abundance of fish and game and
timber, together with great possibilities for agriculture." On returning to the capital
the president declared that he intended "to set up a study of Alaska and the Aleutian
Islands as a place to which many veterans of this war, especially those who do not have
strong home roots , can go to become pioneers. ~ · Roosevelt concluded that Alaska's small
population and vast size offered great opportunities for those willing to work hard and
"to help build up all kinds of new things in new lands. " 9
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President Roosevelt, Lt. General Dellos Emmons and Vice Admiral Frank jack Fletcher leave the
U.S.S . Baltimore August 3, 1944 , for an inspection tour of the Sea bee camp at "Happy Valley,"
Adak, Alaska.
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F.D.R. conducted several informal meetings during his Alaska trip while enjoying the pleasures
of fine Alaska fishing and the breathtaking scenery. He is seen here on Buskin Lake, Kodiak,
August 7, 1944.

Gruening was delighted with Roosevelt's initiative, and on August 18, he wrote the
president that "following our conversation under the bright sunshine at Auke Bay, I have
the following suggestions for an Alaska Development Commission." Gruening thought
that the word "planning" should be omitted, because "we are pretty close to the period
of action, and considerable thought and effort have already been devoted to the study of
Alaska resources and possibilities ." The governor particularly referred to the work the
National Resources Planning Board had done on Alaska and that performed by the
defunct Alaska Planning Council. These studies, Gruening proposed, only had to be
carried farther "to propose definite and useful action" carried out by the appropriate
federal agencies. The governor suggested that the commissions's task would be to develop
the territory's underdeveloped resources, such as timber, minerals besides gold, agriculture and tourism, to name but a few. Alaska had to be readied for the expected
"postwar settlement of Alaska by returning servicemen and others who would like to
move here from the states ." What Gruening had in mind was massive federal investments
in building Alaska's infrastructure and diversifying its narrow extractive colonial economy. The governor proposed that the commission be headquartered in Juneau rather
than the national capital, and that he be appointed as its chairman. For the position of
executive secretary he suggested the employmef].t of his protege George Sundborg, for
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several years a newspaperman in Alaska, who had worked for the Region 10 (Alaska)
agency of the National Resources Planning Board, and continued with the North Pacific
Planning Project which ended its work at the end of June, 1944. Sundborg, then employed at the Bonneville Power Administration, was completing work on a book entitled
Opportunity in Alaska. That background, Gruening asserted, made him an ideal candidate
for the position. The governor then proposed that membership of the commission be
composed of representatives from the twenty-five bureaus and departments with major
responsibilities in Alaska, together with certain territorial representatives . He named a
lengthy list of federal bureaucrats, most with long territorial experience, and concluded
that he hoped the commission would have sufficient funds to employ a clerical staff and
several research assistants to undertake needed travel. 10
Abe Fortas, the Acting Secretary of the Interior, brushed Gruening's ideas aside as
"totally impractical and unwise." The commission under Gruening's proposal would be
far too large to be effective, and its "bureaucratic composition would handicap general
or congressional acceptance of its work." Most importantly, the study had to be directed
from Washington where federal agencies already possessed massive information on
Alaska. Fortas conceded that some additional field work would have to be done in the
territory. Fortas, with Secretary Harold L. Ickes' concurrence, assured the president that
the Department of the Interior would shortly present him with a carefully developed
study plan . Fortas added that Ickes felt "very strongly that Governor Gruening's plan is
not feasible." 11
Thus, from the very beginning, a conflict of opinion existed on how best to proceed.
Perhaps Gruening's plan was too cumbersome, but the governor, as a seasoned bureaucrat, wanted to make sure that all interested agencies had a representative on the commission. Fortas was probably correct in his assessment that it would be difficult to
convince Congress to support any action plan developed by a large group of bureaucrats.
Then there was the personality conflict between Ickes and Gruening. Both headstrong
individuals, the two men disliked each other heartily. Additionally, Ickes was an empire
builder unwilling to relinquish control of any project involving his department, and he
was not about to have the Juneau-based commission beyond his reach. Ickes reminded
the president that he had been "intensely interested in the settlement and development
of Alaska since becoming Secretary in 1933," predating Gruening's involvement in
Alaska by several years. In fact, as recently as 1939, the secretary backed a detailed
proposal to settle Alaska with European refugees and unemployed Americans, a scheme
which Gruening vigorously opposed and Congress had failed to enact. Ickes complained
to the president that despite unremitting efforts, his department had never received
adequate funds for investigating and planning the settlement of the territory, much less
for properly protecting and managing its resources. He then asked that Roosevelt approve
reasonable amounts of monies for such purposes. 12
The president responded by asking his Secretaries of the Interior, War, Navy, Agriculture and Commerce to present to him "as soon as possible a study of Alaska and the
Aleutian Islands, particularly directed to settlement possibilities which they afford ."
Roosevelt authorized the Secretaries "to call upon the other departments and agencies of
the government for whatever information you may find necessary to obtain their cooperation," and also told them that they had permission to obtain the necessary funds from
the director of the Bureau of the Budget. 13
In the meantime, Maurice W. Goding, Acting Chief of the Alaska Branch in the
Division of Territories and Island Possessions, suggested a comprehensive study plan to
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Secretary Ickes. Goding, born in Skagway, Alaska, had a good grasp on territOrial
problems and promises . Like Gruening, he was of the opinion that much of the basic
work on the Alaska study had already been accomplished, and all that was left was to
correlate existing data and then work out a concrete, integrated action prog ram. Very
importantly, Goding specifically warned against basing a large program on agriculture
and land settlement unless the government was prepared tO subsidize settlers over a long
period of years . Alaska , of course , needed to foster agriculture in order tO develop a wellbalanced economy, "but neither present nor potential consumption in the territory will
support a very large farm population ." Although Alaska offered opportunities for a
substantial number of people "if every care is taken to see that their energies are directed
to the development of economically sound undertaking," existing data did not support
"the assumption that there are literally unlimited opportunities in the north ." In fact ,
Goding believed it would handicap Alaska's long-range development "if we allow our
enthusiasm to create false impressions . .. that Alaska is the land of unlimited
opportunity." 14
Some three months had passed since Roosevelt's speech at BremertOn, WashingtOn on
August 12 , 1944, and although there had been much talk , there had been no action .
Further, due to bureaucratic infighting and footdragging, prospects for an Alaska Development Commission dimmed. For example, Maury Maverick, chairman and general
manager of the Smaller War Plants Corporation had injected his organizatici"n· into the
Alaska development plans . He told President Roosevelt that his corporation was particularly well suited to administer a development plan for Alaska, a statement which brought
a sharp rejoinder from Ickes reminding him that the president entrusted the Department
of the Interior with the proposed development program. 15 Ever the empire builder, Ickes
became irate at any hint his sphere of responsibilities might be reduced .
While different agencies and individuals submitted plans and attempted tO obtain a
part of the Alaska Development Commission , Under Secretary Fortas became frustrated
by the bureaucratic infighting and urged that "the vital thing is to get under way."
Unfortunately, this was easier said than done . Secretary Ickes finally proposed two alternate approaches for settlement of Alaska: a comprehensive prog ram for large-scale
settlement and development, which would require additional studies and planning; or a
limited program of individual homesteading and settlement where the federal government would furnish "such assistance as may be possible by way of credit and employment
for those who came tO Alaska attracted by glamorous magazine articles. " There was no
doubt both Gruening and Ickes preferred the former approach. Indeed, Alaska's strateg ic
military importance made this plan desirable, if not absolutely necessary. Ickes inquired
as tO the president's wishes: " ... whether you want me co press Alaska development on
the broad or limited scale, and whether you wish co constitute a commission, or whether
you want this department and other interested agencies of the government to seek individually the necessary funds to aid in the program. " 16 The president did not reply co
the secretary's last inquiry, probably because he had much more important matters on
his mind than Alaska.
In the next year, the Truman presidency brought changes which were co affect Alaska.
Gruening observed that Mon Wallgreen, governor of WashingtOn State who had served
on the Truman Senate Committee, became very prominent , as did that state's congressional delegation. Gruening was uneasy. He did not know Truman and had been at war
with the Seattle-based canned salmon industry, which he accused of exploiting Alaska.
Gruening recalled that shortly after Truman's inauguration he received a wire , sent co
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all chief executives of the states and territories, indicating Truman's wish to meet them.
In June 1945 Truman visited Washington State and the two were introduced . Gruening
found Truman "agreeable and friendly," and promptly asked him to support statehood
for Alaska in his first State of the Union Message to Cong ress in January 1946. Truman
agreed that he would. 17 The two men also discussed economic development, and Gruening told the president the last session of the territorial legislature had created an Alaska
Development Board, which he considered to be an indication that many territorial
residents had decided to help themselves in developing and settling in Alaska.
During the summer of 1945 , two congressional committees visited Alaska to familiarize themselves with the North and investigate conditions on the spot . The House
Subcommittee on Appropriations reported to President Truman on August 25, 1945.
Representative Jed Johnson (D., Oklahoma) told the president that subcommittee members were aware of federal development efforts in Alaska , but refused to appropriate the
needed money. Johnson reported to Truman that members of his group "were deeply
impressed with the almost inexhaustible wealth of Alaska's natural resources ." The vast
deposits of minerals had scarcely been touched , coal and copper "appear to be plentiful
in several localities ," and there were indications oil fields could be developed . Salmon
and other fish were abundant, yielding about fifty million dollars a year, and the production of furs ranked third among the territory 's industries with an average annual take
of about seven million dollars . Subcommittee members also found large stands of marketable timber. Congressmen visited several agricultural areas to determine their suitability for homesteading , stopping in the Matanuska Valley and a rich area on the Kenai
Peninsula where a number of settlers were farming and fishing. They also looked at areas
in the Tanana Valley, and near Circle City on the Yukon, and were surprised by highway
and airfield development, which was far superior than expected . All roads, Johnson
erroneously stated, had been constructed in their entirety with funds supplied by the
American taxpayers. Actually, the territorial legislature had made a modest annual contribution to the road building effort of the federal Alaska Road Commission since 191 7. 18
Subcommittee members inspected the Alaska Railroad and found it operated at a
profit. However, they found the economic, social, and physical conditions of Alaska's
native peoples "everything but encouraging," and were particularly appalled at the high
rate of tuberculosis . The cong ressional committees concluded they had been correct in
refusing Interior's requests for conducting voluminous studies for they found most residents felt too many plans had been produced and too few results had occurred in Alaska.
They did, however, recommend funds for the General Lands Office to investigate Alaska's
agricultural possibilities . Subcommittee members found homesteading opportunities
limited , and were dismayed to discover that Alaska had no tax structure outside incorporated towns and villages. They chided residents for failing to tax themselves and the
absentee-owned and controlled fishing and mineral industries as well. These industries
took between fifty to sixty million dollars annually from Alaskan waters , yet returned
only a pittance to the territory. 19
The House Committee on Territories heard much about statehood, but found no
ag reement as to how soon Alaska should seek admission. Committee members also were
critical of Alaska's lack of an adequate tax system. 20 There matters stood when Secretary
Ickes , who had differed with the Truman administration, submitted his resignation to
the president. Ickes .s tated, however, that several matters still needed his attention; thus
his resignation would be effective some weeks hence . Truman , however, accepted his
resignation as effective the following day. Gruening was overjoyed at Ickes ' departure .
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Oscar Chapman became acting secretary and most expected that he would eventually
become secretary. He served as a top administrator in the Department of the Interior for
fourteen years, and was respected and liked. President Truman, however, appointed
Julius A. "Cap" Krug, a utility executive with a reputation as a good administrator, and
made Chapman under secretary. 21
Gruening was disappointed that Chapman had not been chosen. Over the years he
had established a good working relationship with him and had hoped that, as secretary,
Chapman would push for a concrete Alaska development program. Under the circumstances new personnel needed to be educated about Alaska's needs from scratch.
Gruening found the time propitious to propose an Alaska development program once
again . He told Truman that due to the region's strategic importance to the nation, such
a program was a federal responsibility. The governor specifically proposed that the
government make available low-interest loans to aid industries and enable veterans to
establish small businesses, as well as a public works program and intensive and rapid
agricultural research. The governor also urged Congress to extend the Federal-Aid Highway Act to Alaska, and make available millions of dollars for Alaska road construction
on a favorable matching basis . Gruening further asked the administration to "adopt
whatever measures are necessary to reduce water transportation charges and also to improve the quality of that service ." If necessary, he recommended the Alaska Railroad be
authorized to operate ocean vessels at reasonable rates to break the intolerable monopoly
of the Alaska Steamship Company. And finally, Gruening asked the president to put in
a good word for Alaska with the Bureau of the Budget which was " . . . treating Alaska
appropriation requests very much as it treats all others- cutting them drastically." The
governor hoped a word from the president would help in gaining needed appropriations . 22
Like his predecessor, President Truman responded by appointing yet another special
committee to organize an Alaska development program. Presidential endorsement
breathed new life into the moribund Alaska development program - at least in the
paper planning portion. But Congress did not appropriate any funds for hands-on projects. Meanwhile, the Division of Territories and Island Possessions, anxious to become
the lead bureau, responded to presidential interest by announcing that it nurtured
elaborate plans for each of the territorial areas under its jurisdiction. In Alaska's case, it
intended to prepare a sound development program fully supported by the president,
Congress, the Bureau of the Budget, and the federal departments and agencies directly
concerned . 23
At that point , the new secretary, Krug , decided to visit Alaska to get a feeling for the
territory's needs and possibilities. In August 1946 Krug and his party arrived in Alaska.
They landed in Fairbanks and were joined by many of Alaska's political leaders and by
federal officials, including Governor Gruening and Delegate E.L. "Bob" Bartlett. On
the evening of August 12, Krug spoke briefly at a Fairbanks banquet featuring Alaskaproduced foods and advertising the territory's agricultural possibilities, and stated he
had come to "obtain first -hand information about the problems of the territory. " 24
Krug visited eleven Alaskan communities, from Barrow to Ketchikan . He listened to
citizens who presented lengthy wish lists ranging from the need for roads to the necessity
of rehabilitating the Alaska Railroad and extending it to Rampart on the Yukon River.
He heard that Alaskans desired direct air service to Chicago, that present and proposed
land withdrawals be carefully examined, and that Katmai and Glacier Bay National
Monuments be restored to the public domain or at least be opened to mineral development. Miners demanded the secretary open Indian lands to prospecting , and territorial
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officials recommended massive federal assistance in agriculture including land classification, soil surveys, land clearing, development of a red meat industry and the development of quick freezing of fish and meat, and the construction of suitable farm access
roads. Others asked that the federal government establish reliable long distance telephone
communications to contiguous states, and take responsibility for Alaska's serious health
and welfare problems, such as providing adequate hospitalization facilities for the many
tubercular individuals. 25
In short, Krug learned of the massive needs of an underdeveloped territory which
demanded substantial federal investments. Approximately 130 individuals, ranging from
fishermen, miners, and union officials to spokesmen for chambers of commerce and
territorial officials testified. Alaska needed huge injections of federal monies to enable
it to join mid-century America on a somewhat equal level. Krug returned to Seattle in
late August, his ears ringing with Alaska's needs and problems. 26
Nothing, however, happened as a result of Krug's visit. Bureaucrats continued to
design Alaskan development plans, mainly for mutual inspection, criticism, and refinement. Finally, in late 1947, a year after his tour to the North, Krug called a meeting
of department and bureau heads at which he stated he intended "to raise the Alaska
program to a reasonable level and to prepare a program which would go ultimately to
the Bureau of the Budget, the president and Congress, for the development of Alaska.
This was to be not a planning program but a 'real work' program. " 2 7
Krug was correct about the "real work" program, but it came without any planning.
By 1947, the disagreements between the United States and the Soviet Union had resulted
in the start of the so-called Cold War, and by 1948 it was in full bloom. Alaska,
recognized for its strategic military position, once again became the recipient of massive
federal outlays as contractors built major military installations and modernized existing
ones. In short, the Cold War, and not a carefully planned and executed federal Alaska
development program rescued the territory from the economic doldrums. Grandiose
bureaucratic development schemes for the territory, however, were not dead, and for
several additional years federal departments and bureaus busily designed development
schemes while military construction and defense payrolls transformed Alaska.
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ALEXANDER BERKMAN IN SAN FRANCISCO, 1916-1917:
ANARCHIST AND RELUCTANT TERRORIST

STEVEN C. LEVI

A history of terrorism in America would be hard to write simply because terrorism is
not a crime listed by statute. Thus, rather than having a precise chronology of terrorism
in America, scholars must generate studies around the few characters in American history
who fall into this category. Usually such studies revolve about the only somewhat cohesive
group of"terrorists" in American history, the anarchists, and even they numbered merely
a handful. Of the American anarchists, the most salient was Alexander Berkman, editor
of two anarchist journals, The Blast in San Francisco and (with Emma Goldman) Mother
Earth in New York.
Anarchism, using a broad-brush definition, is the belief that the best society is that
which is run by voluntary, more or less spontaneously organized groups of citizens
without the benefit- or curse, as many would hold- of a political state. Goods and
services would be exchanged without profit thus allowing everyone to share equally in
the fruits of everyone's labors. Coercion would be unnecessary. Everyone would be able
to work to his or her fullest potential with reward in the increased standard of living for
all. The implementation of anarchism, however, would be a bit tricky. While there were,
and undoubtedly are, many nonviolent anarchists, those with a bent on violence have
left a few pages of American history stained with blood.
While for years the study of anarchism centered around the apostles of anarchistic
philosophy, few of them American, within the past decade and a half anarchism has come
under greater scrutiny. With the re-publishing of many of the defunct radical news
journals, scholars are taking an in-depth look at this heretofore neglected field. The
inevitable re-examination of the anarchists has revealed them to be far less violence-prone
as a group than they have been painted in many contemporary history texts. Rather than
individuals with sick minds bent on a violent revolution, anarchists are now more frequently viewed as visionary revolutionaries in a futile battle. Berkman, however, the
reluctant terrorist, ironically, fits both interpretations.

Steven C. Levi has a M.A. in American history from San jose State University, California, and teaches
part-time at Chapman College in Anchorage, Alaska. He is a versatile writer and has seven published books
which include one historical work, one fiction, and five poetry collections.
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Alexander Berkman, circa 1914.

Although nuances in meaning have changed over the years, Berkman fits comfortably
into the general delineation of a terrorist. Examining Berkman's whole life, it is striking
to find that such a gentle intellectual as he would have engaged in an act of violence .
This is, perhaps , the personal tragedy Berkman faced: the ideological demand for action
even through violence, yet, at the same time, an abhorrence of the terrorism to which
his philosophy led him.
Intent on committing the first notable act of political terrorism in American history,
Berkman attempted co assassinate steel magnate Henry Clay Frick in Pittsburgh during
the Homestead Steel Company Strike of 1892. He viewed the assassination as a show of
support for the plant's striking workers. He was unsuccessful and spent sixteen years
behind bars where he wrote the anarchist classic Prison Memories of an Anarchist. His years
in prison did not dull his perception of the need for some kind of revolution in America,
but he never again personally engaged in violence . Freed from prison he spent some time
in New York as the co-editor of Mother Earth, but left for San Francisco in late 1915 or
early 1916 where he devoted his considerable talents to establishing an anarchist journal
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on the West Coast. This journal, The Blast, lasted through poverty and harassment for
nearly eighteen months . It was put out of business, ironically, as a result of the infamous
San Francisco Preparedness Day bombing , an act of unmitigated violence with which
Berkman had no connection. The Blast is often cataloged as a radical labor publication,
but it is important to note that the affection between radicals and unions was one-sided
and strained at best. Unions generally wanted no association with radicals, and blanched
at any idea of support from anarchists . That The Blast had the support of some of the
radical community was an undeniable fact, but that The Blast had union support is highly
speculative .

Homestead, Pennsylvania plant of Carnegie Steel Company during the strike of 1892.

Henry Clay Frick was chairman of the Homestead steel plant during the strike of 1892 . His
vigorous efforts to break the strike led Alexander
Berkman to journey from New York to Pittsburgh onjuly 23, 1893 . At 1:55 Berkman
entered Frick 's office in the Cronide Telegraph
building under the alias of Simon Backman, the
head of a non-existent strikebreaking agency,
and shot Frick several times . Frick survived and
Berkman spent the next fourteen years of his life
in prison for the attempt.
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For Alexander Berkman, San Francisco in 1916 must have appeared to be the ideal
place to spark a revolution of American working men and women. It was an economically
bleak year. The cost of living was rising but a frozen wage scale had aggravated the
already tight market. Then on June 1, with the walkout of th~ International Longshoremen's Association, a decade of labor peace ended . By July 10 the city had been subjected
to so many strikes that the business community began to suspect some common yet
unknown factor contributing to the agonizing situation.
At the focus of concern over the ever-widening labor difficulties was the San Francisco
Chamber of Commerce. Traditionally a passive organization, the chamber found disputes
crippling the economy of the city. Anarchists, socialists and other "vermin" seemed to
be everywhere. 1

Frederic]. Koster, president ofthe San Francisco
Chamber of Commerce in 1916.

On July 10 Frederick J. Koster used his prerogative as president .of the Chamber of
Commerce to call a special meeting of the membership. The moment was propitious to
attract the largest possible number of members. One death and more than thirty-eight
incidents of violence had just been reported along the waterfront. The Bay and River
Steamboat Owner's Association had not settled with its striking union, auto mechanics
were on strike, structural steel workers had walked off their jobs that morning, and the
city's culinary workers had threatened a city-wide shut down . The meeting was concluded
after overwhelming support was given for the formation of a law and order committee.
At first the Law and Order Committee of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
was primarily interested in terminating the strikes in San Francisco. But, with an oddly
myopic expansiveness, the committee took up the banner of the city-wide open shop.
With a budget of more than five hundred thousand dollars the committee was successfully
able to enter and help conclude many of the labor disputes.
The committee spoke for the Chamber of Commerce and this made it a formidable
adversary for unions in San Francisco. However, the chamber represented primarily the
larger businesses in the city while smaller establishments tended to avoid becoming
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involved in the chamber's activities. Many small merchants feared a full-scale labor war
with the chamber aligning itself with large businesses. The desire to establish a citywide open shop was a pipedream to most smaller businessmen, who feared that it would
be far more expensive to implement the open shop than to tolerate the closed shop. Fears
of a city-wide open shop were stirred on July 15 when the San Francisco Argonaut,
unofficial mouthpiece of the Law and Order Committee, stated :
Let us hope there will be no turning back on the part of the Chamber of Commerce and its
supporters; no ebb in the enthusiasm with which this reform has begun. 2

A month later the Argonaut intensified the rhetorical attack:
Nothing not intrinsically right and just is demanded [in the fight for open shop], nothing Jess
will be accepted. War unremitting, consistent, legitimate , will be waged against conditions
which have hampered and penalized business, destroyed confidence, driven forth industry,
and shamed us in our hearts and before the world. 3

And the committee was successful. In fact, it was so successful in accelerating settlements that it literally ran out of strikes to enter. On July 21 the Labor Clarion noted
with delight the prospective demise of the Law and Order Committee:
The million dollar bubble so noisily launched in the air about the bay by certain members of
the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce has blown up and faded away just as those fami liar
with the tactics of the persons who started it on its journey predicted. 4

But this allegation was premature- twenty-four hours premature.
On July 22 San Francisco, like many other American cities, staged a Preparedness
Day Parade to demonstrate the city's readiness for war. The parade was generally regarded
as an outburst of anti-German, anti-pacifist and anti-Woodrow Wilson sentiment. But,
either by design or accident, when not a single division of the parade was given to any
labor organization, the celebration took on an anti-union tint. A resounding slap to labor
came with the announcement that the parade was to be led by Thornwell Mullally, a
United Railroads director and an anathema to organized labor.

Troop of civilian cavalry men organized by Thorwell Mullally for the Preparedness Day parade.
This troop met weekly for luncheons at the Palace Hotel and drilled several times per week at the
Presidio. Mr. Mullally was recovering from a recent horse kick at the time this photograph was
taken.
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The unions, reacting in the generally hostile environment, antagonized management
by holding their own Anti-Preparedness Day Rally several days before the Preparedness
Day Parade . The Anti-Preparedness Day Rally was well attended by union members.
Included in the audience however, was the official stenographer from the San Francisco
District Attorney's office who transcribed several speeches made at the rally.
Despite various threats, the parade was held . Before it had progressed a mile, a bomb
went off at the corner of Market and Steuart Streets . .When the smoke cleared, ten
persons had been killed and more than forty injured . Though no one specifically blamed
the unions, they were generally held responsible.
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The Preparedness Day parade as it progressed down Market Street on july 22, 1916. (top) Scene
of bombing at the corner of Market and Steuart Streets shortly after of the explosion . Two of the
ten victims lie on the ground covered by a tarpaulin. (bottom)
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Suddenly the Law and Order Committee had another cause in which to crusade. Public
support, which had been lukewarm until the bombing, suddenly blossomed. At a mass
meeting on July 26, Koster harnessed the hysteria of the public to the yoke of the Law
and Order Committee's campaign. He announced that the committee would aid in the
investigation of the outrage. He also asked for public support in the form of a Committee
of One Hundred. Included on the rolls of the Committee of One Hundred were many
of the most influential names of San Francisco society. It was quickly named and quickly
forgotten. It assembled once, voted to support the Law and Order campaign and then
disbanded . 5
Koster undoubtedly realized that if the Law and Order Committee could effectively
link the hysteria created by the bombing with the drive for the city-wide open shop,
the committee could deal the deathblow to the closed shop in San Francisco, a persistent
dream of the business community. Several days after the mass meeting the Law and Order
campaign was given a boost when two union organizers, Thomas]. Mooney and Warren
K. Billings were arrested for the Preparedness Day bombing. There is substantial doubt
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Thomas]. Mooney (left) and Warren K. Billings (right) after their arrest for the Preparedness
Day bombing.

of their guilt and, to this day, the Mooney-Billings affair has remained a cause celebre for
the American labor movement. The hysteria which followed the bombing created the
scapegoat and the ensuing trials proved to be an excellent stalking horse behind which
the Law and Order Committee could press for a city-wide open shop. 6 And it gave the
Law and Order Committee the excuse it needed to rid San Francisco of its "vermin,"
most notably Alexander Berkman and The Blast.
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Immediately after the bombing the committee began to follow a much more aggressive
policy in dealing with the striking unions and The Blast. The committee entered the
Structural Steel Strike at the negotiating level with financial assistance. With its support
of the employers , ostensibly in the sole interest of the "maintenance of law and order,"
the committee provided armed guards to protect strikebreakers. 7 For Alexander Berkman
it must have appeared that San Francisco was about to become another Homestead.
As was often the case in the life of Alexander Berkman, The Blast was immediately
suspect, primarily because of the editor's background and secondarily because of the
content and bent of the publication . For instance, on the first page of the first issue of
the publication was a poem by "Eric the Red," Oanuary 15, 1916) entitled The Golden
Rule:
The Golden Rule was lived roo long ,
A myth from days of old,
It tied the hands that , grim and strong,
Mig ht stay the rule of Gold .
Let now the shackles of the past
Be shatter' d by a Blase.
The Rule of Gold - and Steel as well With aid of cane and creed,
Has made fair Earth a living Hell
Where only thieves succeed.
The Golden Rule - Christ stands aghast A leaf before the Blast.
While Labor bleeds, hyenas laugh ;
It thrills their putrid blood;
They dance around thei r golden calf,
At peace with self and God.
But he laughs best who laughest last:
Beware the final Blast .

For the year and a half that The Blast survived, it was a monotonous compendium of
political tidbits from an anarchist's point of view. Humor was not to be found . This was,
indeed, to be a journal of political reality, not casual review. The publication was heavy
on morals often so hidden in heady vocabulary that it was hard to discern the exact
meaning: "WHEN an individual 'prepares' to resist aggression by toting a gun , the State
imprisons him on the theory that his preparedness might lead to aggression. If the State
possessed sincerity or brains, instead of mere brute force, it would apply the theory ro
itself." Oanuary 15, 1916).
In any other publication Berkman would have been called an intellectual snob, an
editor who trims his own readership by the level of vocabulary and choice of subjects.
The fare of The Blast was serious and targeted to dedicated revolutionary intellectuals.
There was no room for frivolous gossip or light news . It was heavy on the broad-brush
"we" and "they," asserting that "they" were stealing the revenues "we" deserve. The
work was also replete with the classic vocabulary and ideology of the radicals of that era:
"working class," the "courts of the enemy," "profits for the munitions makers," "resistance to oppression," and "Our national honor is generally well hidden in the capitalist's
pocket."
The Blast advertised publications by Peter Kropotkin, Michael Bakunin and Emma
Goldman, and to the chagrin of the "moral" people of San Francisco, "What Every Girl
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Should Know" by Margaret Sanger, the pioneer in the field of family planning. The
Blast, furthermore, urged subscription to other radical journals including The Crucible,
a "red-hot Agnostic paper" from Seattle; The Alarm, an anarchist monthly from Chicago;
and Revolt, the "stormy petrel of the Revolution," in New York Ganuary 22, 1916).
McDevitt's Book Omnorium advertised often "Books rented at 5 cents a Week. All Sorts .
No Censorship. Radical Literature of all Kinds . New and Old.," a fact which later earned
its owner, William McDevitt, a rather odd twist of historical notoriety when he was
subjected to a farcical trial before the Mayor of San Francisco for his use of allegedly
inflammatory language before the Anti-Preparedness Day Rally. 8

THE GOLDEN.RULE

Cover ofJanuary 15, 1916 issue of The Blast drawn by Robert Minor and titled "The Golden
Rule. "

The only matter of lightness in The Blast, if such a word be appropriate, was the cover.
Using a collection of artists including Robert Minor, F. Wilson, Winsor McCat and
Lydia Gibson (who designed the logo), the covers of The Blast were as expressive as the
contents . Three of the most impressive include 1) a drawing of men, like sheep, being
led down a street where an exploding bomb labeled "WAR" is annihilating them ,
[February 19, 1916, Winsor McCat], 2) a Robert Minor classic, a gargoyle-like figure
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labeled "Government" slashing the throat of"Free Press," [July 1, 1916], and 3) a scale
of justice with a pig in a top hat and suit with"$" on its chest outweighing seven hanged
workmen. The pig, naturally, is laughing [January 15, 1916].
It is hard to sum up Berkman's work of a year and a half in a few simple paragraphs.
The Blast was a publication for the sophisticated revolutionary. It was the litany of
revolution on the very thin line between free expression and incitement. The Blast demanded a revolution and the logo left no doubt as to exactly what type of a revolution
was being demanded.

Cover ofThe Blast, February 19, 1916, drawn by Winsor McCat.

The Blast had a difficult time surviving. There was harassment by the postal inspector. There was a lack of funding because of its strong editorial bent and The Blast
was constantly pleading for money to keep the publication afloat. It started as a weekly
in 1916 but by the beginning of 1917 it was a bimonthly, sometimes a monthly. But
in the end it was radicalism, not finances, that terminated The Blast. In January 1917
The Blast was raided for "evidence" concerning the Preparedness Day bombing. The raid
turned up no such evidence, but that did not stop the San Francisco Attorney General's
Office from leaking to the press a statement by the attorney general that the bomb plot
had been "hatched" in the offices of The Blast. Three other allegations followed including
an accusation that Berkman and an associate had plotted to dynamite the home of John
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D. Rockefeller, that Berkman had bribed a member of the Industrial Relations Committee to color its report and that Berkman was the mastermind behind the defense of
Tom Mooney and Warren Billings. 9
Considering that there is good reason to speculate that Mooney and Billings may have
been framed, it is understandable that the attorney general's office might have been
interested in driving The Blast from San Francisco. Although there is no question that
the readership of the anarchist journal was small, the tabloid was a nagging reminder,
to those that cared to delve into the articles, that all was not as it should be within the
district attorney's office. The influence of The Blast can easily be overstated because the
journal was basically only preaching to the converted. However, with historical hindsight
it appears that the first newspaper to cry "foul" was The Blast. Editorial comments, such
as those of August 15, 1916, entitled "Some Direct Questions for the District Attorney,"
and the listing on October 15 of the contradictory eyewitness reports of Billings' whereabouts on the day of the bombing, raised questions which legal historians are still
pondering today. The pressure on The Blast must have been intense. On May 1, 1917,
Alexander Berkman announced editorially that the journal had moved to New York. But
by then the stench of a "frame-up" was so strong that the other San Francisco newspapers,
however reluctant, began examining their own stand on the Mooney-Billings trial.
The Blast was not the only entity on its way out. The Law and Order Committee, which
had been riding the hysteria of the Preparedness Day bombing, found itself with a
declining list of supporters. As 1917 progressed, even its support within the Chamber
of Commerce was waning. Several attempts were made to develop a statewide open-shop
carppaign, but the momentum which gave the committee birth had ebbed. The committee closed its doors without fanfare . It had been a failure. The closed shop had a firm
grip on San Francisco primarily because San Francisco was profiting from the pre-World
War I boom. The list of its successes in settling strikes may have been lengthy but they
were only fleeting achievements. Its major success, the conviction of Mooney and Billings, has been recorded as possibly the grossest miscarriage of justice in the history of
California.
In the study of Alexander Berkman and the Law and Order Committee, one is immediately struck with a strange philosophical face-off. Alexander Berkman was an avowed
anarchist whose record on violence was clear and the inclination of his publication in no
doubt . Berkman's rhetoric spoke of an activism which included blatant.violation of law.
The tempo of his life, mirrored by the rhetoric of The Blast, was destructive, be it with
words or bombs. Just as it was an act of violence that earned him notoriety, it was the
Preparedness Day bomb that finished him in San Francisco . Anarchism in America was
a strange beast and the publication of The Blast was undoubtedly the highwater mark
for both Alexander Berkman and his philosophy. Two years later he was expelled from
America and what immediate impact he had had on the American political scene
evaporated.
There was a twist of irony with The Blast as well. Though there is no doubt that the
tabloid was short-lived, of limited circulation and little-known within mainstream San
Francisco circles, it was influential in the radical community and apparently brought
more than its fair share of gray hairs to the San Francisco district attorney's office. The
Blast, like many other radical journals of that era, ceased publication prior to what is
generally referred to as the Great Red Scare, leaving historians to speculate as to the
impact of the Russian Revolution on the American attitude toward radical publication
in general.
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The Law and Order Committee also seemed to come to the very edge of breaking the
law. Both the committee and Berkman apparently believed that violation of law was
simply part of the price of a holy war on an implacable enemy. The primary cause of the
unmitigated failure of the Law and Order Committee, however, was that it simply didn't
know what it was supposed to do . It was the suit-and-tie representative of the lawabiding business community. It believed it was aiding the police by performing a function
which the police could not legally perform . In the name of righteousness it was eradicating the scourge from San Francisco . It viewed the closed shop as evil incarnate.
At the same time it was a vigilante organization with membership cards . The committee was interested in labor peace at the expense of unionization, a campaign objective
it made no effort to hide. This was its reason d'etre and ultimately was the cause of its
humiliating fall. As vigilantes, the committee's leaders were failures. The Law and Order
program failed for the most primitive of reasons, that it was never clear exactly what it
was. Its guiding light, Frederick]. Koster, was interested in and pushed for an aggressive
program . Its support organization, the Chamber of Commerce, was eager for an economic
battle only during a strike. The committee was over-funded, poorly organized and
allowed its policies to be dictated by the force of personalities rather than by economic
reason and prudent business considerations .
Even after Berkman was forced to flee the city by the bay, his troubles with the San
Francisco authorities were not over. Until his deportation from the United States he was
subjected to the harassment of extradition orders and the nagging suspicion, as Emma
Goldman so aptly noted in her autobiography Living My Life, that the Chamber of
Commerce and the San Francisco district attorney were out to "get" him. 10

Alexander Berkman on his soapbox, circa 1918 .
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Both Berkman and the committee failed in their endeavors for the same reason:
steadfast support of a point of view too radical for the mainstream of San Francisco's
population. Both Berkman and the committee tried to seduce public support for the
supposed, intrinsic righteousness of their individual crusades. Neither was successfuL
Extremism for either side of the political spectrum had an unsavory flavor and the vast
majority of San Franciscans cared more for labor peace than economic warfare. Today,
sixty odd years after the Preparedness Day bombing, Berkman's place in history is still
under debate. Though his actions and those of his compeers were suspect in the early
decades of this century, the efforts of the early radical community helped crystallize the
demand for a national civil liberties organization of some kind. Fully aware that no one's
freedoms were secure if any one person's rights were in jeopardy, concerned Americans
began to realize the movement toward denial of rights of unpopular notions was gaining
momentum. Though Berkman and the other anarchists would never see the fruits of this
labor they were, nevertheless, a crucial component of the seeds from which these fruits
grew.
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"SETTLING IN" IN ALASKA: A MEMOIR, 1916-1919

MAY WYNNE

Editor's Introduction
In the fall of 1916, May Wynne, a young woman from Kansas, travelled from Seattle
to Alaska to teach in a U.S. government native school in Akiak, a village on the west
bank of the Kuskokwim River. She later wrote a memoir of her early years in Alaska,
which she never published and of which the following two accounts form a part. When
May Wynne arrived in Akiak (after a six week journey by ocean liner, steamer, motor
boat and on foot), she found a village of about one hu~dred and fifty E.skimos who had
been partially Christianized and Americanized by Moravian missionaries active in the
area since 1885 , Whatever Christianization they had assumed, the basic living patterns
of the people remained tied to the fishing and hunting activities which they had followed
for generations. May Wynne lived in the teacher's house in the village where she had
abundant opportunity tO observe both the traditional life and the variations which had
occurred with the coming of Americans. Her memoir describes such diverse events as
the church services in the village chapel, potlatches held in the community house or
Kashgee, the children's lessons in school and the picture stories they drew in the snow, a
reindeer fair, a native funeral and finally her marriage to an American government doctor
in 1917 in Akiak, and his early death (age 29) from influenza while he was working in
the 1918 flu epidemic in the native villages of the lower Yukon.

Dorothy Zimmerman is an associate professor at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, where she teaches
courses in the novel and comparative literature. She has published articles on George Sand and other French
women writers. Her recent interest is in western American women- their books, memoirs, journals and
letters.
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May Wynne's story differs from the fairly abundant missionary accounts of the Kuskokwim region in this period because she is neither judgmental about Eskimo life nor
zealous to introduce moral reform . She does , however, provide a close-up picture of the
efforts of the Bureau of Interior, in this period soon after Alaska was declared a territory
(1912), to teach English, reading and writing in the Alaska villages. May Wynne's
responsibilities as a teacher included not only conducting classes, but also keeping records
on the reindeer herds , which the government had introduced in the area, and raising a
garden, as a way of teaching agricultural methods . The two following accounts are related
to these activities .
After coming "outside" in the thirties to live in Seattle, May Wynne Lamb wrote her
memoir of her early years in Akiak. She died in Palo Alto in 1975, and her unpublished
manuscript was given to me, her niece. I have eliminated a few redundancies and changed
some sentences which were not clear on a first reading, bur the text remains essentially
as originally written. Footnotes have been added to provide historical context and to
explain terms that might otherwise be obscure .
Dorothy Zimmerman

May Wynne in her early twenties.
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TRIP TO A REINDEER CAMP
Six months had passed since my arrival in the little village, and not once had I been
off duty, except to visit the two girls across the river who had come into the country
with me. Since one becomes very much on edge from being shut in all winter, my
superiors went into a huddle as to how, where , and when a change of scenery might add
a little zest to my routine life. 1 Where to go was a puzzling question; dog team , reindeer,
or snow shoes were the only means of transportation, and places for relaxation were few
in weather bordering on sixty below. My vacation had to be on a weekend, for I was a
school teacher with no available substitute, and schools in Alaska were kept in session
just as strictly as they were in the States . The problem was finally solved when my
supervisors learned that two good-natured , red-faced and seasoned Eskimo reindeer men
were leaving at dawn on Saturday morning for a short day's journey to a reindeer camp.
All arrangements could be made for me to travel with these genial hosts if I wished to
accept their hospitality. The prospect was beyond my wildest dreams of a vacation.
I quickly and easily decided what to wear. There was only one sensible costume to be
selected if my bones were not to be chilled to the marrow. Money wasn't needed, and
my teeth could go unbrushed for the time being . The cold and the place required me to
sleep in my clothes - the task of holding on to myself would be a big undertaking
without thinking of baggage. The wearing apparel weighed me down, but was typical
Alaska style for the Northern highway in midwinter, and the very finest that the country
had to offer. The first layer was a pair of long underwear, which gave me a slight tinge
of nostalgia for my girlhood days on the prairies. Over this first layer went a heavy woolen
khaki shirt and a pair of woolen equestrian trousers. My feet were protected with three
pairs of men's heavy, woolen socks and a pair of fur boots , called mukluks. The tops of
these boots were made of caribou skin with soles of leather neatly shaped by the older
women, whose teeth were worn to the quick in the art of boot-making; then in addition
to all this , tundra grass, shaped into soles, was placed inside the mukluks to absorb the
dampness from the ground .
My fur coat was a parka, fashioned like an elongated shirt, and made of a hundred or
more grey squirrel skins ; there was an unpleasant , choking, tight squeeze when it .was
slipped over the head, but with no front opening it kept out the cold and the wind. The
hood to this garment was edged with a narrow strip of wolverine to shelter the face from
wind and snow. This tiny ruffle was more expensive than the price of a good hat, but it
had the qualities of keeping dry in damp weather and under this hood , which was attached
to the parka, was worn a beautiful beaver skin cap - my pride and joy. All this fur
rigging was trimmed with tassels of colored yarn, and , among the Eskimos, the younger
the wearer the more tassels . These were graduated until the very old were without
decorations , so one's years were marked by the amount of ornaments. Mine didn't have
too much beauty. To top all this was a kushbrook 2 made of denim fabric that served the
purpose of a raincoat. My fur mittens of rabbit skins were attached to cord of colored
yarn, like those I wore as a child to keep them safe. Tied in this manner, they were easily
slipped off and on in the cold .
My sleeping bag for the night was last , but not the least , of my requirements on this
outing. The fur of the reindeer skins was placed inside with a covering of denim on the
outside, a fabric much like the material on a bed mattress. The slit in this bag , down
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the middle in the upper part, was of sufficient length for me to slip into with ease . A
lap of fur was attached to this opening, and it was fastened with snaps and buckles like
those on my riding bridle, so that only my nose was exposed to the cold when necessary
for breathing. It was often red.
This huge bag was not only air-tight, but also water-tight, for on one occasion I had
taken the hot-water bottle to bed with me and for some reason the cork came out. What
a miserable mess it was before the bed was finally dry enough for use again . It was
necessary tO turn the bag inside out to empty the water and dry the fur, and after that,
it was almost impossible to turn it back into shape. Needless to say that this was the last
time I ever used a hot-water bottle.
I woke early that Saturday morning in a state of great happiness. Everything was
ready. A white deer with graceful antlers was at the door attached to a sled. Two Eskimo
herders dressed in their fur regalia with happy, smiling, red faces were waiting to be
gone. Perhaps they were smiling because I was to join them on this unusual drive; it was
going to be a hard cold trip but I would go if it killed me .
We were soon speeding on the way out of town with all the dogs yelping at their
chains' length, and some of the huskies letting out a melancholy wail. It wouldn't have
taken these beautiful, but mean and vicious, dogs any time to destroy my helpless animal
if their chains had broken; hence it was satisfying to be out of their hearing, and on the
river trail with its wide open spaces where all was peace and quiet, save the crunching
of the snow and ice under the sled . My deer didn't travel with any of the graces of Dasher,
Dancer, Prancer, Vixen or Blitzen, for he was somewhat of a clumsy brute, having been
used as a freighting animal.
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Typical Eskimo reindeer herder sitting on his sled pulled by a white reindeer with antlers .
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All went well on the open river, but when we entered the portage where the way led
out through the beautiful evergreen trees, the devil asked for his dues , and he did it
quickly. My sled hit the first tree with a bang, and the deer was instantly separated from
the sled - a poor beginning . The guides must have anticipated this accident, since I
hadn't learned the art of guiding my sled in and out among the trees; they quickly and
good-naturedly came to my rescue, saying, "We not worry," "We fixum." The damage
caused by this sudden impact was slight, thank goodness, so the animal was soon reattached to the runners and we were again on the way. I had quickly to master the knack
of maneuvering my sled this way and that to avoid a second wreck and much embarrassment, for there were many portages ahead to be crossed; they might have asked me
to forfeit driving my deer and ride with them. It would have been a humiliating and
keen disappointment not to master the situation. I had to tend strictly to business.
On the second portage I managed under difficulty, and with much fear and trembling,
to reach the lagoon without hitting another tree, so my hopes brightened; but here again
the old devil was asking for trouble . Suddenly we came upon a dog team that instantly
became unmanageable, setting out at a rapid pace to prey upon my beast; he, timid and
defenseless, at once whirled around, dashing into the tall timber for safety, catching his
antlers in the branches of a tree and snapping them off before I could realize what was
happening - it was shedding time, but much of the romance was gone in driving a
hornless animal. In the meantime the yelping, blood-thirsty malamutes, who always
ferociously forced wiffic to pull aside for them , were brought under control by their
driver, and the highway was safe once more from their sharp fangs.
We crossed many portages and lagoons, but finally left them behind with no more
trees close to the route to keep me in suspense . We travelled over hill, valley, and desolate
snow-plains that were alluring and fascinating . There wasn't much animal life to be seen ,
for the weather was too severe for animals to venture out on their play-grounds . The
hare, the fox, and the wolves were the only creatures that could withstand the cold. One
lone fox was seen on the edge of the forest, skirting in and out among the trees . There
were no wolves in view, but an occasional rabbit scampered from its burrow, sitting
upon its haunches to see what was taking place in his remote world. The white ptarmigan,
aroused by our coming , flew from tree to tree in the distance , and if Alice had been
along she would have wanted to set snares to catch these birds, for their fat breasts were
a delicacy; but I didn't know the ways and means of capturing them . Neither could I
lay low a fox or a rabbit. I didn't have a gun, and killing was no pleasure for me.
Most of the time I sat on my sled for the obvious reason that my many layers of clothing
were too bundlesome and weighty for running ; however, when my blood began to run
cold, since no amount of clothing could keep me warm, I held on to the handles, trotting
along behind, but this was only for short intervals.
It grew monotonous following the guides, so I thoughtlessly steered my deer around
the other two animals and was very soon in the lead . In Kansas I had enjoyed riding and
driving a horse, and this would be a fine chance to demonstrate my ability as a driver
- but reindeer like travelling together. As a result, my lead was of very short duration,
for in the twinkling of an eye he whirled around to join his comrades ; once he had started
on his mad career nothing would stop him except throwing him with a rope, and that I
couldn't do. My sled upset, tangling me in the lasso rope that had been given me for
lines. Somehow I managed to rid myself of the sled and ropes, and he came to a halt
when he was back with his companions. A trained deer will stop if the rope is pulled
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until his head is turned, but my lessons hadn't gotten that far. I suffered no bodily harm,
save a few black and blue places , but my pride and feelings were badly hurt for having
pulled such a silly prank.
That was the third mishap , and since the third is supposed to be the charm, my
superstitious mind was at ease . All these delays caused the morning to pass quickly, but
the afternoon seemed long with the shadows now beginning to lengthen, and the wind
blowing a slight gale.
I kept looking for chimney smoke. Surely around the next bend or over the hill
something would be visible in the near distance, but we continued on our way, getting
colder and colder, as the day advanced. Finally- a wonderful sight, too enchanting to
be a reality- a fabulous fairy land could be seen on the hillside- a thousand reindeer
in one herd , digging under the snow for moss . 3 Not far away a stream of smoke-like
vapour poured into the sky from a mound-shaped igloo. This resembled a house on fire,
as the smoke whirled and swirled lifting itself upward into the air, but it was a most
welcome sight. It reminded me of my childhood days, when we accompanied our parents
in a spring wagon across the country on the yearly midwinter pilgrimage to pay the
taxes, and buy winter clothing. Then, we had a bag of hot salt, or bricks to keep our
feet warm, but long before we reached our destination, our souls were warmed by smoke
from the railroad round-house.
This igloo represented a very crude construction for a home, but it answered all the
needs of the reindeer herders and their families, and moreover it provided a junction
roadhouse for travelers. It resembled somewhat our root cellar on the farm, yet it was
quite different for it had one window in the ceiling and the entrance was more devious.
A hole or a pit for the one room, sixteen by twenty feet, had been dug to the depth of
six feet, and these walls were lined with wide, rough boards; its floor, roo, was covered
with the same material. Logs had been placed slopingly on the roof, and all this area
was then covered with a thick layer of dirt, except for a small space in the center; over
this opening was stretched the bladder of a bear, which served the purpose of a window
for light and sunshine.
The entrance to this abode, definitely crude and cramped, making it difficult to get
in, was a tunnel about eight feet in length with just space enough tO crawl through the
main entrance. The tight squeeze would have been filthy, but the weather was too cold
tO leave the ground wet. At the entrance proper hung a bear skin to keep out the cold.
This door was raised two feet above the floor, making it necessary to step down tO enter.
There was no sign, "Watch your step" so I stumbled headlong into the place, partly from
mere awkwardness, but mostly because my eyes were blinded from the glare of the sun
on the trail.
The Eskimo herders' wives were surprised to see me, but they were smiling and cordial
in their welcome. One immediately served hot tea and pilot bread; 4 the other kept on
with her sewing of furs .
To my surprise and pleasure this igloo was neat and clean, for Eskimo ladies sweep
their homes with the mere wing of a wild goose, which is a most unique way of reaching
all the corners ; the only hardship in this novel way of cleaning is squatting on the floor,
but they are accustomed to that sort of life. Even those who marry white men sit on the
floor to eat their food, while their husbands dine at a table.
In the rear of this hovel was a camp stove with wood piled high and neatly against
the wall. Reindeer apprentices kept this fuel well in stock for the winter, with cords and
cords in reserve nearby.
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Igloo being constructed out of blocks of ice, logs and rough boards.
Each lady had her own sewing-kit and grub-box. The box was quite similar to our
picnic outfits, but both containers were kept in perfect order; they had few tools to do
their work, but they were supplied with the essentials , which were sweet simplicity to
them.
On each side of the igloo were raised platforms with a side board that served the
purpose of beds. In this home were four, two on each side of the room and each lady sat
on her own bunk as she sewed and worked in the day time.
There was no consideration for privacy in their building plan. I slept in my clothes
and the "privy" was a blade of grass or any protection on the outside that might serve
for shelter. One little boy went out into the open to answer nature's call, and I looked
at him in hopes of putting him to shame for this public act; surprisingly, he came over
in disgust to where I was standing and said in no uncertain terms, "Schoolteacher, why
you look?" This reprimand was definitely coming to me .
When we arrived that evening, our appetites were craving food, for we had been six
hours on the way without a morsel because it was too cold to srop for a snack. I wondered
what would be on the dinner menu! Perhaps black-fish from the lakes of the tundra!
They are delicious, but to my surprise one of the ladies dressed an arctic hare for this
meal. After she had stewed the meat for some time in water melted from snow, rice was
added. Never was my hunger more violent or food more delicious.
It had been my plan ro sleep in my bag on the sled in a sheltered place outside, but
the weather was much too severe; when one's breath freezes it's sensible to remain under
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cover. For this reason I gladly accepted the invitation to cast my lot with theirs and place
my bag on the floor between the bunks. It was a hard bed, but nothing is more conducive
to sleep than exhaustion from a long day of travel in the wind and cold, and I was very
tired.
During the night my hair grew wet; I thought that the snow had melted and leaked
through the bladder skin window above me bur the bear-skin door had been opened
directly above the bed, causing an impact of heat and cold, which dampened my long,
braided locks .
We had expected severe weather the next day for our homeward trip, but to our
pleasure the temperature had greatly moderated and the cold wind had stopped blowing.
Nowhere on the globe does the climate vary as it does in this part of the world. The
powerful Chinook winds coming up the Kuskokwim· River can make great changes in
the weather in a few hours. I have seen the thermometer register forty below one day,
and then climb to forty above the next.
My reservations in this unique lodge had been made for only one night; therefore we
departed for home the next morning, making the most of the sunshine and the swiftly
shortening day. We exchanged our tired animals for fresh reindeer so the going was much
speedier, and happier for me since this new animal had antlers .
My vacation ended with no mishap on the homeward stretch but my muscles were
sore for days . It takes a rugged individual to withstand the rigours of the trail, but the
pleasure of the journey, there and on the way back, was well worth the energy expended.

FOOD GATHERING
The seasons of Alaska were most interesting, and each period ushered in a new round
of work and pleasure. Winter had brought the dances and the Reindeer Fair, and before
we were conscious of the march of time, spring had arrived with its garden activities .
My knowledge of scientific cultivation of the soil was limited, but since a teacher
must be many-sided in her duties in a frontier country, it was essential for me to go to
work in earnest to learn the ways of farming under different climatic conditions especially if there was to be a harvest. 5
Gardening in that country was carried out in a different manner from the way it's done
in the States, and under difficulties even if time is taken by the forelock. To begin with,
the dirt for next year's planting had to be placed in boxes and stored in the root cellar
early in the fall to keep it from freezing. There could be no sowing if we didn't steal a
march on the weather, for the earth was frozen and impervious to garden tools in the
winter time. It was equally important to have seeds purchased well in advance, for often
it was necessary to send to the States for the supply.
Some people were fortunate enough to own their own greenhouses, but our huge
kitchen served that purpose for us. It was light, warm, and spacious with one side
completely framed by windows.
The boxes, filled with earth, were carted from the cellar in March and placed on racks
in front of the windows for the contents to be thoroughly warmed; after this , it was
thrilling to pulverize the soil with bare hands, but more wonderful to observe the little
sprouts bursting forth into green plants when all around, the ground was barren and
black.
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The seeds were at first scattered quite close together to sprout and develop into tiny
sized plants before transplanting them to other containers, where they were later placed
further apart. Cabbage, head lettuce, and cauliflower grew luxuriously, making it imperative that they be reset in other boxes two or three times, before the out-of-doors
garden was sufficiently warm not to retard the growth.
Potatoes, cut with an eye in each part, were carefully placed in the cartons filled with
humus until the leaves began to flourish; then they were replanted in the garden very
painstakingly with the foliage above the soil. This, in particular, gave them a head start,
and they were well on the way to maturity with little delay. We also grew Petroski
turnips, called the Alaska apple because they are delicious.
Since the growing season was so short , the whole secret of success was to have every
vegetable expanding and ready to set in the ground the instant the ice left the river.
Summer had then arrived with no more frost until late August. Because there was almost
perpetual sunlight for twenty-four hours each day during the summer, vegetables growing in so much light- are crisper and tastier than those in the States.
When the navigation season opened, and the fish began to run, all the people of the
village hurriedly departed for the fishing grounds, leaving the town deserted. Even the
halt, the lame, and the blind were transported to tent life in the sunshine and fresh air,
and to get a serving of the season's first king salmon. Making a garden and directing the
school greenhouses were a part of the way I earned my summer salary, but when the fish
arrived, the children abandoned their hot-beds for the fish camps; however, it was
necessary for them to accompany their parents, for fish was their main food during the
entire year and vegetables were not much to their liking . Those who raised potatoes sold
most of their yield to the trader.
There wasn't a soul left in the village to spade my tiny truck farm. The plants were
ready, but no ground was prepared. Something had to be done about the cultivation
immediately, or there would be no fresh vegetables . Having all the necessary tools for
gardening on hand, I thought I might as well spade a little each day as to sit and fret,
so I went to work with the spade. When the superintendent, Mr. Kilbuck, arrived my
spading was completed, and I expected that some praise would be forthcoming for manual
labor accomplished with so much sweat, muscle, and happiness , but it wasn't. Instead,
he said in his quiet and reserved manner, "It looks well tilled on the top, but the ground
underneath hasn't been spaded very deeply."
Well, I seemed to be up against a stone wall, even though my plans had been most
thoroughly organized, but as usual, I was never fenced in without some unexpected
means of escape. This time it was a deaf mute from up the river who came to my rescue.
This Eskimo had arrived in our village for the summer, hoping to find odd jobs, and he
would dig deep into the earth.
He had with him all his meager possessions for a home and light housekeeping - the
Eskimo summer way of life. In a short time he had erected his tent near the river, where
he was comfortably housed, and was eager to work, for his money was gone. He was a
smiling, happy soul in his thirties , and very religious; so much so that he named his
canvas shelter Jesus. 6 The letters were in large size capitals, framed across the top of his
tent , so they could be seen across the village. Just why a camp should be called this
sacred name was never disclosed, for my sign language didn't develop to that point where
I could converse with him in his Eskimo vernacular.
It was evident that this was the first time he had ever worked in a garden. While he
was, indeed, a good spader, on the other hand, I was annoyed to the point of tears when
he began to dig up the potatoes and leave the weeds growing in carefully tended rows.
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To work outside in the fresh balmy air and sunshine after being shut-in all winter,
and to see nature's breath of life performing miracles, was a great source of enjoyment
- until the pesky mosquitoes arrived. Having them hatch and ready to sting almost
before the frost was out of the air was most provoking. The North country would be a
paradise in summer if these tiny ubiquitous insects were not on hand, post haste, to
torment night and day.
It was evident that I could do nothing without some sort of protection, so I took time
out to prepare the customary armour for battle. I protected my face with a black mosquito
net, which was made into an elongated bag with elastic inserted in both ends. One end
was securely fastened around the crown of a broad brimmed hat, and this held the net
away from the face; the other end was stretched over my shoulders and then fastened
securely with straps under the arms. With this functional millinary on my head, gloves
on my hands , and a pair of equestrian trousers, I returned to the garden to defy my foes;
but if one or two found their way beneath this fortress, they speedily sent me back for
better protection. The first year their sting seemed to inoculate one with poison, for the
second year the bites were not as noticeable or the bumps as large .
Making a garden required much thought and labor, but it also provided joy in the
doing, with a harvest of vegetables as a final goal. These were then stored in the root
cellar, where most of the vegetables kept their firmness without becoming woody or
pithy until February. The potatoes were excellent in texture and not the watery sort that
grew in some localities. The season was too short for the peas to ripen, since they were
not in the ground in time, but we ate them, pods and all, on our various trips to the
garden, for they were so good.

May Wynne's teacher's house and garden at Akiak during the summer of 1917. The Kuskokwim
River can be seen in the background.
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While the garden was growing, there was much in the country to gather for food;
wild rhubarb, which flourished along the river bank, was much tastier and sweeter that
the domesticated variety. Each one of the homes was provided with the domesticated
kind, but the natives didn't like the taste, so they gave me permission to cut some of
their supply when they left for the camps. We gathered blueberries, a coveted dish of
all Alaskans, which can be served in many different ways, and the canned juice is
delicious; the low bush cranberries which, stored outside to freeze, remain fresh all
winter without the work of canning; and the pale salmon-berries, which make an appetizing desert when preserved with oranges.
In the spring the smelt were the first fish to arrive. The native ladies taught me how
to weave a net, which was attached to a wire ring about two feet in diameter, and then
to this ring was fastened a long slim pole for a handle. My catch in dipping for these
tiny silvery creatures wasn't anything to boast about, but there was much joy in the
attempt, and the pleasure of rowing was part of the sport . Herring followed the smelt,
and the king salmon then trailed the herring - their food. The silver and dog salmon
later came in hordes, and in the winter the natives cut a hole in the ice to trap eels for
the livers, which they relished.
The ducks and the geese were fat as they began their fall flight to the south, but the
government prohibited whites from bringing down the geese for food.
Every Carnation milk can that was opened was thoroughly washed and stored away
for future <;:anning use. As the one can was punctured in the opening, it took two to
make ,a whole can in canning; we used these tins in canning salmon . We had no oil
papers to line them, but we managed to make our own supply by oiling wrapping papers.
We possessed a canning and soldering outfit that was hard to manipulate, but the nurse,
who was most capable and ambitious, soldered the cans. In the early morning, we would
purchase a forty pound king salmon, which a native lady quickly skinned with more art
and ease than I could skin a cottontail. She removed the bones, while we worked fast
and furiously to have it sealed in the cans before it spoiled; besides if a can sent bubbles
to the top in cooking, it had to be resealed . Our shelves, after much long and tedious
labor, were filled with food.
Reindeer meat was plentiful throughout the winter, though it wasn't supplied in the
summer for lack of refrigeration, save on rare occasions when a carcass was brought down
from the mountain herds; but then the deep, swift mountain rivers were dangerous to
navigate . Rabbits were plentiful, moose could be had, cub bear meat was delicious and
we once roasted a porcupine that tasted like savory roast pork; we also cooked a swan
and a loon - the swan was good, but the loon was much too gamey. A lake provided
fresh clams, though they were most difficult to raise from the depths of the bed.
Each Eskimo home was provided with a cache, both in the village and in their summer
camp. These store-houses were built upon stilts to be safe from the floods, and out of
reach of stray, hungry dogs; in addition we all had a smoke-house, for both whites and
natives relished the smoked salmon strips.
The store of a trader in each village was usually well stocked with all the necessary
staple goods, so if one had what it took to glean the harvest, there was food, and food
to spare.
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NOTES:
1. May Wynne's superiors were Walter H. Johnson, Superintendent of Native Schools, Western Division,
and John H. Kilbuck, District Superintendent of Native Schools, Western District, <Official Register of the
United States, 1917. Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office). John Henry Kilbuck (1861-1922),
whom May Wynne refers to often in her memoir, was a member of the Delaware Indian tribe. He had been
educated in Moravian schools and went to Alaska as a Moravian missionary in 1887. Fr;m 1914 to 1918,
he was the Western District Superintendent and was well and favorably known in the Kuskokwim region.
The Kilbuck Range in Alaska is named for him.
2 . Kushbrook- Kashbruck, an Eskimo word for parka .
3. Reindeer and reindeer camps were not a part of the traditional native economy in Alaska. They had
been introduced into the country by Dr. Sheldon Jackson, an early Presbyterian missionary in Alaska who
afterward lobbied in Washington for Eskimo interests, as he perceived them. He believed the animals would
provide a valuable addition to the food supply, a means of transportation and a source of skins for clothing,
tents, bedding, etc. , as they did for certain groups of Arctic Siberian Eskimos. He imported sixteen reindeer
into Alaska in 1891 as an experiment and the following year Congress appropriated $6,000 to import a
large number of reindeer from Siberia. At the time of May Wynne's journey to the reindeer camp, the
industry was growing and flourishing and seemed to prove Jackson's hopes were well founded. The deer she
saw were probably those of a composite herd belonging to Eskimo herders and apprentices, Laplanders , the
Moravian mission and the U.S. government . Ownership was indicated by notches in the reindeers' ears .
After World War I, the reindeer industry in Alaska declined for various reasons, including lack of pasturage,
attacks by wolves and other predators, the coming of air travel which relieved winter food shortages, and
the disinclination of the Eskimos to live away from their communities . See Ted C. Hinckley, The
Americanization of Alaska, 1867-1897, pp. 198-99. (Palo Alto, California: Pacific Books, 1967) and
Wendell H . Oswalt, Mission of Change in Alaska. Eskimos and Moravians on the Kuskokwim, pp. 4547. (San Marino, California: The Huntington Library, 1963).
4. Pilot bread- a small hard cracker, sometimes called a sea biscuit.
5. Raising a garden was one of May Wynne's duties as a teacher in an Alaskan native school. The Governor's
report on Alaska schools in 1917 makes the following statement: "Agriculture is being developed through
school gardens with very gratifying results. These school gardens may be found in almost every section of
Alaska, and through this agency not only the interest of the younger generation is being stimulated but
that of the entire village . .. By a large production of vegetables and the storage of large quantities of dried
fish, canned berries and other local products, the natives can live almost independently of outside supplies."
(Report of the Governor of Alaska. Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office , 1917, p. 17).
The Governor's report was unduly optimistic about the natives ' interest in gardening , judging from May
Wynne's account . Fish remained their preferred food and it was apparently not easy to interest them in
vegetables, nor was it possible or probably even desirable to persuade them to stay at home during the
summer to raise them. May Wynne's responsibilities also included keeping the accounts on the reindeer
herds and distributing supplies to the herdsmen from the school, maintaining a supply of medicine for
minor ailments and administering it, as well as maintaining a full and regular schedule of classes. She was
also required to play the piano for the native chapel services. The separation of church and state was not
always strictly adhered to by her supervisors.
6. Russian missionaries had been active in the Kuskokwim region before the American purchase of Alaska
in 1867. However, they had been content to baptize their converts and encourage them to cake Christian
names; they had not established missions in the region. American Moravian misssionaries established themselves at Bethel, which they founded in 1885 and began conversion of the Eskimos in the villages on the
banks of the river. By 1916, when May Wynne lived in Akiak, most of the residents of the village attended
the Moravian chapel which had a native pastor, but also continued to make use of the Kashgee, the community
men's house, where the traditional dances and potlatches (gift giving ceremonies) were held. The Moravian
missionaries encouraged the people to have Christian names as well as their native names. See Wendell H .
Oswalt, Mission of Change in Alaska. Eskimos and Moravians on the Kuskokwim, cited above, and Anna
Buxbaum Schwalbe, Dayspring on the Kuskokwim (Bethlehem, Pennsylvania: Moravian Press, 1951).
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Baron Ferdinand Petrovich Wrangell was governor of Russian America and chief manager of the
Russian American Company in Alaska for five years .

*Views of Mexico raken from plares in Album Pintoresco de Ia Republic Mexicana circa 1850.
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WRANGELL'S JOURNEY OF 1836:
"FROM SITKA TO SAINT PETERSBURG BY WAY OF MEXICO"

WILLIAM RICHARDSON

At the end of 1836, Baron Ferdinand Petrovich Wrangell ( 1796- 1870) left his post
as governor of Russian America, his term of office and his five-year leave of absence from
the Imperial Navy having expired. Normally, a retiring governor would return to European Russia entirely by sea, or by land across Siberia. Wrangell decided on a different
route, however. Both he and the directors of the Russian American Company felt that
the time had come to increase commercial, and if possible, political contacts with the
Republic of Mexico. Wrangell and his superiors agreed that the most effective means of
bringing about changes beneficial to the Russian Empire and to ~he Russian American
Company would be for Wrangell to return to St. Petersburg by way of Mexico. There
he could meet with officials of the Mexican government and initiate discussions leading
to increased trade between Mexico and the Russian possessions in America, and possibly
to an exchange of ambassadors between the two nations. As it happened, Wrangell's
negotiations yielded almost no positive results . Yet his trip was significant because of
its potential importance, and because of his description of Mexico in the mid-1830s, a
unique picture of the country and the only major source of information about Mexico
written by a Russian citizen until much later in the century. 1 His published accounts, 2
and more importantly, his recently-discovered diary/ provide a rare, Russian view of a
tempestuous period in Mexican history.

William Harrison Richardson is an assistant professor of history at Wichita State University and is currently
a visiting professor in Soviet and Latin American studies at the University of Kansas. His Ph .D. is from
the University of California, Berkeley. In 1982-83 he was a participant in the IREX-Fulbright exchange
with the Soviet Union and is a specialist in Soviet-Mexican diplomatic relations and Soviet views of Mexico.
His monograph, The Golden Fleece and Russian Modernism, will be published this year by Ardis Press.
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With permission of the Spanish government the Russians built Fort Ross in 1812 on the northern
coast of California. The colony remained under Russian occupation until it was sold to John Sutter
in 1841.

Russian interest in improving relations with the colony of New Spain, then with
independent Mexico, had been growing since the establishment of the Russian American
Company's first colony at Kodiak in 1784. 4 The focus of Russian attention was trade
with California. By 1808, the viceregal government in Mexico City was being asked by
the Company to allow the Russians to buy food in Alta California for the Alaskan
settlements, and later salt from San Quintin and Isla Carmen in Baja California. None
of this trade procured the quantity of supplies sufficient for the colony, however, and in
1812, with relations deteriorating between Russia and Spain because of the Napoleonic
wars, the Company founded Fort Ross on the California coast north of the Spanish
settlements. Ross's purpose was tO produce grain and other foodstuffs for Alaska, but it
proved only a limited success, 5 and there was some relief in the Company's headquarters
when the new republican government of Mexico opened the ports of California to all
trade. Russian commercial ambition grew to such an extent that by the late 1820s,
Russians on the scene felt that their ships dominated California's foreign trade. 6 It was
precisely this Russian economic presence that concerned many government officials in
the Mexican capital.
With Mexico's independence in 1821, one of the new government's major worries was
the danger to California from Russia, Britain, and the United States . Alta California had
been settled beginning in 1769 because of fears of Russian expansion, 7 and during the
confusion of the Napoleonic era, there was much suspicion that Russia might attack
California from Kamchatka. Mission San Rafael was built under Spanish rule in 1817,
and Mission San Francisco Solano under Mexican rule in 1823, both to prevent the
Russians at Fort Ross from expanding their control southward. By the early 1830s, many
in California and in the capital believed that friendly relations between Mexico City and
St. Petersburg were essential in order to discourage further Russian expansion and to
gain a powerful ally in potential territorial conflicts with Britain and the United States. 8
The 1830s were also years of great political upheaval in Mexico, of course. General
Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna overthrew the liberal government of Gomez Farias in April
1834, and in 1835 Texas declared its independence. Wrangell arrived in Mexico at a
time when it appeared the country was politically and geographically disintegrating.
Officially, Wrangell's purpose in making his trip to Mexico City was tO expand Russian
trade with California and Mexico, as well as to clarify legally the boundaries of the Ross
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colony. He also hoped, however, to convince his government subsequently to extend
diplomatic recognition to Mexico in exchange for Mexico's ceding the northern shore of
San Francisco Bay to the Russian Empire, to be added to the lands around Fort Ross. 9
This suggestion had been made before in St. Petersburg, and each time the Foreign
Ministry rejected it . 10 In the end, the government gave Wrangell permission to
enter into discussions on the confirmation of the convention on our rights co the shore of New
Albion , on the expansion of our authority co such boundaries which may be restricted , [and}
about the permanent establishing of trade on known rules in both Californias and on the other
coasts of Mexico. 11

It was also made clear, however, that Wrangell would travel as a private person since
the question of recognition of Mexico was such an important issue . He would represent
the Russian American Company alone, not the government of Tsar Nicholas I.
Wrangell, accompanied by his wife and young son, sailed on the Sitkha for Monterey
in November 1835. There Wrangell planned to obtain a passport and letters of introduction from Governor Jose Figueroa, the man who had first suggested the journey, and
who had given Wrangell a description of the best route across the country. 12 Unfortunately, Figueroa had just died, and his successor, Nicohis Gutierrez, was not as favorable
toward the Russians as his predecessor had been. The resultant visit to Monterey was
brief, though it did provide Wrangell an opportunity to observe first-hand the changes
overtaking California. He found, for example, that secularization had ruined Mission
San Carlos. But its appalling deterioration was countered by the impressive growth in
population and construction in Monterey, the product of the opening of California's ports
to foreign ships and settlement. The town was overwhelmed by Americans and Englishmen, and in his diary Wrangell described California as a province rich with potential
unrealized by its Mexican administrators, an observation shared by most Europeans
visiting California during these years . Wrangell must have felt sharply the relative decline
of the Russian role in California, and that the pace of change might very possibly eclipse
Russian activity there should nothing be done to counter it . Undoubtedly his brief visit
to Monterey gave his mission in Mexico greater importance in his eyes .
Failing to receive a passport from Gutierrez, Wrangell decided to sail on to San Bias,
there to obtain the documents necessary for travel. The commandant of the port of San
Bias was in Tepic when the Sitkha arrived, however, and Wrangell was informed by the
commandant's assistant that a message would be sent to him there, but that meanwhile
the Baron would have to complete a number of forms required by the central authorities.
Wrangell also learned that his Russian passport, though signed "by a Vice-Chancellor
of the Russian Empire," was not sufficient for passage through Mexico, that he would
need special permission from Mexico City (which would probably take six weeks or so),
and that meanwhile it would be best for Wrangell and his party to stay in San Bias,
enjoying the town's hospitality. While the region's fresh fruits and vegetables were indeed
appealing to Wrangell and his family (as they were to all the Russians from Alaska),
Wrangell immediately began sending messages to contacts in Tepic in an attempt to
obtain permission to proceed inland.
As a town and port, San Bias was a disaster in Wrangell's view. Three previously
Spanish warships anchored there were slowly falling apart, an indication to Wrangell
that what he saw as the creativity and energy of viceregal rule had now been replaced by
the decay and decline of independence. The town and presidio were literally disintegrating, their only positive features were the remnants of colonial times. The govern-
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ment's officials he found incredibly lax: an English naval ship had been anchored offshore
for some time, but the port commander had not yet seen fit to come down from Tepic
to deal with it. On the whole, Wrangell and his family found San Blas a distressing,
gloomy place, and when word came that the English consul in Tepic had arranged official
approval for them to travel there, Wrangell and his family left gladly.
The journey by horseback was uneventful, although the distant sight of coconuts,
bananas, and sugar cane made the first day's diet of tortillas and beans unappealing . The
second day, as they climbed into the mountains, the vegetation changed to corn, maguey,
and fruit trees, and they found the richer diet of spicy foods and exotic fruits more tasty.
Tepic was quite attractive to the Russians:
.. the tidiness of the streets , which were paved and which even had sidewalks, the whitewashed walls of the houses , with green trees scattered between them, the activity of the people
- all this sweetened our eyes marvelously, grown tired as they had of the monorony of the
country in which we had spent the last six years.

Even in Tepic, however, Wrangell felt something had gone awry: hundreds of people
had died from a recent cholera epidemic; there was no doctor, no hospital, no teachers,
no school, not even any soldiers in the town (they had gone off to fight in Texas). It was
in Tepic that Wrangell had his first opportunity to talk with the local inhabitants about
conditions in the Republic. The consul of Great Britain, Eustaquio Barron (with whom
Wrangell and his family stayed), the foreigners Wrangell met in the city, even the "simple
people" led Wrangell to believe that in general the new republic and its government
were viewed with distrust and dismay, that the politicians were seen as being interested
only in their own personal wealth, and that the military officers and the bureaucrats
were, without exception, corrupt. While the economy of the country had improved in
some respects since independence, Wrangell concluded that on the basis of his discussions
and observations the nation's legal system, its military and political structure had all
declined and been corrupted by the "freedom" of the Republic, and that the country was
still faced with numerous unsolved problems. Finally, Wrangell decided the general
consensus in the country was that things had been better under Spanish rule. 13
Despite obstruction on the part of the local alcalde, Barron succeeded in obtaining
permission for Wrangell and his party to move on to Guadalajara and Mexico City. Of
the regions through which he would travel, it was perhaps this area of the country which
impressed Wrangell most. While the roads were rocky and in bad repair, the countrysjde
and natural surroundings were extraordinarily beautiful, he wrote. He could not avoid
constantly comparing his experiences of the last few years in Alaska with what he foup.d
in central Mexico. A neat and tiny posada in an unexceptional village, with its good
food and pleasant surroundings, was of a sort almost never encountered in Russia. 14
There were almost no Siberian counterparts to the town of Ahuacatlan, with its stone
church, its houses with windows, its benches, gardens, streets, and of course, its bread,
not often encountered in rural Mexico, and a taste for which Russians were never able
to satisfy with tortillas. 15 Outside Guadalajara they were met by a carriage (Wrangell
noted that it was the first one they had seen in six years) sent at the orders of Barron's
agent, Manuel Luna. They continued their journey in greater comfort through the maguey fields in the vicinity of Tequila and on to a military post, where a detachment of
soldiers was to escort them into Guadalajara and protect them from the local bandits . 16
Because his son had become ill, Wrangell stayed several days in Guadalajara, in a
house prepared for them by Luna in a nice section of the city. As before, Wrangell was
not favorably impressed by what he found, and he described Guadalajara in some detail
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in his diary. He could discern only decline in comparison with what had apparently
existed before independence, with only traces of good taste and luxury remaining, for
example. The people of the city he found more interesting, and again, he relied on them
for his understanding of the area's condition. Luna, for example, a native of Cadiz, had
lived in Guadalajara for twenty-five years and had become a commissioner for merchants
throughout the country, even though he was illiterate. A foreigner, he was a great
commercial success, unlike most Mexicans, who seemed, Wrangell wrote in his diary,
to lack the energy and initiative for such business endeavors.

Plaza Mayor de Guadalajara*

By the middle of February 1836, Wrangell and his party left by coach for Mexico
City. 17 Again, to Wrangell the countryside was striking, but now with its organ cactus
and pepper trees (and its always impressive variety of vegetables). They passed Guanajuato, had a glimpse of the Valenciana mine, stayed a night in Irapuato, then came quite
near the "very pretty" towns of Salamanca, Dolores, San Miguel, and Celaya. They
stopped overnight in Queretaro, which they found an appealing town, but one that had
suffered greatly during the Insurgency, and which was now depopulated and in great
disrepair. On the whole, Wrangell was much more positive in his evaluation of the Bajfo
than of the western part of the country. Nearing the capital, he and his family were
captivated by the sight of the two snow-covered volcanoes in the distance, and by the
nicely landscaped road leading into the city. Equally as impressive were the fields,
gardens, and haciendas in the capital's vicinity, destroyed during the Insurgency, desolate
areas where little recovery had taken place. They arrived in the city in the rain and dark,
and settled into a hotel owned by foreigners .
The aim of Wrangell 's journey had been to confer with high government officials in
Mexico City, of course, but he was immediately frustrated. Since President Santa Anna
was in Texas, involved in attempting to quell the rebellion there, Wrangell decided he
would try to see the interim president, General Miguel Barragan. Wrangell hoped for
some success with Barragan since he was reported to be an honest, decent man, and since
Wrangell had several letters of recommendation. Difficulties remained, however: Wran-
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Vista del panorama de Mexico*

gell still had no passport permitting him to travel through the country, and there was
the general Mexican distrust of Russians (the Mexican fear that the Russians hoped to
annex all of California was encouraged by other foreigners in the capital, especially the
British and French ambassadors , who were determined not to allow the Russians to
further their influence in Mexico City). Unfortunately for Wrangell's plans, Barragan
was ill, and soon died . The foreign minister, Jose Marfa Ortiz Monasterio, was bedridden
at the same time, so all business with foreigners was suspended , and for the time being,
Wrangell was able to do nothing official in the city.
Faced with such obstacles, Wrangell decided to approach Ortiz Monasterio by letter,
in hopes of later being allowed to see him in person . 18 The message recounted the
correspondence between Governors Wrangell and Figueroa, and the hopes among the
Californians and Russians for increased commercial relations between Mexico and the
Russian American Company. The thrust of the letter, however, lay in a number of specific
requests: that the Company be allowed to obtain grain and food in Alta California, and
salt from Baja California, that otter hunting by Russians be allowed, and that Russian
ships be permitted to carry on trade freely at all Mexican ports, on both coasts . In
exchange, Wrangell offered the Company's Alaskan facilities to Mexican ships for trade
and repairs, and the training at Novo-Arkhangelsk of Indian and Californian children in
skills that would be useful to them at home. All this, Wrangell concluded, would be of
great value for the economic advancement of the Pacific basin and for those countries
along its shores.
Eventually, through the aid of Friedrich von Gerolt (General Consul of Prussia and a
man highly respected by the Mexican government), Wrangell was given an audience
with the new interim president , Jose Justo Corro . Wrangell repeated the requests he
had made in the letter to Ortiz Monasterio, and added that Russian friendship could be
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useful for Mexico, especially with the growing encroachment of the Hudson's Bay Company in the north. Corro responded that for the present, relations between their two
nations should continue as before, and that any new information or requests should be
put in writing and would be considered in due course.
While awaiting a formal response from the foreign minister, and disappointed in the
interim president's evasiveness, Wrangell wrote in his diary some of his most caustic
comments on Mexico and its government . He had tended to believe everything negative
he had heard throughout his journey about the Mexican government and military, and
in the capital, his experiences tended to reinforce his prejudices. The general banditry,
theft, and lawlessness he found incredible and unconscionable. The state of public morality was to be seen in the great number of murders of ordinary people, most frequently
the result of drunkenness . The president, Santa Anna, was little better than a simpleton,
especially in believing he could defeat the Texans. 19 On the whole, Wrangell found the
nation was in a miserable state:
Although Mexico seems destined to be the richest land in the world , at present it is in a
pitiable condition; the state's expenditures are twice the size of what they were at the time of
the Spaniards, [yet} the income for customs would easily cover expenditures if only everything
would flow with honesty into the treasury, but smuggling and theft have grown indescribably.
Santa Anna is the biggest smuggler in the land and there is no official in the entire government
who cannot be bought. The Mexican entirely lacks any conscience or sense of honor, he suffers
from a deficiency of education, of a clear intellectual sense, he has no direction to his energy
and he is happy only when his most immediate personal needs are being satisfied.

Nonetheless, despite his almost complete disillusionment with the country, he did
find the capital a pleasant, striking city, its houses tasteful in their decorations, and the
i.n teriors of the churches, especially the Cathedral, ·exceedingly rich. Above all, he wrote,

Interior de Ia Catedral de Mexico*
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"Chapultepec was for me the most attractive as a traveler: the view of the city and
surroundings was enchanting, and the . . . ancient cypresses . .. made an impression
that is indelible. " 20
At last, on the fourteenth of March, Wrangell received an encouraging letter from
Ortiz Monasterio, informing him that the government would be happy to increase trade
and other relations with the Russian American Company in California, and that it was
ready to carry on conversations with official representatives of the Tsar. A message had
been sent to the Mexican ambassador in London instructing him to initiate such discussions there with a Russian diplomat as soon as it was clear that the Tsarist government
was interested in such conversations. Wrangell knew that Mexico was not favorable
toward the idea of extensive trade with countries which did not recognize it diplomatically, and that the Russian American Company's fortunes in California and Mexico would
depend greatly on the establishment of official relations between the Mexican Republic
and the Russian Empire.
There being nothing further for him to do in the capital, Wrangell soon left with his
family for Veracruz, where a ship would take them on to Europe. With a military escort
to protect them from bandits, they traveled by carriage to Cordoba, Cholula, then to
what Wrangell described in his diary as the "hateful" city of Puebla, notable for its
"fanatical Catholicism." The following day, their escort left them, apparently because
they themselves were afraid of thieves, and Wrangell's party traveled on through rain,
fog, and cold into a "second Sitka," the "ugly and unpleasant" city of Jalapa. For unclear
reasons, the party stayed in Jalapa several days, although Wrangell found little of interest
in the town. He wrot~ that while there was great natural beauty throughout the country,
"it is notable everywhere in Mexico that no love for the beauties of nature is to be found,
not any pleasure in living on the land," that the old Spanish urban customs had been
transferred almost intact to Mexico, with little consideration for the great physical
differences between the two nations. 2 1 At this point in his journey, Wrangell's antipathy
to Mexico's government influenced all his analysis of the country.
In Jalapa, Santa Anna's home, Wrangell read newspaper accounts of the most recent
events in Texas, and his interpretation of the developments was cynical in the extreme:
In Jalapa we learned . .. of Sanra Anna's capture of {San Anronio de} Bejar in Texas and
afterwards of the Alamo fortress, which was taken by srorm, at a cost of about 300 soldiers,
50 officers and 2 generals, while 150 Texans defended this insignificanr fortress and were
slaughtered. The pompous announcemenr in the government newspaper, the promises of
reward to the fami lies of the dead , the praise of General Sanra Anna as a military genius,
immortal, benemeriro ere., the cannon shots , Te Deum , and all sorts of festivities were
inrended co give this insignificanr evenr the appearance of great importance; {yet} since the
Texans are now {even} more embittered , it seems likely that ifSanra Anna does not soon turn
around and invade the counrry again , the whole {Mexican} army will be destroyed. 22

Such adulation was especially odious to Wrangell, since he believed the corruption,
inefficiency, and dishonesty of government officials throughout the country were but
reflections of the president's conduct. The port of Veracruz confirmed Wrangell's opinions in his eyes. He noted that in the harbor was docked a U.S. packet ship, only just
bought for the Texas expedition. The government paid 14,000 piasters for it, 10,000
to the American owners, and 4,000 to the local official who "arranged" the purchase.
The ship needed extensive refitting, and it was unlikely that the work could be completed
before the Texas campaign was over, yet enormous amounts of government money were
being spent on it, foolishly, solely to line the pockets of local grafters. Finally, shortly
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Catedral de Puebla (left) and vista de Jalapa (right)*
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before leaving Mexico, Wrangell remarked in amazement that because of official laxness,
the country's entire naval strength consisted of two ships of war, a single corvette in the
Pacific and a schooner in the Gulf of Mexico.
Wrangell and his family had made the descent from Jalapa to Veracruz without incident
(although they did encounter a coach from the coast that had been robbed only minutes
before meeting them), and they were all relieved to reach the sea. Soon after their arrival
in mid-April, they sailed on a United States ship for New York, and within two months
of leaving Mexico, were back in St. Petersburg.
Diplomatically and economically, Wrangell's mission was a failure . He made it clear
to the Foreign Ministry in St . Petersburg that if Russia would recognize Mexican independence, Russian possessions in California would be safe, and that eventually a significant growth in trade between the two countries could be expected. He stressed that the
greatest Mexican fear at the time was that the Russians might be preparing to seize
California; recognition would make them considerably more secure. But, while the
Russian government was willing to let Wrangell talk to the Mexican government informally about matters of mutual interest, it was not committed to the Russian American
Company's expansion into California, and above all, Nicholas I did not approve of dealing
with revolutionaries. Consequently, formal Russian diplomatic recognition did not come
until the reign of Alexander III, late in the nineteenth century.
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With this political failure, economic relations never had a real chance for success.
While some trade negotiations did begin in London, the Russian American Company
finally decided that Fort Ross and the Russian colony in California were simply no longer
viable enterprises financially, and at the end of 1841, they were sold to Johann Sutter.
Russia had begun the withdrawal from America that would culminate in 1867 with the
sale of Alaska to the United States. 23 Mexico was relieved of one worry with the Russian
departure, but soon discovered that the United States would threaten the country much
more seriously than Russia ever had.
Wrangell's journey was important potentially in its attempts at expanding economic
and diplomatic ties between Mexico and Russia. In the end, however, its significance lay
in Wrangell's subsequent writings and in his views of the republic. Mexico was an exotic
land to most Europeans, and to Russians it was almost unknown. With Wrangell again
in St. Petersburg, his journey created great interest in Mexico both in the capital and
in other parts of the Empire. Almost immediately Nikolai Grech, editor of Severnaia
pchela (The Northern Bee), asked Wrangell to write about his trip for the journal. Wrangell
complied, and in the fall of 1836 a series of articles appeared that were published later
the same year as a separate book.
While it was in published form that Wrangell 's accounts of Mexico reached the Russian
public, his views of Mexico were expressed best and most succinctly at the end of his
diary. He arrived in the country one of the best-informed commentators on the country
that Mexico had yet seen. 24 As were many other visitors, Wrangell was moved by the
country's rich natural beauties, and its immeasurable resources, although he was appalled
that so little had been done to exploit those resources . Wrangell had described as much
as he could of all he had seen in Mexican society, including all the types of people he
had met during his three months in the country. The great strength of Mexico he saw
in the simple rural people, their polite, peaceful lives of quiet hope the country's true
wealth. Their only weakness was in following so closely the advice and leadership of the
Catholic priests: "The priests, along with the innumerable monks, are a true evil for the
country; superstition, immorality, intolerance are fostered and promoted by this ill-bred
class." 2 5 As is clear from what has been said above, Wrangell found counterparts of the
priests in the government officials, some of the worst he had ever encountered in his
extensive travels throughout the world:
A pretty republic , whose chief is Santa Anna, the biggest chief, the most unconscionable
braggart, a completely ignorant man; no opposition exists in the Chamber [of Deputies], and
none in the press. Nothing is done for public enlightenment, for order and security nothing;
the conduce of business is tepid, carried on in an unbelievable fashion, che direct consequence
of the representative [form ofj government ... everything is based on personal interest . . . . 26

What led Wrangell to such views, of course, was a newly independent country suffering
from backwardness and also a lack of responsible governmental experience on the part
of its leadership during colonial times. Moreover, Wrangell never seemed to appreciate
fully the extent of destruction the country had suffered during the Insurgency and the
years following independence. Nor was he fully cognizant of the nature of Mexico's
economy before or after independence . Even so, for a Baltic German serving in the
Russian Imperial government, this was little excuse, and if Russia could be expected to
be reformed, Wrangell reasoned, so could Mexico. 27
Above all, Wrangell found decay and decline in Mexico. Everything looked worse
than it must have been under Spanish rule, he assumed. Wrangell was no believer in
democracy, or in republican forms of government, and Mexico appeared to confirm the
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systems' weaknesses. Wrangell wrote that not only had nothing new been built since
independence, nothing had even been maintained. In Wrangell's eyes all that kept the
country from sinking into barbarism was the activity offoreigners (with whom Wrangell
had talked at great length, of course, and with whom he had associated primarily while
in Mexico), and Wrangell came to feel that they were despised and hated by the Mexicans.
Finally, Wrangell felt he had come to Mexico at a significant point in the nation's
history, when the country was on the verge of a great crisis: "In general, in my opinion,
the preservation of Texas is of enormous importance for the Republic, and its loss would
have great consequences for Mexico." 28 There was more than Texas at stake, however, as
Wrangell learned from foreign diplomats in Mexico City. The ambassador of the United
States told him that the Americans had agents in San Francisco and Monterey prepared
to seize California at any time, and the diplomatic corps in the capital maintained that
if Texas were lost, New Mexico, Sonora, and California would all become independent
and eventually part of the United States. Wrangell made it clear in his diary and in his
reports to the Foreign Ministry that the results of such developments would be catastrophic for Mexico, but he sensed that because of the condition of the country, the
corruption and self-serving in the government and army, and the lack of any real national
feeling on the part of the people as a whole, they were inevitable. While he certainly
must have hoped in secret that Russia might be able to gain something from the dissolution, he emphasized that for Mexico a disaster was at hand, one nobody in the Republic,
including its leaders, seemed able to comprehend.
In the end, as it was for many Europeans and North Americans, for Wrangell Mexico
was a country of great potential. Its people and its land demanded more than its government and political system offered. His disappointment in what he found in the new
Mexican Republic was matched only by his frustration with the limited imagination of
his own government, which refused to recognize the great possibilities inherent in the
fact that Russia and Mexico were neighbors on the Pacific coast of North America.
NOTES:
1. This is true only of central Mexico, of course. Russian citizens and foreigners sailing under the Russian
flag had written a great deal about Mexican California. One of the best accounts, for example, was Aleksei
Markov's The Russians .on the Pacific Ocean {California in 1845] , rr. Ivan Petroff (Los Angeles , 1955).
For a discussion of several Russian writers on Larin America during this period, see L.A. Shur, "Russian
Travelers of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries: Source Materials on the Geography, History and
Ethnography of Latin America, " in Russell H. Bartley, ed., Soviet Historians on Latin America: Recent
Scholarly Contributions (Madison: U niversity of Wisconsin, 1978), 109-119.
2. The articles, "Puteshesrvie iz Sitkhi v Sankr-Peterburg" ("A Journey From Sitka to Saint Petersburg"),
appeared in Severnaia pchela in numbers 240-46 and 259-64 (October and November 1836). Ocherk puti
iz Sitkhi v S. Peterburg F. Vrangelia (Sketch of a journey From Sitka to St. Petersburg by F. Wrangell)
was published in St. Petersburg in 1836. The book was written in the form of a travelog, as letters to an
old friend (probably E.P. Liirke, who had traveled with Wrangell around rhe world on the Kamchatka in
1817-19.
3. Wrangell's diary is the source for much of the information in this article and is reprinted as F. P.
Wrangell, "Dnevnik pureshesrviia iz Sirkhi v Sankr-Peterburg cherez Meksiku, " in L.A. Shur, ed. , K beregam
Novogo Sveta (Moscow, 1971), pp. 190-259. The diary has also been published in Spanish; see De Sitka a
San Petersburgo a traves de Mexico, tr. Luisa Pintos Mim6 (Mexico City, 1975).
4. Although much has been written about the Russian American Company, E.O. Essig, in his "The
Russian Settlement at Ross , " Quarterly of the California Historical Society XIII (September, 193 3), p. 191 ,
has summarized irs history best.
5. See James R. Gibson, "Russian America in 1833: The Survey ofKirill Khlebnikov," Pacific Northwest
Quarterly Oanuary, 1972), pp. 1-13 , and P.A. Tikhmenev, A History of the Russian American Company,
rr. RichardT. Pierce and Alton S. Donnelly (Seattle, 1978).
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6. Dmitrii Zavalishin, quoted in James R. Gibson, Imperial Russia in Frontier America: The Changing
Geography of Supply of Russian America, 1784-1867 . (New York, 1976), p. 185 .
7. See on this point C. Alan Hutchinson, in his Frontier Settlement in Mexican California (New Haven ,
1969), pp. 1-2.
8. Governor Jose Figueroa wrote Wrangell from Monterey telling him that this was the official desire of
the new Gomez Farias government . For a good discussion of Russian-Spanish and Russian-Mexican relations
during these years, see Glynn Barratt, Russia in Pacific Waters, 1715-1825 (Vancouver, 1981), passim ,
and George P. Taylor, "Spanish-Russian Rivalry in the Pacific, 1769-1820," The Americas (1958), pp . 10927. In addition, another important study dealing with chis period is Russell H. Bartley's Imperial Russia
and the Struggle for Latin American Independence, 1808-1828 (Austin, 1978).
9. Wrangell also planned co purchase the missions of San Rafael and San Francisco Solano and their
surrounding lands. See Hutchinson , Frontier Settlement, p. 179.
10. I.F. Kruzenshcern had suggested it in 1824 , and N .P. Rezanov had wanted co seize the terricories
by force [see S.N. Okun, The Russian American Company , cr. Carl Ginsburg (Cambridge, 1951), p. 121 ,
and Richard Pierce, ed., Rezanov Reconnoiters California, 1806 (San Francisco , 1972), pp. 44-54], as had
D.l. Zavalishin (see Okun , The Russian American Company , pp. 136ff). See also Barratt, Russia in Pacific
Waters, pp . 212-16.
11. letter from I. V. Prokofev to Wrangell, quoted in Vasilii Mikhailovich Pasetskii, Ferdinand Petrovich
Vrangel' 1769-1870 (Moscow, 1975), p. 138.
12. Shur, K beregam Novogo Sveta, pp. 270-71. Wrangell knew Figueroa from his visit in 1833 to
California; see Gibson, "Russian America in 1833."
13. Wrangell, "Dnevnik ," p. 203, 04, 06, 08-09. As examples of government corruption, Wrangell
gave the following: government officials' salaries were enormous, and such officials seemed innumerable; of
thirty-five soldiers in Tepic , one was a colonel; before the Texas campaign, five of the sixty-five soldiers
were colonels; the three alcaldes in Tepic behaved like petty dictators to whom the law meant nothing.
14. Ibid. , pp. 211-12.
15. A Russian captive in California complained especially of chis hardship. See Vasilii Petrovich Tarakanoff,
Statement of My Captivity Among the Californians , tr. Ivan Petroff (los Angeles, 1953).
16. Wrangell felt, however, chat because of their disorderliness and dress they looked more like thieves
themselves. Wrangell , "Dnevnik," p. 216.
17. Here and elsewhere in the diary, Wrangell was careful co lise in detail all costs involved in the journey
so as to give precise figures co his superiors in St . Petersburg and co justify his costs. See ibid. , p. 222, p.
226 about hotel prices, for example.
18 . Ibid., pp. 230- 33.
19. Ibid. , p. 240.
20. Ibid. , p. 237,41.
21. Ibid. , p. 243, 45. Wrangell also noted that one reason this was the case was the way of life of the
Mexican women, devoted as they were to gossip and "Kiacscherein" (lengthy sections of the diary were
written in German), which could only be carried on in towns.
22. Ibid. , p. 248 .
23. While the fortunes of the Russian American Company declined rapidly, Wrangell's career flourished:
between 1840 and 1848 he was director of the Company; in 1847 he was appointed Vice-Admiral, and in
1856, Admiral; finally, in 1855 he became head of the Naval Ministry.
24. It is highly likely that he knew and had read all the following books , since there were notes about
them in his diary: Joel Poinsett, Notes on Mexico (Phi ladelphia, 1824); Henry Ward, Mexico in 1827
(london, 1828); A. Humboldt, Essai politique sur le royaume de Ia Nouvelle Espagne (Paris, 1811); Henry
Tudor, Narrative of a Tour in North America (london, 1834); and G .G. Lyon ,Journal of a Residence and
Tour in the Republic of Mexico in the Year 1826 (london, 1828). He had also been in contact with William
Hartnell (the Russian American Company's agent in San Francisco , 18 33-36) and with Governor Figueroa
in Alta California, and with several foreign residents of Central Mexico.
25. Wrangell, "Dnevnik," p. 249 . On the other hand , Wrangell and other Russians (particularly Lutherans from the Baltic sections of the Russian Empire) found the California missionary padres admirable,
and were dismayed at the results of secularization . In central Mexico they found them serving no useful
purpose for the country.
26. Ibid. , pp . 249-50.
27. It is entirely possible, although there is no substantial evidence for this view, that Wrangell's criticisms
of the Mexican government and economy were veiled criticisms of Russia at the time.
28. Wrangell, "Dnevnik," p. 250.
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Courtesy of the author

jedediah Smith's missing pistol.

THE PISTOL OF JEDEDIAH SMITH
TROY S. TUGGLE

Along the desolate, sand-blown Cimarron cut-off of the Santa Fe Trail, Jedediah Smith
-young in years but seasoned in experience and knowledge of the west - met his final
rendezvous with destiny. Few of that rugged breed of mountain men, trappers and
suppliers of beaver fur in the first half of the last century, could equal his record for
exploration of the uncharted wilderness frontier between the Mississippi River and the
Pacific Ocean. Calculated risk and danger1iad been his constant companions.
Not careless, as few have alleged in hindsight, Jedediah was propelled into action by
a desperate circumstance- a water scrape! - and a strong sense of responsibility toward
his comrades left behind to guard the wagon train he was leading. Usual caution cast
aside, he was a lone trespasser onto sacred Comanche buffalo land between the Arkansas
and Cimarron Rivers, and was no match for the fifteen to twenty mounted warriors probably the dreaded Yamparika Comanche - known to range this region.
With options few, Jedediah took aim and killed the Chief. However, once his rifle
and matching holster pistols expelled their single shots his prime defenses were spent.
According to accounts, his horse, spooked by the Indians, reeled so his back was to
them, and the end must have come quickly.
Jedediah's pistols, rifle, and other possessions were sold, bartered, or freely given to
Mexican traders (or Comancheros) by those who slew him . ].]. Warner, an employee on

Troy Tuggle, a teacher at San Lorenzo School, King City, California has long been involved with thejedediah
Smith Society. His two previous related articles were "Smitty: The Living Legacy of jedediah and Peter
Smith ," PACIFIC HISTORIAN , fall 1981 , and " The Search for jed's Pistol," THE FAR
WESTERNER (Stockton Corral ofWesterners), july 1977.
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the scene with the caravan, claimed this was for two reasons : the Indians were not
acquainted with the percussion-lock; and one gun, having killed their headman, was
considered evil medicine. Warner said the firearms were sold, but family tradition has
held that the Comanches requested only that the arms and other property be returned
to the next of kin.
Some of the other men in the wagon train were fanned out in a frenzied search for
water and knew nothing of what had happened to Jedediah . After regrouping and making
a reasonable search for him they had to move on in view of the serious threat from hostile
Indians roaming the area .
With the train were Peter and Austin Smith, brothers of Jedediah . On arrival at Santa
Fe a few weeks later Quly 4, 1831), they instantly recognized their kinsman's rifle,
pistols, and other personal effects. Here, for the first time, they learned of Jedediah's
fate as had been told in Spanish to the Mexican traders by the Comanche slayers.

}edediah Strong Smith and his party of trappers
at Mission San Carlos in 1826. They are believed to be the first American citizens to reach
California by an overland route. Painting by
Carl Oscar Borg.
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Sometimes the question of authenticity of the firearms arises. It does not seem possible,
however, that Jedediah's brothers, who had spent the winter with him in St. Louis prior
to departure, could have mistaken his distinctive weapons or the other property - which
were together. His partners and others present also should have been able to identify
these possessions, or to correct the brothers had there been any doubt . On hand was
Jonathan Trumbull Warner who later welcomed immigrant parties at Warner Springs ,
Sao Diego County, before settling in frontier Los Angeles. Warner's reminiscences would
tell, and photographs of the pistol would later confirm, that the arms were early percussion or cap and ball style.
In a letter to another brother Ira, Austin Smith said with no uncertainty that " . . . I
have his guo and pistols, got from Indians by the traders .. . . " Austin died in 1833,
and the brace of pistols and some of Jedediah's other belongings passed into the hands
of Peter, eleven years younger than his famous brother.
The holsters, and at least one of the pistols, remained in Peter's branch of a large
family of ten brothers and sisters for more than one hundred years . The documentary
record shows that others, too, knew of these historic weapons . Willi·am Waldo was one.
Afterward known for the rescue of stranded immigrant parties , and nearly elected governor of California in 185 3, Waldo was once associated in the Santa Fe trade with Peter
Smith, and with David Jackson , partner of the late Jedediah. In the twilight of his life,
Waldo would remember the "gun and pistols . . . kept in the [Smith] family as precious
relics."
Years passed. After living primarily in Iowa, first at Mr. Pleasant and then at Council
Bluffs, Peter Smith took his family to Jackson, California, then to Boise, Idaho, both
times .follow·iog gold excitements. His last residence was Grand Island, Nebraska, where
he died ~n February 10, 1879. Within the next few years, his widow Juline and their
three married daughters migrated west to California.
On May 4, 1896, historian J.M . Guion read a paper on Jedediah Smith before a
gathering of the Historical Society of Southern California. In reference to the holsters
and the lone pistol (its mate now unaccountably missing), Guion noted these were" . . .
in possession of Mrs. W .R . Bacon of No. 928 Burlington Ave., this city [Los Angeles] ."
Mrs. Walter R . Bacon was Evelyn (Smith) Bacon, the youngest daughter of Peter and
Juline Smith; her husband, who was a prominent attorney, would later be president of
the group Guion was addressing.
According to their grandson, Julian Smith Bacon, Jr. (who much prefers "Smitty"),
Walter kept the prized firearms and holsters in a huge wheeled safe or mobile vault at
his law office in downtown Los Angeles . This location changed over the years .from
Bradbury, to the Rowan, to the Stock Exchange buildings .
Walter Bacon next took his family and law practice to Sao Francisco after the Great
Earthquake, staying there from 1907 to 1921. Walter's Call Building office is noted on
the back of the earliest known photograph of the Jedediah Smith pistol. In the photo,
the handgun is lying on top of the tiapper's mahogany shaving case, also preserved by
the family. The upper parts of the arm are reflected in the shaving case's mirror, and the
hand-tooled leather holsters are spread out before it. (In 1974 Smitty donated the shaving
case and other material to the Jedediah Smith Society, headquartered at the University
of the Pacific.)
From time to time the Bacon family would lend the pisto!'~nd other valued Jedediah
Smith memorabilia to various organizations for display. As a boy, ·Smitty wit~essed one
of the major showings of these artifacts . In this early period probably the longest-running
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exhibit was arranged by the Security First National Bank of Los Angeles (later Security .
Pacific). A cluster of related items - Jedediah's pistols, his handsome Swiss-made
explorer's watch with two dials, the shaving'case, two tiny s~uff boxes used for powder
or medicine, and family pictures - were displayed in the Security Bank's downtown
office windows. "It was about 5th and Hill Streets, across from Pershing's Square,"
Smitty recalls. A picture of the pistol taken by the bank's photographer is the best yet
discovered, and was used by Maurice Sullivan in his The Travels ofjedediah Smith (1934),
p. 153.
On November 27, 1926, a photograph of Smitty's father and grandfather holding the
pistol and holsters appeared on the front page of the Los Angeles Evening Herald. To one
side was a picture of eight-year old Smitty and his sister, Jessie Evelyn. The occasion
was the centenary marking the arrival of Jedediah and his ragged brigade of trappers at
Mission San Gabriel from across the vast desert wastes of the Great Basin - the first
recorded overland crossing into California by any citizen of the United States. As part
of the ceremony, Smitty's father delivered a few remarks during the dedication of an
enormous sixteen-ton boulder brought from El Cajon Pass to Los Angeles. This monument is still in place today at McCarthy Vista.

The Los Angeles Evening Herald gave front
page coverage to this photograph of the Smith
heirs displaying the pistol and holster to mark
the centennial of jedediah Smith's arrival at
Mission San Carlos .

Although it is all but forgotten with the passage of time, in 1938 an intra-family
dispute arose over the pistol. Today neither party is alive to give their version of the
affair. The point of contention was whether the Smith pistol was a gift or a loan to the
Serra Museum in San Diego. At that time the president of the San Diego Historical
Society, was LeRoy A. Wright. His wife, Ida, was the daughter of Evelyn Bacon's sister,
and thus a granddaughter of Peter and Juline Smit,h . Smitty recalls that Mr. Wright
came to his father (a first cousin by marriage) asking if he might have the pistol to display
at the museum. Believing it would be returned in a relatively short time, Mr. Bacon
agreed to release the firearm for that purpose. But the arm was never returned- much
to the chagrin of the Bacon family.
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Some have suggested that an alleged outstanding monetary loan might have prompted
the misunderstanding. Smitty admits that the depression years were hard times indeed
for his family, but he does not know if, in fact, his father received a loan which he did
not repay. Nonetheless, about his family 's intentions Smitty is clear: the pistol was never
meant to serve as any kind of collateral security, nor did the family wish to transfer legal
title .
On behalf of the Serra Museum, it is equally clear that the firearm was believed to
have been a g ift, as was noted in the board minutes of the San Diego Historical Society
for July 11, 1938 : "President Wright announced the acquisition of two holsters and a
pistol of Jedediah Smith . . .. "On October 25, a news item appeared in the San Diego
Tribune showing museum curator John Davidson holding the gun and holsters. The
caption declared them to be "Gifts ofL. A. Kinsman Smith Bacon" Oulian Smith Bacon,
Sr.) .
Apparently there had never been any written agreement between Messrs. Wright and
Bacon. Mr. Wright passed away on March 14, 1944, and further efforts by the Bacons
to reclaim the pistol were in vain. Twenty years later, on February 20, 1964, Smitty's
father died .
For twenty-three years, Jedediah's pistol reposed in the Pioneer Room of the Serra
Museum- that picturesque and stately mission-style structure, brainchild of San Diego
merchant George W. Marston. The weapon was housed in a glass-front vertical wall
case, surrounded by an extensive collection of firearms .
There can be no doubt that thousands of visitors gazed at the historic gun while it
was on exhibit. For instance, museum director Jerry MacMullen estimated that one gun
show alone in 1958 attracted more than a thousand patrons. For the year 1960,
MacMullen reported a total attendance of 125,995 visitors to the museum.
Calamity struck in 1961. Sometime between closing time Wednesday, October 25,
and opening the next morning, thieves broke into and burglarized the Serra Museum .
To gain entrance, the looters used a granite Indian metate picked up from the front
veranda. First they smashed a glass window pane with the metate and reached through
to unlatch the frames . Then they ripped off the aluminum grill from the north side of
the double windows and threw it down the steep canyon below. Finally they gained
entrance after battering the heavy wooden shutters with the grinding stone which broke
in two during the pounding. Later, officers found the largest piece down the hill where
the thieves had tossed it. They evidently used the smaller piece to shatter four display
cases, strewing glass over the tile floor.
According to police, the method of operation indicated the burglars had previously
cased the museum and knew exactly what they wanted. A fabulous antique arsenal of
flintlock, percussion, pin-fire, Colt, Winchester, Sharps , and many other priceless arms
were taken- including, of course, the Jedediah Smith pistol. Even though the collection
was insured, no amount of money could offset the loss of these irreplaceable old relics .
This crime was never solved, and not one of the stolen arms has ever been recovered.
The San Diego police did everything possible: lab personnel took pictures , dusted for
fingerprints, casted footprints on the window ledge , inspected the premises, and interviewed the museum staff. Possible outlets for firearms of this sort were alerted. There
was conjecture about the case, but never a positive lead or solid clue. Barring some
extraordinary disclosure or revelation, the trail grows colder with each passing year.
Two San Diego police officers who worked a nearby night shift, Richard N. Noonan ,
Jr. and David L. Thompson, although not directly assigned to the case, took a special
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interest in it. On two successive days immediately after the burglary, using the daylight
of their off-duty hours, these men combed the vast bushy undergrowth, thickets, and
dense vegetation on the sloping hillside east of the museum looking for possible clues
or a cache of weapons. They also searched the picnic grounds in the canyon below, at
the eastern base of Presidio Hill. But nothing was found anywhere.

]unipero Serra Museum located in San Diego, California .

Jerry MacMullen, director of the Serra Museum from 1954 to 1964, recalled to the
police that three weeks prior to the break-in three young Mexican men and a woman
(described as "Mexican or negro") had spent much of the morning at the m useum asking
questions about the objects on display. In particular, they wanted to know which items
were of the greatest monetary value . After two hours MacMullen grew suspicious and
called the police, but before a patrol car could arrive the suspects had gone. Of course,
no one knows whether or not they had anything to do with the burglary.
Today the Serra Museum displays no firearms whatsoever as a matter of policy despite the installation of better floodlights and sophisticated, modern security and
warning systems.
Where is the Jedediah Smith pistol today? Indeed, does it even still exist? Space does
not allow all the imaginative theories that have been advanced attempting to answer
these questions, and the list of possibilities is endless. One rumor, for example, had a
weapon - reportedly Jedediah's - displayed at one time in a large Nevada casino known
for its firearm collection. Officials of the casino, however, have been unable to find any
such weapon either currently displayed or crated away in a warehouse.
No false illusions should be harbored. The grim reality is that the pistol, if extant,
may be impossible to retrieve. An officer in the Burglary Detail of the Los Angeles Police
Department has said : "I wouldn't hold out too much hope for this pistol. The recovery
rate for stolen firearms isn't very good , even if the burglary was only a week ago!" FBI
statistics strongly bear out this pessimistic conclusion.
One note of guarded optimism. Although the Smith arm had no serial number, those
ofother guns stolen in the Serra Museum robbery have since been entered into computers
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of California's Automated Firearms System (AFS) and the FBI's National Crime Information Center (NCIC) - stolen property aids not in existence in 1961. If any one of the
stolen arms is ever located, this would indicate that the loot did see the light of day
somewhere, and could possibly narrow the search for Jedediah's pistol.
The temptation to wonder and to speculate about the fate of the pistol is irrepressible.
Countless individuals have suggested that the Smith pistol could have been recycled via
the black market, perhaps through a flea market, a pawnshop, a gun shop or sporting
goods store, a gun show or a "fence" -an illicit dealer of stolen goods who offers the
burglar quick cash at a fraction of market value to unload the stolen merchandise.
Firearms routed in this manner can be and are acquired by private gun collectors.
To date, publicity about the Jedediah Smith pistol has been minimal. The probability
is small that any collector, unless he has been informed about it beforehand, would know
the background of this or any other undesignated or nondescript piece in his collection.
Even if the gun's history is known to its present possessor, the statute of limitations
would probably bar any criminal action.
Photographs of Jedediah's time-worn pistol indicate it would not command a premium
on the antique firearm market unless its history was well documented. Regretfully most
ofJedediah Smith's original documents, letters and papers went up in smoke many years
ago. As Maurice Sullivan once said: " ... fire in Missouri, fire in Illinois, fire in Kansas,
fire in Iowa, fire in California, fire in New Mexico, fire in Canada .. . "destroyed all,
or nearly all of the documentary record.
The physical evidence is also sparse. No serial number exists since it predated Colt,
Remington, and the mass production of firearms. The pistol is believed to have been
assembled from component parts, some of them imported, by a skilled gunsmith . As
far as is known, though, neither the maker nor the owner's name is marked anywhere
on the pistol.
The best physical description derives from the photos and measurements taken by the
Serra Museum personnel. The gun was fifteen and a half inches in overall length, and
the octagonal barrel was nine and a half inches long . It was described as "about . 50
caliber. " Careful study of the photographs reveal nicks, dents, and hairline cracks, all of
which could aid in identification if the gun should reappear.
On the trail or in the mountains, this type of gun was carried in a holster draped
across the pommel of the saddle. Like most pistols in Jedediah's day it was a single-shot,
percussion cap, muzzle-loader. By today's standards it was rather large and long for a
pistol, and was said to have been heavy by one who handled it.
Two very knowledgeable antique arms specialists have studied photographs of the
pistol, and have written accounts of their observations. Charles R. Suydam , for many
years author of "The Powder Flask" page in The Gun Report, described the piece as "a
half-stock percussion":
The barrel is held to the stock by a single key with silver PJ keyplates. The stock has a horn
fore end tip and what appears to be a silver thumbplate at the top of the handle. The gun has
a rifle-type rear sight .. . , and a set trigger with adjustment screw in front. The lock is an
early original percussion lock, not a conversion [from flintlock]. The nipple is mounted in a
distinctive fashion on top of the rear end of the barrel, there being no drum or snail to hold
it at the side . . . . The mounting of the nipple is a readily identifiable feature of the gun.

Herschel C. Logan, veteran antique arms consultant, author and contributing editor
to The American Rifleman, compared photographs of Jedediah's pistol with hundreds in
his personal library. Logan detected that the front of the lockplate had an "unusual
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squared off end- most were rounded or pointed." Also he noticed that "the top of the
lock was unusual as there was no provision for a side touch hole or cap bolster . . . features
[which] would identify this pistol iffound . . . . "
Published references to Jedediah's pistol have been few. Edwin L Sabin in his classic
Kit Carson Days (1914) mentions the "dragoon [sic] pistol ofJedediah Smith, owned by
his niece, wife ofW.R. Bacon, Esq." Probably the most notable comment in print about
the pistol was by Carl P. Russell, the National Park service arms historian, in his Guns
on the Early Frontier (1957):
Smith was a prominent man in the fur brigades , and his pistol would indicate that he armed
himself in a manner befitting his station . It was marked by evidence of skilled workmanship,
elegance of form, proper balance, and fine finish . The arm is the English duelling-pistol type,
well made and , for its time, the "ne plus ultra" in handguns .

To this point Charles Suydam says:
The pattern of the gun is typical for a large pistol of the era, and since the patterns were to a
great extent set in England, it has English lines, far more than American "Kentucky" pistol
lines. Thumb piece, horn fore end tip, oval keyplates, trigger guard round and small- all
are British type . . . . The rear sight is typically American - British would be much smaller
and lower. So I think the gun was made in New England by one of the better makers there ....

The issue of the maker of Jedediah's pistol is open to debate. In 1933 J. Ernest Smith,
grandson of Jedediah's brother Benjamin Paddock Smith, told Maurice Sullivan that the
manufacturer was Philip Creamer, a known St. Louis gunsmith. Smith said the name
"P. Creamer" was "inlaid in gold" on the barreL While indeed Creamer did operate a
gun shop "on Olive Street near Fourth" in the St. Louis of Jedediah's day, photographs
give no hint or visible evidence of a gold inlay ever having existed.
Without a doubt, over time Jedediah owned many firearms and there are fleeting
references in the literature to some of them . It may be recalled that he lost a pistol while
crossing the High Sierra in 1827 . At Mission San Gabriel, some of the Mexicans expressed
curiosity over his weapons . The inventory of his estate compiled in St. Louis by General
Ashley lists several weapons but not the matching holster pistols.
The lost pistol of Jedediah Smith is a priceless historic artifact that may someday
reappear. Certainly the search should continue. For many years the Jedediah Smith
Society and The Pacific Historian have sought the pistol's whereabouts, and in the 1970s
a reward for its return was posted by the society's board of directors.
In 1975 the board of the San Diego Historical Society, in a gesture of good will and
encouragement, voted to relinquish any claim to the pistol and to transfer title to the
Jedediah Smith Society. The Board also agreed that the two Smith holsters now in its
collection "should be exhibited with the pistol and that they would be given to the
Jedediah Smith Society" when the pistol is recovered . The holsters had been stored
separately- thus escaping the burglars and the ravages of time.
We may hope that those who take up the search will be inspired by the enterprise and
the ingenuity of the pistol's original possessor in his undaunted quest for prizes of another
sort.
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Kansas State Hisrorical Society, Topeka. O ther institutions and libraries assisting were the San Diego
Historical Society, the Missouri Hisrorical Society, the California State Library, the San Diego Public Library;
the Hunting ron Library, the Nebraska State Historical Society Library, the Nevada State Historical Society,
Harold's Club and Harrah's in Reno, and the Security Pacific Bank in Los Angeles.
The most important published sources include Maurice S. Sullivan's Travels of }edediah Smith (Santa
Ana: Fine Arts Press , 1934) and Dale Morgan's}edediah Smith and the Opening of the West (Indianapolis :
Bobbs-Merrill , 1953). The bibliography in Don M. and Doris H . Chase's}edediah Strong Smith (Srockton:
University of the Pacific, 1976) was also very helpful.
Circumstances of Jedediah's death are mentioned in Harrison C. Dale, The Ashly-Smith Explorations
(Glendale, CA: Arthur H. Clark, rev. ed., 1941) p . 307 . Details of the robbery came from the San Diego
Police Department's classified crime report (Burglary Case No . AE 7051); the late Jerry F. MacMullen,
"Theft of the Jedediah Smith pisrol, " by Captain R.N. Noonan, CHP (Oct. 18, 1978) 3 pp.; and two brief
San Diego newspaper accounts.
The author is grateful to Smitty Oulian Smith Bacon Jr.), both for his invaluable information and for his
continued interest and encouragement. Finally to the many others- who know who they are- the writer's
deepest thanks and appreciation.
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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
..,
With this issue ofTHE PACIFIC HISTORIAN, we are introducing to o.u r readership
an almost entirely new staff. The new managing editor is Dr. Sally M . Miller who holds
a Ph.D . from the University of Toronto . Dr. Miller, who has taught history full -time at
the University of the Pacific since 1967, is the author of Victor Berger (1973), and The
Radical Immigrant, 1820-1920 (1974), and is the editor of Flawed Liberation (1981) and
Kate Richards O'Hare: Selected Writings and Speeches ( 1982). She is the founder of the
Southwest Labor Studies Association which held its inaugural conference in 1975 sponsored by the Holt-Atherton Center for Western Studies. Recently she won a Fulbright
award to lecture in New Zealand during the summer of 1986. As the managing editor,
she replaces John Porter Bloom, who recently resigned .
The position of editorial assistant has been filled by Kirsten E. Lewis. Currently
assistant editor for the John Muir Papers Microform Project, she worked for five years
at the Haggin Museum in Stockton with numerous responsibilities, including archival
and curatoriaL She holds a B.A. in history from the University of California at Davis
and has a certificate from the National Historical Publications and Records Commission's
Institute for the Editing of Historical Documents . Adding continuity to the staff is
Helen L Fjerstad who has been with the journal since spring, 1984. She shares some of
the responsibilities of the editorial assistant while the Muir Project continues. Her wideranging background emphasizes languages, literature, music, and the humanities in
generaL She holds a Ph .D. from the University of Iowa.
Raymond W. Hillman serves as book review editor. Holding degrees in history and
library science from the University of California at Berkeley, he was curator of history at
the Haggin Museum for nearly seventeen years. Author of many publications, he has
completed a book-length history of San Joaquin County and currently operates a museum
consulting firm .
Additionally, a new Holt-Atherton Center publications advisory board has been established to provide direction and policy for the Center's various publications. The board
consists of Franklin Beard of Modesto, a historian of western americana; Hugh Hayes,
a Stockton antiquarian dealer; Harlan Hague of San Joaquin Delta College, and Erling
Erickson, Arlen Hansen, Bart Harloe, Doyle Minden, and Ann Zinck, of various departments and units of the University of the Pacific. We are pleased to be able to report
to our readers that such a great range of talents has joined together for the benefit of the
journaL
Publication Policy: THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN is a journal of American history and
culture with a regional focus on the Far West and a special emphasis on California. While
primarily a journal of history, it seeks to present readers with a wide view of the western
experience and civilization . Therefore, we plan to publish articles pertinent to our area
of interest that draw on many of the humanities and social sciences. Whether issues
contain a series of individual articles or are thematic, we promise our readers a lively,
well-written and well-researched journal of the Far West. We invite all our readers, in
turn, to continue their loyal support and, those among the readers who are not yet
subscribers, to join the rest of the readership in becoming subscribers. Welcome aboard!
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REVIEWS OF WESTERN BOOKS
Authoritative reviews of recent publications

KIT CARSON: A PATTERN FOR
HEROES . By Thelma S. Guild and Harvey
L. Carter. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, cl984 . xxi + 367 pp. , illus., notes,
biblio., index. $18.95)
When I first read Harvey L. Carter's
Dear Old Kit, published in 1968, I sat
down, leaned back, and figured here was
the complete biography of the quintessential Kit Carson, and that no other could
match its quality or would ever be needed.
The mighty effort which Thelma S. Guild
obviously put into the volume at hand,
while well constructed and admirable on
other counts, gives me no reason to change
my mind .
I call it Guild's book because I see no
outward evidence of Carter's fine hand in
its composition, and that's a pity. Guild
seems to have taken the warm breathing,
humanized figure of Carter's truly authentic hero of Dear Old Kit and consigned him
once again to the cold stone columns of
tabular fact - those dense pilings upon
which unalloyed logic attempts to erect our
western heritage.
Perhaps for this very reason academic
historians will love and cherish it - obligatory end - notes and all - because in
Guild's straightforward but flat, metronomic style, Carson comes out a cipher of

inert thrice-told data from a computer,
with little evidence of blood in his veins .
Even then, those computer banks are
faulty. There should be a constitutional
amendment absolutely prohibiting the
use of Stephen Bansal's 1912 biography
of Edward Beale as historical resource.
It's shot through with errors, yet three or
four generations of writers have freely
quoted Bonsai in works about Carson and
Fremont and Beale, and many of their
contemporaries.
For example, Beale had no Indian servant at the Battle of San Pasqual, or anywhere else . The Indian who accompanied
Carson and Beale in their hazardous journey to bring relief from San Diego was one
of Fremont 's Delawares . Carter had it
right, but Guild didn't. And it did not take
Beale two years to recover from the ordeal.
And Carson did testify in Fremont's defense, appearing at the preliminary hearing
and filing a sworn deposition favoring
Fremont's conduct in California.
In other areas, Guild brushes too
quickly over some of Carson's more controversial involvements, where a book of this
scope and purpose should be expected
to offer not only accuracy, but precise
detail, clear motivations and thoughtful
conclusions.
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erotic urges that propelled them ever westward to conquer and ravage virgin territory. With this book Kolodny turns her
attention to white pioneering women in order to gauge their contribution to western
mythology.
Using women's diaries, letters, and public writings over a period of three centuries,
Kolodny argues that these literate women
created a changing but enduringly unique
sense of the frontier. From the seventeenth
until well into the nineteenth century most
women, unlike the men, did not see the
frontier as a landscape to be mastered and
raped . Rather, they felt themselves capCarl Briggs tives in a threatening wilderness. By the
early nineteenth century, however, some
had achieved satisfaction in their belief that
Carl Briggs, a retired career journalist, is the they had tamed the wilderness by planting
author (with the late Clyde F. Trudell) of gardens around settled homesteads. In the
Quarterdeck & Saddlehorn: The Story of major part of the book Kolodny goes on to
Edward Fitzgerald Beale 1822-1893 which trace in the antebellum era the developwon the 1983 national Golden Spur Award of ment of this belief into a full-fledged
the Western Writers of America for best nonf- mythology. Western publicists like
iction book of the year. He is also a columnist Eliza Farnham, novelists like E.D.E.N.
and advisory editor for The Californians, a Southworth, and pioneering women like
magazine of western history.
Caroline Kirkland, defined and popularized the fantasy of a redemptive West that
was a vast garden surrounding domestic havens of tranquility.
Some historians may be uncomfortable
with Kolodny's failure to recognize the religious faith of those whose vision of the
Kingdom of Heaven overwhelmed any fantasy of an earthly paradise . But Kolodny
persuasively argues, with rich documenTHE LAND BEFORE HER: FAN- tation, that the women she studied reTASY AND EXPERIENCE OF THE sponded to their experiences by the time of
AMERICAN FRONTIERS, 1630-1860. the Civil War with the creation or adoption
By Annette Kolodny. (Chapel Hill: University of the image of the garden as domestic
of North Carolina Press , c1984 . xix + 241 space. For them it became a saving and liberating fantasy. Yet despite Kolodny's conpp. , notes, index. $28)
clusion that the women's fantasy was a
In The Land Before Her, Annette Kolodny gentle domestic one, she does not perpetcontinues the exploration of frontier my- uate the cliche that women civilized the
thology that she began in The Lay of the West. She demonstrates that women preLand, published by the same press in 1979. served for themselves a part of the landIn her earlier book Kolodny examined, in scape appropriated by men, and thereby
the writings of white pioneering males, the created an alternative image.
He doesn't really seem to be in this effort, so where is Kit Carson? He rides in
the long grass, listening to the wind blowing out of yesterday and into today. He
stands four-square in beaver meadows at
dawn and waits for wolves to pass by toward
their destinies . He walks wherever history
is. to be made, as though directing it. He's
at one with his time, and beloved of his
fellows. The sun warms his back and he
casts a silent shadow out quite beyond his
peers, poised there beside the western
crossing. Where is he?
Other than that, it's a pretty good book.
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This is a brilliant and suggestive book.
It is not a revisionist history of the westward movement as seen through the eyes
of women. It joins a growing company of
books that instead are restoring women to
a hitherto Adamic West.

Americans into repeated conflict without
offering a chance for either to really see or
understand themselves or their situation
clearly. Thus throughout the era stretching
from the opening of the Mexican War to
the conflict at Wounded Knee Creek and
the closing of the frontier, both Indians and
Mary McDougall Gordon whites struggled to achieve their goals
while little comprehending the complexity
Mary McDougall Gordon is on the faculty of and inevitability of their actions.
the University of Santa Clara. She has pubBecause of the vast differences in philoslished in various western journals and is editor ophy between the two peoples the policies
of Overland to California: The Gold Rush and actions of both had little chance for
Diary of Bernard J. Reid (Stanford Univer- success. For example, Utley demonstrates
sity Press, 1983 ). At present she is working on clearly that the recurring wars of the 1870a study of two radicals of the Progressive era 1890 era were directed against reservation
Anna Strunsky and William English Walling. life and the enforced drastic changes in Indian social structure and economic practices rather than against the army, the
federal government, or even whites generally. Indian resistance, whether military,
religious or cultural, focused on efforts to
look back to a golden era, a time when the
whites had little if any control of Indian
actions and sought to restore pre-contact or
early contact era customs . At the same
time, American policies, whether achieved
through peaceful or military means,
THE INDIAN FRONTIER OF THE sought to control Indian people for the benAMERICAN WEST, 1846-1890. By Rob- efit of the dominant society.
In developing these ideas U dey uses
ert M. Utley. (Albuquerque: University ofNew
Mexico Press , 1984. xxi + 325 pp., illus., well-crafted examples from all major renotes, biblio ., index. $ 19 .95 cloth, $ 10.95 gions of the west as he traces federal policy
changes and Indian responses. All of the
paper)
familiar names including Chief Joseph,
Suspicion, misunderstanding, and viol- Sitting Bull, George A . Custer, George
ence fill many pages in the story of nine- Crook, Nelson Miles, and a host of others
teenth -century Indian-white relations . appear in a smooth and easy narrative . MaRobert M. Utley considers these issues and jor campaigns, the Peace Policy, establishmore in this, his newest and best book. ing reservations, education, allotment,
Starting his discussion with the idea that reform groups and more all get their due .
the frontier provided a zone of contact or In fact, one of the most impressive things
interaction between the races, the author about this excellent book is how many
notes that the frontier story "involved two events, examples, and ideas appear woven
peoples - not just westward-moving into its fabric . The book demonstrates
whites from whom Indians were mere im- clearly how misunderstandings , selfishpersonal foils . . . . " Instead the settle- ness, and an inability by Indian and white
ment process brought white and Indian alike to recognize and deal with the
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The great strength of A Final Promise is
Hoxie's determination to connect the rather
ethereal world of policy formulation to the
larger world of ideas and culture. By frequent reference, Hoxie reminds us that the
shift in federal Indian policy was taking
place at the same time that ] im Crow laws
Roger L. Nichols were being erected against blacks in the
south, restrictive ordinances were being
Roger L. Nichols, professor of history at the imposed on Asians in the west, and nativist
University of Arizona , is interested in nine- fears were being aroused across the nation
teenth-century frontier settlement. His published by the arrival of the New Immigrants from
books include Stephen Long and American southern and eastern Europe.
Explanation ( 1980) and the forthcoming third
Hoxie also demonstrates the crucial conedition of The American Indian: Past and nection between the changing ideas of anPresent.
thropologists and the evolution of federal
policy. (The breakdown of Lewis Henry
Morgan's evolutionist paradigm lay at the
heart of the shift in policy.) In addition,
Hoxie makes plain that economic interests
in the west were a constant and powerful
influence on policy makers in Washington.
He also neatly ties the policies of the various Indian commissioners to the political
A FINAL PROMISE: THE CAM- needs of their patrons in the White House.
pAIGN TO ASSIMILATE THE INDIANS, Perhaps most impressively, he shows how
1880-1920. By Frederick E. Hoxie . (Lincoln : changes in popular images of the Indians
University of Nebraska Press, 1984 . xiv + reflected the changes in policy.
The one connection which Hoxie fails to
350 pp., notes , appendixes, biblio., index.
make
clear is that between the debate over
$25.95)
Indian assimilation in the late nineteenthIn this important new history of federal century and earlier controversies over the
Indian policy, Frederick E. Hoxie argues same issue. Within each of the English colthat the assimilation campaign of the years onies, there were those who at first ex1880-1920 went through two distinct pressed a sublime faith that the Indians
phases . The first phase was directed at could be "rescued from their savagery." By
granting Indians "full membership" in the the late seventeenth century, however, that
larger American society. This phase was hope in assimilation had been largely abanfueled by an optimistic assumption about doned and replaced by a grim acceptance
the malleability of Indian character. The of segregation and discrimination. Later resecond phase was aimed simply at the rel- vivals and abandonments of assimilationist
egation of Indians to the fringes of white faith can be found in the mid-nineteenth
society. This second phase, which Hoxie century. The dramatic shift in federal polcalls the "peripheralization" of the Native icy which Hoxie describes for the period
American, was grounded in a far more pes- 1880-1920 was thus a re-enactment of a
simistic assessment of the Indians' capacity much earlier (and ongoing) American
for acculturation.
tragedy.
wrenching changes taking place were to
blame for the tragic events which it discusses. The prose offers interesting narrative, clear analysis, and plenty of ideas for
the reader. It is an outstanding job by a
veteran student of Indian-white relations.
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A Final Promise is noteworthy for its
lively prose and vivid sketches of individuals active in Indian affairs at the turn of
the century. Among those portrayed are
Henry L. Dawes, Alice Fletcher, George
Bird Grinnell, Helen Hunt Jackson,
Charles Fletcher Lummis, and John Wesley
Powell. Journalist Thomas Tibbles and his
associate, Susette La Flesche, are well described in the first chapter. Hoxie correctly
notes that Tibbles "married an Indian
woman," but curiously he fails to mention
that that woman was none other than Susette La Flesche.
Frederick Hoxie has done an admirable
job in offering a new look at a crucial period
in the history of Indian and white relations
in the United States . The book is highly
recommended.

James J. Rawls
james]. Rawls is an instructor of history at
Diablo Valley College, Pleasant Hill, California . He is the author of Indians of California:
The Changing Image ( 1984 ), and coauthor
of California: An Interpretive History
( 1983) and Land of Liberty : A United
States History (1985) .

THE ASSAULT ON ASSIMILATION:
JOHN COLLIER AND THE ORIGINS
OF INDIAN POLICY REFORM. By Lawrence C . Kelly. (Albuquerque : University of
New Mexico Press, 1983 . 428 pp., illus., index . $23.50)
As Franklin D. Roosevelt's Commissioner of Indian Affairs and putatively the
founder of the Indian New Deal, John Collier has gained a historical reputation of
great esteem . Readers of this fine work, the
first in a two-volume study of Collier and

his accomplishments, may be left tO wonder why. Professor Kelly's description of his
early career shows Collier with more warts
than beauty-marks , more traits of pettiness, elitist arrogance, and vainglorious
self-promotion than the broad-minded wisdom we might like to find in so influential
a figure . Moreover, we get the sense that
Collier - after an early career in community development work among immigrant
communities - turned his attention ro the
reform of federal Indian policy from motives that at first had more to do with his
own psychic needs and career ambitions
than with any real dedication to the wellbeing of American native peoples .
If Kelly had intended only tO write a
biography of Collier, we would have before
us the early life history of a somewhat eccentric, acerbic zealot who moved from the
fringes of the progressive social reform
movement to assume a principal part in the
reconstruction of federal Indian policy during the 1920s and 1930s. But , as he explains in the preface, the author has
undertaken the task that he deems more
important to historical understanding: he
has linked the story of Collier's career to
"an analysis of American Indian policy between the years 1920 and 1945 ." This second purpose actually dominates the volume
under review.
Collier made his "discovery" of Indians
in 1920-21, during a five-month first visit
to the Taos home of Mabel Dodge Luhan,
one in a series of strong women who helped
shape Collier's career. Subsequently, between 1922 and 1927, he gained notice as
an extreme critic of the Indian Bureau and
the assimilationist objectives of federal Indian policy as implemented by the BIA.
Because these objectives were approved by
Congress and most contemporary Indian
welfare organizations, Collier's emerging
anti-assimilationist stand gave him a role
as an adversary against the established order that seems to have been most necessary
for the man's own inner needs . His stance
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was shaped by battles in which he allied
THE CAN AD IAN PRAIRIE WEST
first with a few activists in the General Fed- AND THE RANCHING FRONTIER
eration of Women's Clubs. Then, in 1923, 1874-1924. By David H. Breen. (Toronto:
Collier created the American Indian De- University of Toronto Press, 1983 . xiii + 302
fense Association, an organization he ran as pp . , illus. , notes, tables, bibliographical note,
a personal operation, "a one-man affair," index . $28 .95) .
supported by various wealthy benefactors
Professor Breen declares in his preface
whom he attracted to his cause and most of
whom he soon alienated. But the greatest that his "central purpose" in writing this
help Collier received may have come from book involves a number of things: he wants
Albert B. Fall, the secretary of interior in to show that there was a "ranching frontier
the Harding administration, and Fall's ap- in the Canadian historical experience"; that
pointees and backers. Intent upon strip- before 1900 beef production as much as
ping away the last federal protections for grain production "underlay the Canadian
Indian land , this group made repeated government's thoughts about western deblunders that gave Collier the dramatic is- velopment"; that these Canadian cattlemen
sues he needed to make good his attacks on were for nearly four decades a powerful political and economic force opposed to and
the Indian Office.
Kelly's work is valuable above all for set- often hostile towards the farm population;
ting the record straight. Until now, as he and that the ranch community constituted
indicates, historians have tended to accept a "social entity" that differed from the surJohn Collier's own account of events at face rounding farmers and also from the Amervalue . Kelly provides a corrective to the ican ranching community. "To develop
Collier version of the Indian reform move- these ideas," he writes, "focus is placed on
ment's genesis, and we hope not to wait too two main themes: the evolution of the dolong for a second volume that will continue minion land and settlement policy in the
this de-mystification of Collier's career.
semi-arid region, and the economic and political contest between cattlemen and grain
Ken Owens framers for terri to rial control. "
This heavily documented study, based
Ken Owens is professor of history and Native on examination of extensive archival colAmerican ethnic studies at California State lections in Ottowa, Edmonton and CalUniversity, Sacramento, where he also serves as gary, concentrates on the "Canadian cattle
coordinator of the graduate program in public kingdom {which} ran southward from
history. Among his recent publications, a his- Calgary along the foothills of the Rockytoriographical study of western government and Mountains to the American boundary."
politics appears in Michael P. Malone, ed. , This is only a small part of the Canadian
Historians and the American West.
prairie west. Much of the story that unfolds
differs little from that of the cattleman's
frontier south of the border: the ranchers
enjoyed a bonanza period offree grass; they
sought to exclude farm settlers from their
range by various means (the Canadians
were less violent than the Americans); they
failed to hold those lands suitable for wheat
raising and other farming . But Breen states
repeatedly that the Canadian cattleman's
frontier differed from that in the U.S. in
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important respects. Cattle ranching was Since 1700 (Santa Barbara: ABC-Clio, Genlaunched, controlled and directed by inves- eral Editor, Richard Dean Burns). Tartors from eastern Canada and England . nished Expansion follows upon that effort
These men brought a kind of English sgui- and his articles about post Civil War correarchy to the cattle country marked by ruption. His final project will be a longer
respect for law and order. They also book including Santo Domingo, Samoa,
brought such things as fox hunting (in Hawaii, and Cuba in the general theme of
which the coyote substituted for the fox), expansion and scandal. Holbo believes that
polo, tutors, governesses and country par- the cause of the halt to expansion after Alasties. "The Canadian range," he writes, ka's acquisition was the scandal about that
"was never in the hands of'wild and wooly' purchase, and not the causes advanced by
westerners, either American or Canadian." other scholars. For several reasons this arThe Canadian cattlemen "left a legacy of gument becomes problematic rather than
gentility and social exclusiveness" in Cal- convmcmg.
gary and vicinity. Not surprisingly, he deAs is appropriate for a field attempting
nigrates the "stampede ethos" as something to bring modern readers as well as scholars
alien to the Canadian ranching community, to appreciate the past in its own terms,
something imported from the south and Holbo reminds us that $7.2 million for
586 ,412 square miles ofland was, in 1867,
imposed for commercial advantage.
Scholars interested in the history of the a large sum for an unknown property even
ranching frontier on the western Canadian at two cents an acre. We had, after all, only
prairies will learn much from this book paid $ 15 million for the Louisiana lands
about the struggle for control of the land, which encompassed states whose attributes
but they will find very little dealing with were known to thousands . About Alaska
the actual day to day business of raising little was available to know and the proponents and opponents to its acquisition
cattle.
competed to increase or deflate even that
Vernon Carstensen knowledge. Despite the array of fact, fiction , and such whimsy as ice-cream proVernon Carstensen, emeritus professor of history ducing cows pouring from the press,
at the University of Washington, is a scholar of research into comtemporary opinion has
western American history and the author of such determined that the majority of Americans
books as The Public Lands : Studies in the were not flummoxed and held to their early
History of the Public Domain.
decision that the purchase was desirable.
(See Virginia Hancock Reid, The Purchase
of Alaska, Contemporary Opinion, Press-TelTARNISHED EXPANSION: THE egram, Long Beach, California, 1939).
ALASKA SCANDAL, THE PRESS, AND Thus it is difficult to accept Holbo's reCONGRESS, 1867-1871. By PaulS. peated assertions that memories of scandal
Holbo . (Knoxville: University of Tennessee surrounding the purchase poisoned AmerPress, 1983 . 145 pp ., if/us. , appendix, notes, ican taste for further expansion. Holbo ofessay, and index. $12 .95)
fers no systematic analysis of the defeat of
proposals to add Caribbean and Pacific IsAmong the things for which we thank land peoples and properties to the United
Professor Holbo are the editing and com- States which would prove his thesis. When
piling of the chapter "Expansion Following this is done, one suspects that he will find,
the Civil War, 1865-1898," which he as have others, that racial factors were more
wrote for the 1983 Guide to U .S. Relations important than corruption.
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What does he prove? Recovering ground
surveyed by William A. Dunning, David
Hunter Miller, and Ronald Jensen, among
many others, Holbo makes a strong case for
Nathaniel P. Banks' innocence of being
bribed and readjusts the amounts paid to
others. He also reestablishes the evidence
of widespread perfidy in the American
press. As the latter provides his major data
for concluding that the "tarnish" of the
Alaska Purchase frustrated further expansion, the viability of the conclusion is seriously weakened .
Anne Hummel Sherrill

Anne H . Sherrill has been a member of the history department of Mills College, Oakland for
twenty-six years . She co-authored John Milton
Hay: The Union of Poetry and Politics and
is currently writing a study of over 500 American patrician families and their impact upon
foreign and domestic affairs .

HISPANIC ARTS AND ETHNOHISTOR Y IN THE SOUTHWEST: NEW
PAPERS INSPIRED BY THE WORK OF
E. BOYD . Edited by Marta Weigle. (Santa

Fe: Ancient City Press, 1983 . x + 413 pp. ,
illus., biblio., index. $35 cloth, $20 paper)

Can that truly be an eel San Rafael is
holding? How and when did the Sangre de
Cristo Mountains get their name? What
was a carro and what was a carreta on the
camino real? Where did New Mexico's alabado music come from? Under all those
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layers of paint and grime, what did the
original artist's work look like: was it even
the same saint? To E. Boyd, for more than
twenty years until her death in 1974, cu- .
rator of Spanish colonial art at the Museum
of New Mexico, such questions were more
than interesting: they were - along with
cigarettes and bourbon, she used to joke her life.
Here twenty-three of Boyd's colleagues
offer a variety of short works grouped by
the editors into four parts : "E. Boyd, Pioneer Scholar of Spanish Colonial Culture
in the Southwest," "Hispanic Arts," "Preservation , " and "Hispano Ethnohistory. "
They address the questions above and dozens more , and they raise others . Here are
descriptive lists of New Mexican santos at
the Smithsonian, of stories by New Mexican grandmothers in the WPA Writers '
Program files, and of a book collection
from the Franciscan colony. Here are firstperson , how-to pieces on conserving paintings and an altar screen; on identifying
Spanish, Navajo, and Pueblo weaving; interpretive essays which suggest that seventeenth-century tribute may not have
been as burdensome to the Pueblo Indians
as we have judged, and that some Hispanic
women of property wheeled and dealt
along with the men in the eighteenth-century; and perhaps more than you ever
wanted to know about Penitence moradas,
or meeting-houses, and about Spanish Colonial Arts Society, launched in the late
1920s by writer Mary Austin and artist
Frank G. Appelgate and revitalized by E.
Boyd in 1952 . The Society, in fact, benefits
from the sale of the book. Black-and-white
illustrations , informatively captioned,
abound .
The undisguised imprint serves notice
that the Southwest in the title is the region
as seen from the Santa Fe- New Mexico,
southern Colorado, and the Navajo-Hopi
country. Despite an interesting and nostalgic comparison of New Mexican santos
and Eastern Orthodox icons and a tracking

of Nuestra Senora de Valvanera from Aduana, Sonora, to the Rioja district in Spain,
this handsome and worthwhile book is,
like E. Boyd herself, mostly a New Mexico
item.
John L. Kessell
john L. Kessell is an associate professor ofhistory
and editor of the journals of Diego de Vargas
at the University of New Mexico . A specialist
in the colonial southwest, his most recent book is

The Missions of New Mexico: Since 1776
(UNM , 1980).

WATER IN THE HISPANIC SOUTHWEST: A SOCIAL AND LEGAL HISTORY, 1550-1850. By Michael C. Meyer.
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press , 1984 .
xii + 189 pp . , illus., notes, biblio. , index.
$26)

Water is such an obvious or pervasive
part of life that it has generally been neglected as the subject for historical study.
Such is the case of water in the Spanish
southwest (Texas, New Mexico, Arizona,
California, Nuevo Leon, Coahuila, Chihuahua, Sonora and Baja California) prior
to this pioneering study by Professor
Michael C. Meyer of the University of
Arizona.
Dividing his work into two parts, relating to society and to law, Meyer devotes the
first four chapters to the historical aspect
of water. He first discusses the adaptation
of man to the arid southwest, the role of
water in pre-Columbian cultures, and the
Iberian (Roman and Arabic) background of
water use and tradition. The special role of
water in the more arid regions of northern
New Spain is treated in chapter two: expeditions had no choice but to travel from
one water source to another; settlement was

based upon water's availability to sustain
animal and plant life; ordinances were developed for its conservation; and, while
generally a blessing, it could also be a curse
through flash flooding or mineral contamination. The third chapter surveys water as
a source of complaint and conflict between
Spaniard and Indian, and between missionaries , civilians and military authorities, requiring magistrates to determine its
distribution and use and to solve problems
resulting from its contamination . In summation, chapter four, "The Social, Economic and Military Impact of Water,"
provides an overview of the value of water
as reflected in place names, its economic
and social importance in relationship to
land value, crop income, settlement patterns, use in milling and mining, flood and
drought, and its role in limiting military,
and thus civilian, occupation of the region.
Part II opens with chapter five , "Sources
of Water Law," a discussion of the Spanish
legal codes (Siete Partidas of the thirteenth
century, Recopilacion de leyes de los reynos de
las I ndias of 1681, N ovisima Recopilacion of
1805) and the Mexican Pandectas hispanomexicanas of Rodriguez de San Miguel, as
they related to water use and ownership.
The application of these laws in granting
lands, the comparisons between domestic
(human and livestock) and agricultural and
industrial uses, bearing on land usage, and
the legal status of types of water (rain ,
springs, waterholes, rivers, etc.) are
treated in chapter six. The following chapter covers legal methods of granting, petitioning , purchasing and acquiring the
use of water. The final chapter surveys a
variety of legal cases which reflected such
bases as title , prior use, need, non-injury
and social priorities, to provide equitable
solutions for conflicts over water use.
An extensive bibliography demonstrates
a thorough job of research in manuscript
materials from archives in Sevilla, Mexico
City, Parral, Hermosillo, La Paz, Texas,
New Mexico, Arizona and California, as
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well as published documents, monographs, periodicals, unpublished dissertations and legal briefs. An analytical index
and useful maps and illustrations enhance
the text. Although a few typos are evident,
in general this book is nicely produced on
high quality paper.
With increasing population throughout
the arid southwest, greater demands will
constantly be placed upon water resources,
thus resulting in increased litigation. This
growing interest in water will, likewise,
lead to more monographic studies of specific areas . Professor Meyer 's excellent
study will serve both historians and attorneys as a basic source.
W. Michael Mathes
W . Michael Mathes is a professor of history at
the University of San Francisco and author of
books relative to Spanish California and Colonial Mexico which include Mexico on Stone:
Lithography in Mexico, 1826- 1900 and
California IV: Aportacion a la Historiographia de Calafornia en el Siglo xviii.

FORGING NEW RIGHTS IN WESTERN WATERS . By Robert G. Dunbar.
(Lincoln : University of Nebraska Press ,
c1983 . xiii + 278 pp., map, notes, index.
$19.95)
The settlement of the largely arid and
semi-arid trans-Mississippi west required
Anglo-Americans to modify many established customs and institutions dealing
with water. The doctrine of riparian rights,
which allowed each landowner along the
banks of a stream equal access to water, as
long as the user did not diminish or alter
the flow, had long been the rule in the humid east. It served well the needs of that
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region, where plentiful water supplies were
used primarily for navigation and to power
mills and factories . On western plains and
deserts, however, attempts to enforce riparian rights produced immediate difficulties. Irrigation, the principal use of water
in the west, caused a definite diminution
in streamflows. This, combined with a
general scarcity of water and a natural tendency of flows in western streams to decrease
and even to disappear during much of the
year, necessitated a radical change in laws
regulating water development and use .
Westerners solved this dilemma through
what became known as the doctrine of prior
appropriation. Summed up in the phrase,
"first in time, first in right," it held that
the earliest appropriators of water from a
stream had rights to water superior to those
who might come later. Tied to the appropriation right was the proviso that the water
must be put to " beneficial use," although
appropriators frequently have not been able
to agree on just what constitutes such a use .
In this comprehensive and clearly written summary of the evolution of western
water law, Robert G. Dunbar examines the
origin and adaptation of the appropriation
right . The book begins with a broad survey
of water development in the west, and then
launches into a state-by-state, case-by-case
analysis of the major legislative, administrative and judicial decisions which served
to entrench some form of prior appropriation in the laws of western states . To this
discussion Professor Dunbar adds examinations of the role of interstate compacts,
the laws affecting groundwater, the seesaw
struggle between states and federal government over rights to western water, and the
impact of urbanization . He also touches
briefly on the recent controversy surrounding the appropriation of water for " instream" fishery and environmental uses.
Professor Dunbar brings to this book a
career of forty years in research and interpretation of western water law. He skillfully uses a host of secondary sources,

government documents and legal records ited by William Frederic Bade in 1918.
in developing his analysis and conclusion Muir's letters describe and comment on
that the appropriation right is a dynamic several Sierra areas he visited during this
institution which best meets the needs of time. The first five letters picture his first
western water users. Given the ongoing visit to the region of Mt. Shasta and tell of
water wars in California and disputes over , his climbing to the top of the mountain
large-scale reclamation and irrigation proj - and being trapped on his descent by a
ects elsewhere in the west, Dunbar's study snowstorm. The following three letters are
ought to be consulted not only by histori- from a more familiar location, Yosemite .
ans of the region but by its planners and Next Muir explores Kings Canyon, climbs
policy-makers as well.
Mt . Whitney, and returns to Yosemite via
Mono Basin . The final four letters tell of
Blaine P. Lamb climbing South Dome in Yosemite, discuss
the Fresno and Kaweah sequoia groves, and
Dr. Lamb holds degrees in history from the Uni- briefly note his return to the farming reversity of San Diego and Arizona State Uni- gion around Grangerville. No reader
versity. He has worked as a writer-editor for the should come to this book expecting to find
Army Corps of Engineers in Arizona and on the treasures, of Muir's writing that have herestaffs of Arizona Congressman john]. Rhodes tofore escaped publication. Muir was a
and California State Senator john Garamendi. thrifty writer: he knew which of his earlier
He recently joined the staff of the Holt-Atherton works contained promising materials and
used them for his later pieces. What this
Center as archival processor.
book does is to make available some materials that Muir did not see fit to re-use in
anything that he prepared for publication.
JOHN MUIR SUMMERING IN THE There are flashes of the rhapsodic, mystic
SIERRA. Edited and with an introduction by mountaineer that one finds in many of
Robert Engberg. (Madison : University of Wis- Muir's finest passages but there is also
consin Press, 1984. xiv + 160 pp., illus., much journeyman description, typical of
notes, biblio ., index. $21.50 cloth, $12 .95 an age in which the pen fulfilled the funcpaper)
tion later taken over by the camera, a time
when the nature writer had to be the eyes
Fans of the writings of John Muir who for all his readers. Engberg has provided
are eager to read every single word Muir an introduction that is useful. I question
ever wrote will welcome the appearance of his assessment of Samson Reed's influence
john Muir Summering in the Sierra. The book on Muir, particularly since there is no discontains fifteen Muir letters published in cussion of Muir's earlier exposure to tranthe San Francisco Bulletin between October scendentalism (in the early 1860s) and his
29, 1874, and November 10, 1875. Eight subsequent meditation about and experiwere written and published in the autumn ence of nature. It seems questionable
or winter and seven appeared originally un- whether or not Muir invented "wilderness
der the heading "Summering in the journalism." The contention that he did
Sierra," according to the Kimes bibliog- would be more convincing if it developed
raphy. Some of the letters provided mate- out of a discussion of the nature essay as
rials for later articles and/or book chapters developed by Thoreau and John Burroughs,
such as "The Bee Pastures" in The Moun- which had been a feature of magazines for
tains of California. Two were included in many years. Also, it should have been posthe book of Muir writings, Steep Trails, ed- sible to establish that Muir met Emerson
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in 1871 and that Joaquin Miller is better
known as "The Poet of the Sierras" than as
a "western essayist.
The illustrations are from sources contemporaneous with the letters . The quality
of reproduction ranges from adequate to
poor. There is much interesting reading in
this book and it is certainly to be recommended to any Muir fan[atic?} who wants
to read everything that Muir wrote.
Frank E. Buske
Frank E . Buske is associate professor and head
of the English department at the University of
Alaska, Fairbanks . He edited WildernessEssays by John Muir, is presently completing a
Muir biography, and has lectured on Muir in
the United States and Europe.

THE FIRST TAINT OF CIVILIZATION: A HISTORY OF THE CAROLINE AND MARSHALL ISLANDS IN
PRE-COLONIAL DAYS, 1521-1885 . By
Francis Hezel, S.J. In Pacific Islands Monograph Series, No. 1. (Honolulu: University
of Hawaii Press, 1983. 365 pp. , i//us. No
price) . WHERE THE WAVES FALL: A
NEW SOUTH SEAS HISTORY FROM
FIRST SETTLEMENT TO COLONIAL
RULE. By K.R . Howe. In Pacific Islands
Monograph Series, No. 2 . (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1984 . 403 pp., illus.
$25).

Americans, in general, are woefully ignorant of the history and culture of Pacific
Islands peoples. Our ignorance runs from
careless misperceptions of the complexities
of island societies to a more callous rejection of their very right to exist. The latter
approach was starkly revealed in the blinding light of the atomic bomb tests that
made Bikini and other atolls forever
uninhabitable.
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The First Taint of Civilization and Where
the Waves Fall are powerful antidotes to the
ethnocentrism that has charac te rized
American and European relations with the
Pacific since the sixteenth century. Francis
Hezel and K. R. Howe, in these eloquently
written and richly documented books, not
only seek to revise our understanding of the
Oceanic world, but also to make plain the
concerns of modern Pacific historiography.
They are successful on both counts.
Howe's book is ~ore broadly conceived
than Hezel's- the former explores aspects
of the history of Polynesia, Melanesia and
Micronesia, while the latter focuses exclusively on the Caroline and Marshall Islands .
The tones differ: Howe is assertive where
Hezel is subtle. But these differences are
minor when set against their shared historiographical perspective: each writes history from the islander's point of view; each
concentrates, as Howe puts it, on "the social, economic, political and intellectual
changes as experienced by island societies
as a result of their increasing interaction
with European and western influences
generally."
This methodology perforce shapes the
authors' conclusions. Both effectively argue that the islanders were not innocent
children of nature who passively .bowed
down before the technological marvels,
massive firepower and religious 'superiority' of the west. Instead , the islanders were
active agents - indeed the controlling
forces- in the complicated process of cultural exchange.
The acceptance of Christianity is a case
in point. Drawing upon anthropological,
ethnographic and historical sources, the
authors explore why certain islands embraced the Christian God when they did.
In Hawaii, Tahiti and Tonga, for example,
Howe found that conversion ultimately had
more to do with indigenous political issues
than with the persuasiveness of the missionaries; in each, the ruling powers found
that Christian conversion was one of many

strategies they could employ to maintain
power and prestige, a strategy that Hezel
found effective in Micronesia, too. As aresult, Howe argues, "rapid conformity to
the outward requirements of Christianity
was a political phenomenon," rather than
a religious one, the timing of which the
islanders alone determined.
The islanders also initially controlled
many of the economic interactions with the
Europeans. Again, they were not passive
recipients of western consumer goods .
Rather they learned early on to drive hard
bargains to gain things they valued, trading
water and foodstuffs for muskets and iron.
This pattern of the islanders' active role in
economic exchanges also emerges in
Howe's interpretation of the late nineteenth-century labor trade during which
cheap Melanesian labor was imported to
work Australian and Fijian plantations.
Once considered a form of slavery, it is now
seen as a "voluntary exodus," one which
enabled the Melanesians to "enrich their
lives, as well as to gain status and wealth."
Hezel and Howe acknowledge that foreign intervention influenced island life;
after all, their books end with the arrival
of European colonial administrators who
had come to control - the best they could
- island political affairs. But both scholars
also assert that the foreigners were not as
omnipotent as earlier historians imagined.
Hezel and Howe's brilliant insights into
the texture of Pacific Island history make
The First Taint of Civilization and Where the
Waves Fall definitive; together they launch
a remarkable new series from the University of Hawaii Press.
Char Miller

Char Miller is an assistant professor of history
at Trinity University, San Antonio, Texas, and
chair of the Pacific Studies Association . He is
author of Fathers and Sons: The Bingham
Family and the American Mission.

PAU HANA: PLANTATION LIFE
AND LABOR IN HAWAII, 1835-1920.
By Ronald Takaki . (Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press, cl983 . xiv + 213 pp ., illus.,
notes, biblio., index. $14 .95)
Unique to American society is the intermingling of diverse cultures and ethnic
groupings in the state of Hawaii. However,
this pluralistic structure did not evolve naturally, but rather, was artificially created
to fulfill the economic needs of the Hawaiian sugar plantation industry.
The initial plantation workers were the
native Hawaiians but their work style required constant supervision, thus, laborers
were imported who would provide the labor intensive skills the plantation owners
sought. But in an attempt to control the
laborers, once an immigrant group became
large enough to pose a numerical threat,
the plantation owners imported workers of
another ethnic group who were willing to
work for lower wages and poorer working
conditions. Thus, the succession of immigrants to the island occured in a wave-like
flow as Hawaiian laborers were supplanted
by the Chinese first, and then in sequence
by Japanese, Portuguese, Korean and Filipino workers. Lesser numbers of immigrants also came from other European
countries and Puerto Rico. However, much
to the surprise of the plantation owners who
created and encouraged competition and
ethnocentrism among the workers, the immigrants began to intermix socially and to
cooperate against their bosses on a class
level as they collectively went on strike for
better wages and job conditions.
Pau Hana is a study of the establishment
of the sugar cane plantation system which
began on the island of Kauai in 183 5, and
its rise to become the dominant agricultural industry in the islands during the
nineteenth and early twentieth century.
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But more importantly, Pau Hana is a huSTOCKTON, SUNRISE PORT ON
manistic study of the lives of the men and THE SAN JOAQUIN. By Olive Davis
(Woodland Hills , CA: Windsor Publications,
women who worked the cane fields among them, the author's maternal grand- Inc., 1984 . 160 pp. , illus., biblio, index.
parents. The book is aptly titled as pau $22.95)
hana translates to "finished working," the
time of the day when work ceases, and the
The history of Stockton takes its best
weary laborers can relax, laugh and talk
form yet with this volume. The book destory.
sign is the finest developed for any publiPau Hana delves into the plantation life
cation about our local history. The
of the workers, the trials and tribulations extensive research effort behind the writof the field work and the life in the camp
ing and selection of photographs is obcommunities. Takaki is meticulous in both vious. Not only are there many lively,
his research and description and applicanever before published photographs but
tion noting the important contributions of there is a good measure of exciting inforthe sugar plantation to the culture of Ha- mation that has not been available in other
waii. For example, the dialect of speech works. For example, the details about the
known as pidgin English is derived from activities of Weber's Stockton Mining
plantation life as a result of field bosses who Company and the wonderful specimens of
attempted to communicate with and give gold it received, the unique quotes on obinstruction to a multi-ethnic workforce.
servations about the Indian inhabitants and
Moreover, this ethnic intermingling which the summaries of labor and political
has its roots in the plantations has evolved controversies.
to the current cross-cultural identification
While the work has strong points, it is
among Hawaiian-born Americans as still quite evident that Stockton, with an
"local."
unusually complicated and significant hisTakaki effectively presents the pride of tory, deserves better. The good work is
these Hawaiian locals in overcoming the often marred by misconceptions that are a
negative class conflicts arising from the result of a lack of in depth knowledge. For
plantation system and creating out of it a example, there were no Indian "tribes" in
new and dynamic culture.
the Valley or California for that matter. The
Yokuts (alternately misspelled "Yokut" in
Jim Okutsu the book) were very loosely organized in
groups of small villages, nothing approachjim Okutsu is an associate professor of Asian ing the organization of a tribe. Only the
American Studies at San Francisco State Uni- poorly informed cite that John Marshall
versity. His recent article on Japanese Amerifound gold: he was a Supreme Court Juscans, his area of focus, was published in the tice. James Marshall made the famous disJune issue ofBungeishunji, a leading)apanese
covery. While the description of Stockton
periodical.
as a Gold Rush transportation center covers
several pages, too much is made of travel
by foot, horseback and pack mule, while
stage coach and freight wagon service is
hardly mentioned.
In the coverage on the State Hospital, it
is stated that, "As Stockton moved into the
twentieth-century it became known for its
hospitals for the mentally ill." It was
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known for such resources decades earlier.
Locations are confused; -a major war housing unit, Riverview, was stated to be southeast of the Port of Stockton when it was
directly north of the Port. Regarding the
redevelopment project, it should be indicated that, contrary to what is stated, the
following are not part of the area authorized in 1964: Nippon Hospital, Sperry
Flour Mill Office and Eureka Warehouse.
The power of the pen cannot be overestimated particularly in its effect in perpetuating misconceptions. The research on
industrial history is flawed when it is reported that tanks were being built on order
here . While some World War I tank pro- ,
totype work was done by the Holt Manufacturing Company, they never built tanks
for battle, just tractors for hauling supplies
and towing artillery. No armed vehicles of
any kind were built in Stockton "on order"
during World War I. This is a serious error
and a disservice to local history. The vastly
significant Holt story is poorly handled.
Other aspects of Stockton industry are not
well represented such as Stockton being the
number one California military target of
the enemy during World War II, which
cannot be substantiated .
Interpretation of photographs is not all
that correct; a few examples are the railing
around the courthouse grounds reported to
be "a foot bridge", an 1890 parade shown
in front of a building not completed until
two years later, and on page 34 the illustration of the saloon is so far out of period
it should not have been included in the
Gold Rush section.
One must keep constantly in mind that
Olive Davis was working with a severe restraint on copy length, and surely, she
would have liked to develop certain topics
further. One hundred and sixty pages are
not many for such a significant subject. The
space given to "Partners in Progress" takes
over 20 percent of these pages and the space
could have been better utilized. The local
firms of real significance could have been

woven into the narrative without gtvmg
thirty-five firms, not all of them in Stockton, an opportunity to buy a place in
history.
Raymond W. Hillman

Raymond Hillman has been curator of history
at the Haggin Museum in Stockton and is currently owner of Pride of the River, Ltd. , a contract research and museum consulting service.
His specialized studies include inland river navigation, historical buildings, mining and general industrial history. His book, San Joaquin
County - Its Cities and Towns, will soon
be published.

TREE RINGS AND TELESCOPES:
THE SCIENTIFIC CAREER OF A.E.
DOUGLASS. By George Ernest Webb. (Tuc-

son: University of Arizona Press, 1983. xiv
+ 242 pp., i!lus., notes, biblio. $19.50)
Andrew Ellicott Douglass ( 1867 -1962)
was the son of a Vermont cleric and was
educated at Trinity College, Burlington.
Showing an early interest in astronomy,
photography and meteorology, he embarked upon his scientific career in the
early 1890s with the Harvard Observatory,
serving three years in Peru with its Andean
station. In 1894 he began an association
with Percival Lowell, amateur astronomer
and benefactor of the Harvard program for
whom Douglass established the Lowell Observatory at Flagstaff, Arizona.
An early specialist in the study of Mars,
Douglass produced information that at first
supported Lowell's essays on the existence
of life on the red planet. But Douglass became critical of Lowell's increasingly fanciful conclusions and his benefactor fired
him in 1901. Five years later, Douglass
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secured an appointment at the University
of Arizona, and within a few years had established the Steward Observatory at that
institution.
Douglass was prominent in astronomy
during that discipline's rise to scientific
precision from early reliance on subjective
observations. But he is best known today
as the "father" of dendrochronology - the
art or science of establishing temporal sequences by means of the growth rings of
trees.
As early as 1901, Douglass observed
that trees in the arid southwest are significantly affected by annual rainfall - wet
years give good growth and wide growth
rings, dry years narrow rings. By the 1920s
his studies had established a climatological
history for the region extending back
through the life of living trees . Then he
applied his methods to dead trees represented in prehistoric Indian ruins and prepared a chronology of wet and dry years
extending back to 11 A .D . Given the right
conditions, it is often possible to date any
piece of wood that grew since that early
time by matching its rings against charts
pioneered by Douglass . The main purpose
of the work for Douglass was not archaeology but climatological history, which he
hoped to correlate with solar sunspot cycles
and planetological events.
This is a well-written, straightforward
and appropriately documented life history,
far better than the usual retreaded dissertation. To anyone interested in the history
of science in the southwest, especially archaeology, it is recommended.
David A. Clary
David A. Clary has served as a historian for
the National Park Service and chief historian
for the United States Forest Service, Washington , D.C. He has researched and published articles on United States history, military history,
historic preservation and environmental
protection .
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THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE :
THE SUN OIL COMPANY, 1945-1977.
By Arthur M . ]ohnson. (Columbus: Ohio State
University Press, 1983. xiii + 434 pp. , ifIus . , notes, biblio . , index. $30)
Johnson's biography of the Sun Oil
Company, 1945-1977, is a commendable
contribution to the field of public history.
Obviously possessing a broad familiarity
with the oil industry, Johnson has researched company records exhaustively
while interviewing the principal individuals responsible for the growth of Sun.
Chapter one, devoted to founder Joseph
Newton Pew and his successors within the
family, is a bit upbeat. They become real
people later in the book, yet the women in
their lives do not surface. Did wives make
any contributions?
Like most family-founded corporations,
Sun was conservative . Opposition to governmental interference was commonplace,
as well as aversion to the monopolistic practices of leaders in the field . An interesting
innovation described in chapter three, the
custom-blending of what Sun preferred to
call motor fuel rather than gasoline, was a
first in the industry. Why no major oil
company followed Sun's lead in this octane
mixing is not clear. Sun's adoption of
Tidewater's marketing game approach to
promote sales on the west coast also might
have been explained as Fred Allvine and
James Patterson did in their Competition,
Ltd.: The Marketing of Gasoline.
Johnson points out that, while the Pews
were reluctant to negotiate for foreign
crude except in Venezuela, where they were
successful, Canadian (Athabasca) tar sands
became an obsession for J. Howard Pew.
Sun's Great Canadian Oil Sands, like the
corporation's Puerto Rico venture, was unprofitable. The latter is an interesting case
study of corporate-government negotiations and, as Johnson suggests, management may have been genuinely sympathetic
with Puerto Rico's unemployment and
poverty.

Too much space is devoted to the Sunray
DX merger in October 1968, which placed
Sun among the top ten American oil companies. Interesting is the conclusion that
the timing was unfortunate, because the
industry was by 1968 the target of environmentalists, consumer advocates, government regulators and politicians.
Conservationists will find chapter ten,
"The Challenge of Environmental Protection," of particular interest. The demands
of society are addressed more fully in chapter fifteen, "Social Responsibility." Sun,
like many corporations, supplanted tradi tional philanthropy by the end of the 1960s
with a more active and wider-based program. Sun's "Creed" of the 1970s spoke
sweepingly of society and the quality of
life. Federal edict brought affirmative action and Sun increased purchasing from
minority vendors while employing additional women.
In his conclusion, Johnson provides an
interesting summary of what happens so
often when a family-owned corporation becomes a diversified management company.
The troublesome Sunray DX merger caused
a breach between CEO Robert Sharbaugh
and his predecessor Robert Dunlop, who
carried on the Pew traditions. Nonetheless,
Sun continued to grow and remain profitable. The corporation matured under the
Pews, expanded during Dunlop's chairmanship, and became more flexible andresilient under Sharbaugh. Professional
managers have remained in charge and
Sun, once family-owned, was by 1977 similar to most American firms created by private enterprise facing a future shaped by
public ownership.
Glen Barrett
Glen Barrett is professor of history at Boise State
University in Idaho. His special interests include western United States business history,
mining, transportation, nineteenth-century
ranching and higher education in the west.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FRONTIER
AND WESTERN FICTION. Edited by jon
Tuska and Vicki Piekarski, editors-in-chief
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1983. xviii +
365 pp., illus. $29.95)
It is not difficult to find praiseworthy
features in this volume: it is, in fact, quite
fair to state that it represents the best effort
to date at providing ready reference accessibility to the large body of material associated with this steadily emerging subgenre of American literature.
The primary organizational format employed by the editors is that of entry by
individual author. As might be expected,
the entries (more than two hundred) vary
in length, format and quality, but they are
consistent in seeking to provide a balance
between purely factual (chiefly biographical) information and analytical assessments
of the role and impact of individual authors
and their works. The range is enormous,
spanning the entire temporal and aesthetic
continuum from such "classic" authors of
frontier fiction as James Fenimore Cooper,
Willa Cather and Samuel L. Clemens to the
more contemporaneous array of "pulpers"
and formulary writers represented by such
names as Ernest Haycox, Frederick Glidden (Luke Short) and Louis L'Amour. Some
entries provide valuable, albeit truncated,
critical insights into the work of a number
of authors - e.g., Don Berry, Harvey Fergusson, Vardis Fisher, A.B. Guthrie and
Mari Sandoz - who in recent years have
done much to demonstrate the vitality and
inherent literary potential of western
American fiction.
In addition to author entries, sections
are provided on five topics felt by the editors to be important correlatives to the
study of western fiction : Historical Personalities, House Names, Native Americans,
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Pulp and Slick Western Studies, and
Women on the Frontier. Several of these,
the entries relating most closely to the publishing history of western fiction, are quite
good and indicate a level of expertise well
matched to the task at hand . In the case of
others, however, and in particular the entry
on Historical Personalities, the quality is
rather suspect, reflecting - as in the comments on Jesse James, George Armstrong
Custer, Belle Starr and Billy the Kid - a
too-frequent reliance upon outdated historical scholarship and biography.
Bibliographical notations at the conclusion of each entry provide complete listings
of each author's works, along with occasional mention of relevant critical studies.
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Information on film or other adaptations is
also provided. Readers will regret the volume's lack of a comprehensive bibliography on western fiction as a whole.On
aggregate this book, while falling prey to
·certain of the weaknesses of reference works
as a whole, avoids the more serious of these
and provides a useful resource for students
seeking introductory background material
on western American literature .
Richard E. Meyer

Richard E. Meyer is associate professor and head
of the English department at Western Oregon
State College. He is a specialist in western American folklore and literature.

PACIFIC BOOKSHELF
Concise reports on interesting publications

ARCHITECTURE

Pueblo Deco: The Art Deco Architecture of the
Southwest by Marcus Whiffen and Carla Breeze (Uni-

Task Force: A Report to the Legislature and People
of California (California Heritage Task Force, 1100

versity of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque, NM .
1984. xi + 125 pp. $ 19.95) traces the development
and application of the Spanish Colonial style so well
introduced during the San Diego Garden Fair of
1915 and the 1925 Paris Exposition and uniquely
represented in southwest art deco. Inspired by Navajo and Pueblo pottery, jewelry and weaving, the
style found expression, among other places, in hotels,
public buildings, railroad stations and commercial
fronts in New Mexico, Arizona and west Texas.

")"Street , Room 339, Sacramento , CA 95814 .
1984. 122 pp. No price) offers directives on a variety
of hisrorical concerns. The report includes overviews, issues of historic preservation, and attention
to state historical agencies, tax incentives , museums
and sales tax , library archives, etc. This work, which
is the result of one-and-a-half years effort by the
seventeen member task force, should give direction
both to state legislators and the general public.
Also of interest are: Style and Vernacular Guide
to the Architecture of Lane County, Oregon by the
Southwestern Oregon Chapter, American Institute
of Architects (Oregon Historical Society, 1230 SW
Park Avenue, Portland , OR 97205. 1983 . 159 pp.
$9.95); Bay Area, Historic House Museums (Hayward Area Historical Society, 22701 Main Street ,
Hayward , CA 94541. 1984. 20 pp. $2 . 50) ; Richard
Neutra and the Search for Modern Architecture by
Thomas S. Hines (Oxford University Press, 1600
Pollitt Drive , Fairlawn , NJ 07410. 1982. 356 pp.
$55 cloth , $29.95 paper); and The Architecture of

The text of two papers read at the Clark Library
seminar in 1981 compose Architecture in Southern
California 1880-1980 (William Andrews Clark
Memorial Library, UCLA, 2520 Cimarron Street,
Los Angeles , CA 90018 . 1981. ix + 122 pp. No
price). The first , "Los Angeles Transfer Romanticism
and Integration, 1880-1930," is by Robert Judson
Clark. Princeton University professor Clark discusses
the work of architects Robert Farquhar, Bertram
Goodhue, Greene & Greene, and Irving Gill. "Rationalism and Reintegration 1920-1980" by Thomas
S. Hines, professor at University of California, Los
Angeles, deals with the work of Frank Lloyd Wright,
Irving Gill, Richard Neutra and others.
Presented in a succinct way, California Heritage

Richard Neutra from International Style to
California Modern by Arthur Drexler and Thomas
S. Hines (The Museum of Modern Art, 11 West 53rd
Street , New York, NY 10019. 1982 . 114 pp . $10).
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NEVADA
Perhaps one of the most neglected of western humorists is "Lying Jim" Townsend, Nevada newspaper editor and publisher. The story of this colorful
character of Reno, Lundy, Aurora, Carson City and
other camps (including some in California) is well
told in Lying on the Eastern Slope: james Townsend's
ComicJournalism on the Mining Frontier by Richard
Dwyer and Richard E. Lingenfelter (University
Presses of Florida, 15 SW 15th Street, Gainesville,
FL 32603. 1984. viii + 167 pp. $15). The authors
did what "Lying Jim" never had time for- collecting his best works from fronrier newspapers circa
1859-1890. If you like Mark Twain, Bret Harte and
Squibob, you should enjoy "Lying Jim."
Nevada historians and genealogists will be happy
to learn that The Newspapers of Nevada: A History
and Bibliography, 1854-1979 by Richard E .
Lingenfelter and Karen Rix Gash (University of Nevada Press, Reno, NV 89557-0076. 1984. xxvii +
339 pp. $32) has been admirably updated and vastly
expanded. Over 800 publications are arranged alphabetically by community. Each enrry includes an
historical sketch, bibliographic and other information about the newspaper. An invenrory of all known
original copies plus microfilm holdings is included .
The rerm "newspaper" is used broadly- covering
such categories as campaign publications, promoter's
rip sheers, penny shoppers and enrerrainmenr
guides.
Wrirren in a lively, loving sryle, Red Shirts and

Leather Helmets: Volunteer Fire Fighting on the
Comstock Lode by Steve Frady is the first title to
appear on Nevada fire fighting (University of Nevada
Press, Reno, NV 89557-0076. 1984. xxii + 261
pp. $19.95 cloth, $12.95 paper). A thorough chron-

ide of volunreer fire fighters in Virginia City and
Gold Hill starting in rhe 1860s and conrinuing to
rhe advenr of "paid departmenrs, " ir is the product
of five years' research. Here is a book where only
senrences or a paragraph had been written before.
The atypical assignmenr of a forest ranger in rhe
Toiyabe National Forest of Cenrral Nevada between
1938-1948 is described in derail in Dust from an
Alkali Flat by Basil K. Crane (University of Nevada
Press, Reno , NV 89557-0076. 1984. x + 156 pp.
$9.50 paper). Rangeland and horses are rreared extensively as are character sketches, geography, wildlife, hardship and mining .
First published in 1936 , A'n Editor on the
Comstock Lode by Wells Drury (University of Nevada
Press, Reno, NV 89557-0076. 1984. xx + 343 pp.
$ 10.95 paper) is one of rhe finest publications on
Virginia Ciry and Gold Hill because of vast firsthand knowledge rhe author brings to rhe subject.
Nor only a !are ninereenrh cenrury journalist, elected
official and political leader, he was also a keen observer whose acquainrances extended from rhe very
top of society ro the borrom.
Also of inrerest on this stare are rwo rhirry-rwo
page pamphlets by George Williams III, The Red
Light Ladies of Virginia City Nevada and The
Murders at Convict Lake (Tree by rhe River Publishing Company, Box 413, Riverside, CA 92502.
$5.95 and $4.95 respectively). Convict Lake is in
eastern California, bur this is largely a Nevada irem
dealing with an 1871 escape of convicts at Carson
City. A rwenry-four page pamphlet enritled Five
Manuscript Newspapers from Early Nevada may be
obtained from Falcon Hill Press (Box 1431, Sparks,
NV 89431. 1981. No price) .

ETHNIC
The gratifying result of an extensive project to
inrerview some of rhe few remaining Issei, rhe firstgeneration wesr-coasr Japanese immigranrs, is presenred in The Issei Portrait of a Pioneer: An Oral
History, edited by Eileen Sunada Sarasohn (Pacific
Books, P.O. Box 558, Palo Alto, CA 94302-0558.
1983 . 296pp. $17.95). Thirty-rwoaccounrsareincluded with considerable material on voyages ro
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America, memories of rhe homeland, agriculture
and business, rhe Grear Depression, daily life , and
relocation camp experience, The interviews , unusually graphic and derailed, are rhe work of a nonprofit organization closely associated with rhe
Japanese community.
Bibliography of Mexican American History compiled by Mart S. Meier (Greenwood Press , 88 Post

Road West, Westport, CT 06881. 1984. xi + 500
pp. $39 .95) is, by far, the most comprehensive bibliography on rhe subject and contains abour 5,000
books, periodicals and dissertations. These rides are
arranged largely by chronological period, but include some broad subject categorizations for labor,
immigration and the border region , civil rights and
policies, and culture.
Illegal immigration into rhe United Scates is studied in The Border that joins Mexican Migrants and
U.S. Responsibility (Rowman and Litrlefield, 81
Adams Drive, Totowa, NJ 07512. 1982. x + 254
pp. $33.95 cloth, $20.50 paper). The situation is
explored from several viewpoints and analyzed by
eight different contributors to chis project sponsored
by the Center for Philosophy and Public Policy.
Oral history in bilingual form is presented in
Memories for Tomorrow by Margaret Beeson,
Marjorie Adams and Rosalie King (Blaine Ethridge
Books, 13977 Penrod Road, Detroit, MI 48223.
1983. xxix + 143 pp. No price). Based on interviews with Mexican immigrants who settled in
Kansas, this is an account of their American experience as well as a flashback to memories of Mexico.
It is accompanied by a fine introduction to the political , economic, religious and social history of Mexico and the American southwest from the fourteenth
century to the twentieth century.
The controversial verdict "nor guilty by reason of
insanity," is explored in Of Murder and Madness
(Doubleday & Company, Inc., 245 Park Avenue,
New York, NY 10167. 1983 . 463 pp. $17.95).

Trial lawyer Gerry Spence traces its beginnings to a
murder committed in Wyoming by a MexicanAmerican, Joe Esquibel. The book is a derailed
account of rhe Esquibel family written in the form
of a novel, but it provides insig ht into twentieth
century legal history.
Also of interest are two works on rhe complex topic
of bilingualism in rhe United Scates and irs social
and linguistic ramifications. They are Chicano Discourse: Socio-Historic Perspectives by Rosaura Sanchez
(Newbury House Publishers, Inc. , Rowley, MA
01969. 1983. vi i + 184 pp. $15 .95) and Spanish in
the United States: Sociolinguistic Aspects edited by Jon
Amastae and Lucia Elias-Olivares (Cambridge University Press, American Branch, 32 E. 57th Street,
New York, NY 10022. 1982. x + 454 pp. $54.50
cloth, $19.95 paper). Another new resource on rhe
Spanish speaking is Migrant Workers in the Americas:
A Comparative Study of Migration Between Colombia and
Venezuela and Between Mexico and the United S fates by
Gabriel Murillo-Castafio (Center for U.S. Mexican
Studies Q-05 7, University of California, San Diego,
La Jolla, CA 92093. 1984. vii + 7 1 pp. No price).
On Filipino- and Japanese-Americans we have received : To Where Streets are Made of Gold: The Story of
a Filipino Immigrant by Dorian Sikat (Expos ition
Press Inc., 325 Rabro Drive, Smithtown, NY
11787-0817. 1982 . vii + 165 pp . $9) and Social
Solidarity among the japanese in Seattle by S. Frank
Miyamoto (University of Washington Press, Seatrle,
WA 98145. 1939, 1981, 1984 . xxiv + 74 pp.
$7 .95).
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by l. N. ·-; ack'. Brotherton , 1:80
The Anthropology of W orld's Fairs. San Francisco's Panama Pacific
International Exposition of 1915, by Burton Benedict et al.,
3:79-80
Approaches to Historical Archaeology: The Case of the Royal Presidio
of San Diego, ed. by Stephen A. Colston, 1:89n
Architecture in Southern California 1880-1980 , articl es by
Robert Judson Clark and Thomas S. H ines, 4:83n
The A~chite~l!lre of Richard Neutra from International Style to
Califorma M odern , by Art hur Drexler and Thomas S. H ines,
4:83 n
Arizona's Names (X Marks the Place), by Byrd H owell Grange r,
3:9In
Arksey, Laura, er. al. , American D iaries, 2:95n
Armitage, Susan, review by, 2:79-80
As in a Vision: Masterworks of American Indian Art, by Ed win L.
Wade, Carol H aralson and Rennard Strickland, 1:96n
Asahel Curtis: Photographs of the Great Northwest, by Richard
Frederick and J ean ne Enge rman , 3:92 n
Asay, J effS. , Western Pacific Ti metables and Operations, 3: 94n
The A ssault on Assimilation: j ohn Collier and the Origins of Indian
Policy Reform , by Lawrence C. Kelly, 4:69-70
At the Rainbow ·s End, by Artie Cuelho, 2:9 In
Avend ano, Fausto , revi ew by, 1:74 -75

Bagwell , Beth, Oakland, 1:7 3-74
Bakken, Gordon M ., The Development of Law on the Rocky
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North America. 1810- 1890, 3:88
Barrett , Glen , review by, 4:80-81
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4:83 n
Bay less, B.A., and M .S. Klin e, Ferryboats, 2:94n
Bear Chiefs War Shirt, by James Willard Schultz, ed. by
Wilbu r Ward Beccs, 3:95 n
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Life and W ork ofj oseph Henry Sharp, by Forrest Fenn, 1:64 -65
Beeson , Margaret , er al., Memories for Tomorrow, 4:85 n
Benedic t , Burron , er a!. , The Anthropology of World's Fairs,
3:79-80
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Best, J oel, revi ew by, 2:86
The Betrayal of Lili11okalani: Last Qtteen of Hawaii, by H elena G.
Allen, 1: 8 1-82
Beccs, Wilbur W ard, ed. of Schultz , Bear Chiefs War Shirt,
3:95n
Between Sacred Mountains: Navajo Stories and Lessons from the
Land, by membe rs of t he Navajo tribe and reachers, 1:93 n
Bibliography of Mexican American H istory, comp. by MaceS .
Meier, 4:84-85 n
Billy the Kid: A Bio-Bibliography, by Jon Tuska , 2;93 n
Bishop, M . Guy, rev iew by, 3:74 -7 5
Black man , Ma:saret B., During My Time, 2:80-81
Bliss , Bob , Stt/Jerin· Springs Valley, 3:91 n
Blood Below the Border: American Eye-Witness Acco11nts of the
Mexican Revolmion, ed. by Gene Z. H an rahan, 1:85
Bohme, Frederick G. , review by, 1:75 -76
Boissiere, Robert, Po Pai Mo, l:94n
The Border that j oins Mexican M igrants and U.S. Responsibility,
Center for Philosop hy and Pub lic Policy, 4:85n
Borner , Vaug hn Davis, revi ew by, 3:86-87
The Box of Daylight: Northwest Coast Indian Art, by Bill H olm ,
1:96n
Boyd , William H arland , Stagecoach Heyday in the San j oaquin
Valley. I 853 - 1876, 3:93 n; eta!. , Imide H istoric Kern, 2:93n
Boyhood Days: Ygnacio Villegas ' Reminiscences of California in the
1850s , ed. by Dr. Albert Shumate, 2:85
Bradford , Mary Lythgoe, ed., M ormon W omen Speak, 1:83-84
Brandes, Ray mond S. , review by, 1:68-69
Bree n, David H ., The Canadian Prairie West and the Ranching
Frontier 1874- 1924,4:70-71
Breeze, Carla , and Marcus Whiffen, Pueblo Deco, 4:83n
Briggs, Carl , and Clyde Francis Trudell, Quarterdeck and
Saddlehorn, 2:71; review by, 4:65 -66
British Columbia: A Celebration, ed. by G eorge Woodcock wi th
photographs by J .A. Krau lis, 3:93n
Brody, J.J ., et al., Mimbres Pottery, 1:96n
The Broken Ring: The Destmction of the Califo rnia Indians, by Van
H . Garne r, I :67 -68
Brotherton, I.N . "J ack", The Annals of Stanislaus County , 1:80
Brown , David E., and Neil B. Carmony, eds. , Tales from
Tiburon, 1:93 n
Browne, Ju anita Kennedy, Nuggets of Nevada County H istory,
2:93n
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Religion and Culture, 1:93n

Bumsred, J .M. , and Robin Fisher, eds., An Account of a Voyage
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!:90n
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Guild , Thelma S., and Harvey L. Carter, Kit Carson, 4:65-66
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1920, by Frederick E. Hoxie , 4:68-69
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Fireman, Janet R., review by, 1:66-67
The First Chouteaus: River Barons of Early St. Louis, by William

Hague, Harlan H. , review by, 2:7I
Half interest in a Silver Dollar: The Saga of Charles E. Conrad, by
James E. Murphy, 3:93n
Hall, Ruth K., A Placeof Her Own, 2:92-93n

E. Foley and D. David Rice, 2:95n
The First Pictorial History of the American Oil and Gas lndmtry .
1859-1983 , by Ruth Sheldon Knowles, 3:96n
The First Tainl of Civilization: A History of the Caroline and

Halpin , Marjori e M. , Totem Poles: An Illustrated Guide, 1:96n

Marshall islands in Pre-Colonial Days. 1521-/885, by Francis
H ezel, S.J., 4:76-77
Fisher, Robin, and J.M. Bumsred, eds., Alexander Walker, An

Halsell, H.H. , Cowboys and Cattle/and, 3:94n
Hanrahan, Gene Z., ed., Abajo el gringo.', and Blood Below the
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Account of a Voyage, 1:70-71
Five Manmcript Newspapers from Early Nevada, 4:84n
The Flavor of Chinatown, by Brian Sr. Pierre and J eenie Low,

Havighurst , Robert

1:9In
The Fog and San Francisco, by Roger Verran, ill us. by Nick

and Estelle Fuchs, To Live on This

Hicke, Carole , review by, 1:80-81

Carter, I :91 n

Hillman, Raymond W., review by, 4:78-79
Hilton , George W., The Cable Car in America, 1:77
Hinckley , Ted C., review by, 3:88

Foley, William E. and D. David Rice, The First Chouteam,

2:95n
Ford, Bonnie L. , review by, 1:82-83
Forging New Righ!J in W estern Waters, by Roberr G. Dunbar,

Hine, Roberr V., California's Utopian Colonies, 1:9ln
Hines, Thomas S., Richard Neutra and the Search for Modern
Architecture; with Robert Judson Clark , Architecture in

4:74-75
Fox , Robert B., Walks Two Worlds, 1:93n
Frady, Steve, Red Shirts and Leather Helmets, 4:84n

So11thern California 1880-1 980; and with Arthur Drexler, The
Architecture of Richard Neutra from International Style to
California Modern, 4:83n
Hispan ic Arts and Ethnohistory in the Southwest: New Papers

Frederick, Richard, and Jeanne Engerman, Asahef Curtis,

3:92n
Frederick Remington, by Ron Tyler , 2:92n
Frederic_k Re;~ington. the Camera & the Old West, by Estelle
Jussrm , __ 66-67
Friedman , Ralph, This Side of Oregon, 2:94n
Frisbie , Charlone J., and David M. Brugge, eds., Navajo
Religion and Culture, 1:93n
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1967-1871, by PaulS. Holbo, 4:71-72
Their Nu"!be~s Become Thinned: Native American Population
Dynamtcs m Eastern North America, by Henry F. Dobyns,
1:9 5n
They Called Them Greasers: Anglo Attitudes Toward M exicans in
Texas , 1821-1900, by Arnoldo De Leon, 3:94n
This Side of Oregon, by Ralph Friedman, 2:94n
Thompson , Gerald, Edward F. Beale and the American West
2:70-7!
'
Thompson, John, and Edward A. Dutra, The Ttde Breakers
2:65-66
'
Thompson , Nile, and Carolyn Marr, Crow's Shells, 1:96n
Those Wh o Came Before: Southwestern Archaeology in the National
Park System, by Robert H. Lister and Florence C. Lister,
3:91n
T il brook, Lois, Nyungar Tradition, 3:95n
Tillamook B11rn Country: A Pictorial History by Ellis Lucia
3:92n
'
'
Tiller, Veronica E. Velarde, Thejicarilla Apache Tribe, !:93n
To Lrve on Thu Earth: American Indian Education, by Estelle
Fuchs and Robert J. Havighurst, 1:94n
To Where Streets are Made of Gold: The Story of a Filipino
Immigrant, by Dorian Sikat , 4:85n
Toole, K. Ross, Twemieth-Cent11ry M ontana, 3:93n
Totem Poles: An l1111strated Guide, by Marjorie M. Halpin , 1:96n
Tracy, Charles A. , review by, !:76-77
Trade, Tactics and Territory: Britain in the Pacific, I783 - IB23,
by Margaret Steven , !:86
Treas11res of the South Fork, by Ralph Mendershausen , !:89n
A Treasury of the Sterra Nevada, ed. by Robert Leonard Reid,
1:89n
Tree Rings and Telescopes: The Scientific Career of A. E. Douglass,
by George Ernest Webb, 4:79-80
Trudell, Clyde Francis , and Carl Briggs , Quarterdeck and
Saddlehorn, 2:7 1
The T11le Breakers: A Swdy of the California Dredge, by John
Thompson and Edward A. Dutra, 2:65 -66
Tuska, Jon , Billy the Kid, 2:93n; with Vicki Pierkarski , eds.,
Encrclopedta oj Frontier and Western Fiction, 4:81-82
Twentu.th Centu~y American Historians, vol. 17 of the Dictionary
of Ltterary Bwgraphy, ed. by Clyde N. Wilson , 2:94n
Twentieth-Century Montana: A State of Extremes, by K. Ross
Toole, 3:93n
Tw~~ ~r~ Ben W., Organizational Values and Political Power,
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Two c;:aliforni~s: The Truth about the Split-State Movement, by
Mtchael DtLeo and Eleanor Smith, 1:91n
Tyler, Ron , comp. and ed., Frederic Remington, 2:92n; comp.
and ed., Pecos to Rio Grande, 3:94n

- UUnder the Mountain, by Molly Flagg Knudtsen , 1:78
Underhtll, Ruth, Here Come the Navajo!, 1:93n
Upton, Richard, ed. , Lt. Samuel C. Robertson, The Indian as a
Soldier at Fort Cmter, Montana, 3:96n
Utley, Robert M. , The Indian Frontier of the American West
4:67 -68; review by, 3:81
'
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- VVan Kirk, Sylvia, Many Tender Ties, 2:79-80
VanTilburg, Anne, comp. and ed., Ancient Images on Stone,
3:95n
Vanderwood, Paul J., reviews by, 1:85
Verran, Roger, and Nick Carter, The Fog and San FranciJCo,
1:91n
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Wade, Edwin L. , et al., As in a Vision , 1:96n
Walker, Alexander, er al., An Account of a Voyage to the
Northwest Coast of America in 1785 and I786, 1:70-71
Walker, James R., ed. by Elaine A. Jahner, Lakota Myth,
3:96n
Walker, William, and Lydia L. Wyckoff, eds., Hopis, Tewas
and the American Road, 1:93-94
Walks Two Worlds, by Robert B. Fox , 1:93n
Walsh , James P., San Francisco's Hallinan, 1:76-77
Walter VanTilburg Clark: Critiques , ed. by Charlton Laird,
2:91n
Ward, Estolv E. , The Gentle Dynamiter, 2:95n
Washo Shamans and Peyotists: Religious Conflict in an American
Indian Tribe, by Edgar E. Siskin, 1:95n
Water by the Inch: Advenwres of a Pioneer Family on an Arizona
Desert Homestead, by Herbert V. Young, 3:91n
Water in the Hispanic Southwest: A Social and Legal History. 1550I850, by Michael C. Meyer, 4:73 -74
The Way oj the Masks, by Claude Levi -Strauss , tr. by Sylvia
Mode!ski, I :65-66
Weaver, Harriett E. , Redwood Country, l:89n
Webb , Edith Buckland, Indian Life at the Old Missions, 1:92n
Webb, George Ernest, Tree Rings and Telescopes, 4:79-80
Weber, Msgr. Francis J., Mission on the Highway ; Some Fugitive
Glimpses at Fray Junipero Serra; The Pemdtimate Mission; and
The Precursor's Mission, 2:93n
Weigle , Marta, ed., Hispanic Arts and Ethnohistory in the
Southwest, 4:72-73
WeJtering Man: The Life ofj oseph Walker, Master of the Frontier,
by Bil Gilbert, 3:82-83
Western Pacific Timetables and Operations: A History and
Compendimn by JeffS. Asay, 3:94n
Westreich , Budd, The Stow Affair, 1:90n
Wheels to Adventure: Bill Rishel's Western RotJies, col!. and ed. by
Virginia Rishel, 3:96n
When Old Trails Were New: The Story of Taos , by Blanche C.
Grant , 2:93n
Where the Waves Fall: A New Somh Seas History From First
Settlement to Colonial Rule, by K.R. Howe, 4:76-77
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Whiffen, Marcus , and Carla Breeze, Pueblo Deco, 4:83n
White, Robert R ., ed., The Taos Society of Artists, 2:92n
Wiggens, Robert , review by, 2:73
Wilkinson, Charl es F., review by, 1:69-70
Willa: The Life of Willa Cather, by Phyllis C. Robinson , 2:73
Wil1iams, Alice Davis, ed., Frank Davis , 100 Years Ago , 1:90n
Williams , George, III , The Murders at Convict Lake, and The
Red Light Ladies of Virginia City , Nevada, 4:84n
Williams, Mary L. , review by, 2:83-84
Wilson, Clyde N., ed., Twentieth Century American Historians,
2:94n
Wolf, Daniel , ed., The American Space, 3:77-78
Wolfskill, George, and Stanley Palmer, eds., Essays on Frontiers
in World History, 2:74-75
Woll, Allen, The H ollywood Musical G oes to War, 2:92n
Wolman, Baron , and Tom Horton, Superspan, 1:9ln
Women WriterJ of the West Coast: Speaking of Their Lives and
Careers , ed. by Marilyn Yalon, 2:91n
Wood, John V., Railroads through the Coeur d 'Alenes , 3:89
Woodcock, George, ed., British Columbia: A Celebration, 3:93n
Worster, Donald , review by, 2:87-88
Wortley, W. Victor, cr., Louis Rossi, Six Years on the West Coast
of America, 1856-I862, 1:87
Wurm, Ted, and Harre W. Demo ro, The Silver Short Line,
3:94n
W yckoff, Lydia L., and William Walker, eds., Hopis , Tewas
and the American Road, 1:93 -94n
Wyman, Leland C., Southwest Indian Drypainting , 1:96n

- YYalon, Marilyn , Women Writers of the West Coast, 2:91n
Yamino-Kwiti: A Story of Indian Life in the Los Angeles Area, by
Donna Preble, 1:92n
Yosemite National Park: A Natural History Guide to Yosemite and
Its Trails, by J effrey P. Schaffer, 1:89n
Young, Betty Lou , Pacific Palisades, 1:88n
Young, Herbert V., Water by the Inch, 3:91n
Younger, Erin , and Victor Masayesva, Jr., H opi Photographers ,
1:96n

-ZZall, P.M., Abe Lincoln Laughing, 2:91n
Zappia, Charles , review by, 1:73-74
Zucker, Jeff, eta!., Oregon Indians, 1:94n
Zuni History, papers given at a conference on the history of the
Zuni Pueblo, New Mexico (1982), 1:93n

II. SUBJECT INDEX
Articles, Book Reviews, Book Notes

-AAborigines, Australia, in notes, 3:95
Acculturation: see assimilation
Adams , Annette Abbott, in article, 3:9- 12, 15
Agriculture:
Alaska, in arricles , 4:4-15, 30-31, 37-40, 41
California, in note, 1:92

Hawaii, in review, 4:77 -78
Mexico, in arricle, 4:43 -47
Alaska: arricles on, 1:18-28,4:4-16, 30-41; in reviews, 1:7172 , 4:71-72; in nores, 3:92; also, in arricles, 3:50-51 , 4:4254, passim
.
"Alexander Berkman in San Francisco, 1916-1917: Anarchist
and Reluctant Terrorist," by Steven C. Levi, 4:17-29
A lea California: in article, 4:44-45; in reviews, !:66-67,
2:84-85
Anarchism, in article, 4:17-29
Anrhropology:
maritime , in review, 3:78-79
northwest coast societies, in review, 1:65-66
world's fairs, in review, 3:79-80
Anti-Coolie Association, in arricle, 1:29-42
" 'Anti-Coolie Rabies': The Chinese Issue in California Politics
in rhe 1860s," by Roberr J. Chandler, !:29-42
Anti-Semitism, in note, 1:90

Aposrol, Jane, "Gold Rush Widow," 2:49-55
Archaeology:
California, in nores, 1:88 , 89, 90, 3:95
maritime, in review, 3:78-79
Oregon Country, in notes , 3:95
Sourhwesr, in reviews, 2:77-79, 4:76-77 ; in nores, 3:91, 95
Archirecrure, in nores, 2:95 , 3:94, 4:83
Armsrrong, Barbara Nachrrieb, in anicle, 3:4, 12, 18-19
An and anises: in reviews, 1:64-65, 2:66-68, 3:80-81 ; 10
nores, 1:91, 96, 2:92, 95, 3:91, 94
Arts and crafts:
Hispanic , in review, 4:72-73
Indian, in reviews , !:65-66 , 4:72-73; in nores, 1:95-96,
3:95
Arizona: in reviews, 1:68-70, 82-83, 2:76, 3:82; in nores,
3:91,4:83
Assimilation:
Alaskan nacives , in arricles, 1:18-27, 4:30-31, 41
American Indians, in article, l': 19-20, 22; in reviews, 1:6768, 4:67-70; in nore, 1:94
Pacific Islanders, in reviews, 1: 81, 4:76-77
Austin, Amanda Perrone lie, "Portrait of Miss Quinn,"
sculpture, inside front cover 3, in editor's column, 3:44
Austin, Mary, in review, 2:72-73
Aviation, in note, 2:96

-BBanking, Arizona, in review, 2:76
Beale, Edward F. , in reviews, 2:70-71
Bennion, Sherilyn Cox, "Women Editors of California, 18541900," 3:32 -43
Bent, George, in note, 2:95
Berkman, Alexander, in article, 4:17 -29
Biddle, Commodore James, in note, 2:95
Bilingualism, in notes, 4:85
Billings, Warren K., in anicle, 4:23,27,29
Biography, see literature
Black Americans, see civil rights and ethnohistory
The Blast, anarchist journal, in arricle, 4:17-29
British Columbia: in review, 2:80-81; in notes, 3:93
Brough ron, Esto, in article, 3:12

-CCable car, in review, 1:77
Cage , R.A., "The Lowden Empire: A Case Srudy of Wagon
Roads in Nonhero California," !:32-48
California:
agriculture, in note, 1:92
archaeology, in nores, 1:88, 89, 90, 3:95
architecture, in notes, 4:83
capitols, in note, 1:92
coast, in article, 4:44-45; in reviews, 1:87, 2:84-85; in
nores, !:88, 89, 91, 92
food, in nores, 1:89 , 91, 2:96
geography, in nore, 1:92
gold mining, in article, 2:5 - 14, passim; in notes, 1:90
guides, in nores !:89, 91
historic houses , in notes , 1:92, 4:83
Indians, in reviews , 1:67-68, 73 ; in nores, 1:92 , 3:95
lighthouses, in note, 1:89
missions, in article, 4:44-45; in notes, 1:92, 2:9 3
newspapers, in anicles, !:29-40, 45-50,53 -61 ,2:29, 3:25 26,31-43,45-53,54-64,4:17-29
northern, in articles, 2: 18-31, 32-48
policical parries, in anicles, !: 10-15, 29-40, 43-50, 53-62
popularion, in anicles, 1:29-40, 43-50, 53-61, 2:58 -64
southern, in notes, 1:88, 4:83
split-state movement, in note, 1:91
stagecoaches, in note , 3:93
utopian colonies, in note, 1:91
vineyards and wineries, in note, 1:89-90
"The California Census of 1852: A Nore of Caurion and
Encouragement, " by Dennis E. Harris, 2:58-64
Cameron, Donaldina, in editor's column, 1:63
Canada, in reviews, 2:79-81, 3:88, 4:70-7!
Carson, Kit, in review, 4:65-66
Cather, Willa, in review. 2:73
Central America: in article, 2:51; in notes, 2:96, 4:85
Chandler, Roben J.," 'Anri-Coolie Rabies': The Chinese Issue
in California Policies in rhe 1860s," 1:29-42
Channing, Grace, in article, 1:6-16, passim
Chaplin, Charlie, in nore, 2:92
"Charlotte Gilman in California," by Marian K. Towne,
1:4-17
Chinese-Americans , see civil rights and ethnohistory
Chouteau, Auguste and Pierre, in note , 2:95
Christian Indian Reformers, in article, 1: 19-23
Civil law, frontier, in notes, 3:96
Civil liberties organizations, in articles, 1:39-40, 4:29
Civil rights:
.
.
American Indians , in articles, 1:30, 39, 2:60; 10 revtew,
4:67-68; in nores, 1:95
Black Americans, in anicles, !:30, 32, 35, 38, 39, 2:60
Chinese-Americans, in article, 1:29-42
Filipino-Americans, in review, 2:88-89
German-Americans, in article , 1:53-62
Irish-Americans, in article, 1:43-52
Japanese-Americans, in review, 2:89-90; in notes, 4:84, 85
Mexican-Americans, in notes, 3:94, 4:84-85
women, in anicles, 3:4-21,23-29, 31-43,59-62,65 -66
Civil Righrs Ace of 1870, in an icle, !:37, 40
Civil War era, in article, 1:29-42
"Clara Shortridge Foltz , California's First Woman Lawyer," by
Virginia Elwood-Akers, 3:23-29
Clark, Walrer VanTilburg, in nore , 2:91
Clarke, Sarah Moore, in article, 3:33
Cleveland, Louise , in article, 3:12, 16-17
Cluff, Augusra De Force, in anicle , 3:37
Collections:
miniature horse-drawn vehicles, in notes , 3:96
phorographic, see phorography
Collier, John, in review, 4:69-70
Collins, Ivan, in note, 3:96
Colonies:
artis ti c and literary, in reviews, 1:64 -65, 2:67 -68; in note,
2:92
utopian, in note , 1:91
Comstock, David A., "Proper Women at the Mines: Life at
Nevada Ciry in rhe 1850s," 3:65-73
Conrad, Charles E., in nore, 3:93
Curtis, Asahel, in note, 3:92
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-D Davidson, Florence Edenshaw, in review, 2:80-81
Dawes Severalty Act: in article, 1: 26; in review, 2:81-82
Diaries, see literature
Diplomacy: in arcicle , 4:43 -53; in review, 1:80-8 1
Douglass, Andrew Ellicott , in revi ew, 4:79-80
Dredges: in article, 2:5 -1 7; in review, 2:65 -66
Dredging, gold, in arricle, 2:5-15

Gilman , Charlotte, Woman and Economics: A St11dy of the
Economic Relation between Men and W omen as a Factor in Social
Evolution, (1898) ment. in article, 1:5, 13, 15
Gilman, Charlotte Perkins Stetson , inside front cover 1, art icle
on, 1:4-17
"Gold D redging in the American West: Origin and
Diffusion," by Rand E. Roh e, 2:2, 5-17, and inside back
cove r
"Gold Rush Widow," by J ane Apostol, 2:49-55
Gold: dredging, in article, 2:4- 17; mining , in articles, 2:4955, 4:5-6; in notes, 1:90, 3:96
Goldman , Emma , in article, 4: 17 , 24, 28
Gordon, Laura De Force: 3:2; in articles, 3:8, 23 , 25, 26, 29,

36-38

-E Econom ies:
Alaska , in articles, 4:4 - 15, 30-40 , 4 1
Pacific Islands, in reviews , 4:76-78
Education:
Alaska, in arricles, 1:18-2 6, 4:30-31, 37 -40, 41
Ameri can Indians, in notes, 1:92, 93, 94, 3: 92
Hawaii, in review, 1:81 -82
" Eliza Ann Oris, Co-Founder of the Los Ange les Times," by
Midge Sherwood, 3:45 -53
Elwood-Akers, Virginia, "Clara Short ridge Foltz, California's
First Woman Lawyer," 3:23-29
Environmentalism, in reviews, 1:78-79, 2:87-88, 4:74-75,

80-81
Epstein , Sandra P., "Women and Legal Education: The Case of
Boalt H all," 3:4-22
Equal Ri g hts Amendment: proposal , in article, 3:28; in
review, 1:83-84
Erhnohisrory :
Abori gines, Australia, in not es, 3:9 5
Black Americans, in review, 1:73 -7 4
Chinese-Americans , in article, 1:29-42; in review, 1:73-74
Filipino-Americans, in review, 2:88-89; in note, 4:85
General, in no tes, 1:88
Germ an -A me ricans, in article, 1:53-62
India ns , see Indians, location
Irish-Americans, in ar ticle , 1:43-52
Italian-America ns, in review, 1:75 -76
Japanese-Americans, in review, 2:89-90; in noces , 4:84, 85
Mexican-Americans, in review, 2:86-87; in notes, 2:96,

"Governor Ernest Gruen ing, the Federal Government, and the
Eco nomic Development of Territorial Alaska," by Claus-M.
Naske, 4:4 - 16
G regg, David Law rence, in rev iew, 1:80-81
Gruening, Governor Ernes t , in article , 4:4-16

-H H all, Charlotte, in review, 1:82-83
H allina n , Vincent, in review, 1:76-77
H arrim an, Edward H., in review, 1:71 -72
H arris, Dennis E., "The California Census of 1852: A Note of
Caution and Encouragemenc, " 2:59-64
H aynes, F.J- , in note, 3:94
H astings College of Law, in articles, 3:8, 20, 26, 37
H awai i, in reviews, 1:80-82, 4:77 -78
H aycox, Stephen W., "Sheldon Jackson in H istorical
PerspeCtive: Alaska Native Schools and Mission Contracts ,

1885 -1 894," 1:18-28
Historiog raphy : in review, 4:76-77 ; in notes, 1:89, 2:96
History of Woman Suffrage, ed. by Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
Susan B. Anthony and Matilda J oslyn Gage, ment . 3:2,

25 , 28
" Hold Back the Tide: Vice Con trol in San Diego, 1870- 1930,"
by Clare V. Mc Kanna, Jr. , 3:54-64 , inside back cover
H oover, President H erbert, in review, 3:86-87
H orn , Maude H ulbert , in article, 3:33-36

3:94, 4:84-85
Pacific Islanders, in reviews, 1:80-82, 4:76-78
Portuguese, in review, 1:74-75
Salvadorans, in note, 2:96
Expans ionism: in article, 4:44 -45; in reviews, 1:86,4:71-72
Expedi t ions: in review, 1:70-72; in notes, 1:93, 3:92

-FFederal Indian policy, see Indian federal policy
Fili p ino-Americans, see civi l rights and ethnohisto ry
Foltz, Clara, in articl es, 3 :8, 23-29
" T he Foofarah Column," 1:63 , 3:44
Forestry, in notes, 2:94, 95, 3:92
Fort Ross , in article, 4:44 -45
Fortas , Undersecretary Abe , in article, 4:11-12
Frick, H enry Clay, in articl e, 4: 18-1 9
"From th e Editor's Desk ," 4:64
Frontiers , in review , 2:74-75
Frontiersmen: in revi ews, 2:70-71, 83 -84, 3:82-86, 4:65-66;
in notes , 2:96
Froncierwomen: in article, 4:30-41; in reviews, 2:79-82, 3:74-

75, 4:66-67
"A Full Measure: The German-Americans in Tracy, California,
1917-1918," by Amber Smith, 1:53-62
Fur Trade : in article, 4:6, 13; in review, 2:79-80; in note,

2:95

-IIckes, Secreta ry H aro ld L. , in article, 4: 11-14
Immigration:
Chinese , exclusion policies, in article, 1:30 , 34, 39, 40
Filipinos , in review, 2:88-89; in note , 4:85
Issei, in notes, 4:84
Italians, in review, 1:75-76
Mexicans , in revi ew, 2:86-87; in notes , 4:84-85
Portuguese, in review, 1:74-75
Impress, PCWPA journal , inside front cove r 1, in article, 1:14
Indian federal law, in notes, 1:95
Indi.an federa ~ polic~ : .in article, .1: 18-27 ; in reviews , 1:69-70,
2.81 -82,4.67 -70, 1n notes , 1.93, 95
Ind ian literature: in review, 2:82-83; in notes , 1:94, 95
Indian resource materials, in note, 1:94
Indian wars: in article , 1:19; in reviews , 3:8 1,82, 4:67 -68; in
note , 2:95
Indian women: in reviews, 2:79-82; in notes, 1:94
India ns, locat ion:
Alaska, in articles, 1: 18-27, 4:30-41; in note, 1:94
California , in reviews, 1:67-68 , 73-74; in notes , 1:92, 3:95
Canada , in review, 2:79-81
Eastern Nort h America, in note, 1:95
general, in reviews , 4:67-70 ; in notes , 1:94-95
Nevada, in review, 2:8 1- 82; in note, 1:95
northern plains, in rev iews, 2:81 -82, 3:80-81 ; in notes,

2:95, 3:95
No rthwest, in reviews, 1:65-66, 70-71 , 2:79-81; in nares,

1:94, 96

- GGaelic League, in art icle, 1:43-46
Garrett, Elizabeth, in note, 2:92 -93
Genealogical resources, in note , 3:92
Georgetown Gazette, in art icle, 3:34 - 36
German-America ns, see civi l rights and ethnohistory
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Orego n , in notes, 1:94, 3:95
Plains, in notes , 1:94, 95, 3:96
Southwest, in reviews , 1:64-65, 68-70, 2:77 -78, 4:72-73;
in notes , 1:93-94, 95 -96, 3:95
Industry:
Alaska, in articles, 4:5 - 15,30-37,41
cattle, in notes , 3:94
lum be r, in article, 2: 18- 31; in note , 3:92
oil, in review, 4:80-81; in note, 3:96

"Ireland of the West: The Development of Irish Republicanism
in California, 1900- 1916," by Timothy J. Sarbaug h,
1:4 3-52
Irish-Ameri cans, Jee civil rig hts and erhn ohisrory
Iralian-Americans , see eth noh iscor y

Marcuse , Emmy, in article, 3:8
Mason, Dav id T., in note , 2:95
Maritime:
archaeology , in revi ew, 3:78- 79

his tory, in article, 4:43-46; in reviews, 1:70-72 , 86, 2:8485, 3:88, 89-90 ; in note, 2:95
Maxwell , Lucie n Bonaparte, in review, 3:83 -84

Meek, Joe , in note, 2:96
Meem, John Gaw, in note , 2:95
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Mex ica n-Americans, see civil ri g hts and ethnohistory
Mexico:

Republi c, in arricle , 4:43 -53
Jackson , Sheldon, in article, l: 18-28
Japanese-Americans, Jee civil rights and erhnohistory

"Jedediah Smith 's Pistol," by Troy Tuggle, 4:5 5-63
J ournalism : in articles , 1:5 -17 ,29-40,43 -50 ,53-61,3:3043,45 - 52, 4:17-29 ; in notes, 4:84

revolut ion, in review , 1:85
Migrant wo rkers, in notes, 4:85
Mil itary:

Alaska , World War II era, in article , 4:5-15
archive collec ti o n, in review, 3:82
Indian as so ldier, in note , 3: 96

Mining : gold , in articles, 2:54, 4: 5-6 ; in notes , 1:90
Missionary schools:
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Alaska , in articles, l: 18-28 , 4 :3 0-31 , 37 -40 , 41
Hawaii , in rev iew , 1:81-82
Missions :
Californ ia, in arricle, 4:44, 45; in notes, !:92 , 2:93

Kern County, California , in notes , 1:90, 2:93
Kost er, Frederick J ., in article, 4:20, 23
Krug , Secretary Ju lius A. , in article, 4:14-15

Pacific Northwest, in notes, 3:92
Montana: in review, 3:80-81; in notes , 3:93

Mooney, Thomas].: in article, 4:23, 27, 29; in note , 2:95
Mormons:

histor y, in reviews , 3:84 -85, 89-90
women , in review, 1:83- 84

-L Labor:
Chinese , in articles, 1:29-40, 2:37
Mexican-Americans, in notes , 4:84 -85

Mother Earth, anarchist journal, 4:17 , 18
Movies: in review , 1:84-8 5; in notes , 2:92

Muir, John, in reviews, 1:70-72, 4:75-76
Mullally, Thorwell, in article, 4:21

Pacific Islanders, in reviews, 4:76-78
Labor unions: in articles, l :3 7, 4: 17 - 29; in revi ew, 2:86
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Laird, Jane, in article, 3:37
Law: in review, 4:74-75; in notes , 1:95, 2:95, 3:96, 4:85
Law and Order Committee of San Francisco: in article, 4:1729; in review, 2:86
Law and politics: in arcicle , 4:17-2 1; in review, 1:76- 77

Law schools, in article, 3:5 -21
Leach , Andrew Martin , in arc ide, 2:18-31
Levi , Steven C. , "Alexander Berkman in San Francisco, 19 16 -

1917: Anarchist and Relucranr Terrorist ,"' 4:17-29
Lewiscon· Turnpike Company, in article , 2:33-48
Liliuokalan i , Queen of Hawaii , in review, 1:81-82
Limbaug h , Ronald H ., "Steamboats on the Mokelumne,"
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Leach of Challenge Mills," by Philip M. McDonald and
Lona F. Lahore , 2:18-31
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McDonald , Philip M . and Lona F. Lahore, "Lumbering in the
Northern Sierra Nevada," 2:18-31

Pacific Islands , in revi ews , 1:80-82, 4:76-78
Pacific Norrhwesr: in reviews, !:65 -66, 70-72, 86-87 , 2:8081, 3:88; in nores , 1:91 , 2:94, 3:92
Parma, Rosamund , in article, 3: 17-18
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Pec kinpah , Sam, in review, 1:84

McKanna , Clare V., J r., "Hold Back the Tide: Vice Control in
San D iego, 1870-19 30," 3:54-64
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Phillips , Esther B., in article, 3: 12-1 3, 15
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Richard so n , Wlliam, "Wrangell 's J ourney of 1836: 'From
Sirka ro Saine Perersburg by Way of Mexico' .· · 4:42 -54
Rockwell , Or ri n Porter, in review, 3:84-85
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Roosevelt , President Franklin D. , in articles, 3: 18, 4:5 -1 5
Ross , Law rence Sullivan, in review, 2:83-84
Ruess, Evererr , in note , 2:95
Russian American Compa ny , in article, 4:42 -5 3

Stetso n , Charl es Walter, in art icle, 1:6- 16 , passim
Stewart , Senator Wi ll iam M. , in review, 3:85 -86
Srockron Daily Evening Leader, in arricle, 3:30, 37
Srockron Independent, in arcicl e, 1:35 , 37
Suffrage , in arricles, 1: 7, 38, 39, 3:8, 26-29. 37. 40

- TTerrori sm, in arti cle, 4: 17 -29
Texas: in review, 2 :83 -84; in notes , 3:94
Towne, Marian K., "Charlotte Gilman in California," l :4 -17
Townse nd , Jam es, in note, 4:84
Tracy Pms, in arcicle, 1:5 3-54 , 57 -61
Tr uman , President Harry S., in article, 4:6, 12 - 15
T ugg le, Troy. "J edediah Smirh's Pisco! ," 4:55 -63

-UUni ons , see labo r uni ons
University of California, Berkeley: in article, 3 :4-22 ; in note ,
1:92

-V Villegas, Ygnacio, in review, 2:85
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Sacramento Union, in ar ticl es, 1:29-39 , 3:51
Salvado rans , see et hnohisrory
San D iego: in article , 3:54-64; in note, 1:89
San D iego Union, in article, 3:54 -64
San Francisco: in article, 4: 17-29; in reviews, 1:75 -77 , 2:86;
in notes, 1:91
San Francisco Alta California, in article, 1:30-4 0
San Francisco Argonallt , in art icle, 4:2 1
San Franc isco Evening Bulletin, in art icle, 1:30, 37
San Fra ncisco Labor Clarion, in article, 4:21
San Francisco Leader , in article , 1:45-49
San Francisco M orning Call , in article, l :3 0, 34, 3 7, 38
San Francisco Preparedness Day bombing: in article , 4: 19-29;
in review, 2:86
San Francisco Symphony, in note, 2:94 -95
Santa Anna, General Antonio Lo' pez de, in article, 4:44 -52,
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Sarbaugh, Timorh y J. , " Ireland of rhe Wesr: The Developmenr
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Score, J ose ph. in arcicle, 1:44-45 . 48
Searl s, Mary, in article, 3:65 -7 3
Searls, Ni les, in arricles, 3:25, 65 -73
Seaweed, Willie, in note, 1:96
"'Serrling in' in Alaska: A Memoir, 1916- 1919," by May
Wynne , ed. by Dororhy Zimmerman , 4:30 -41
Sharp, Joseph Henry. in rev iew, 1:64 -65
"Sheldon J ac kson in H istorical Perspective: Alaska Native
Schools and Mission Coneracrs, 1885-1894," by Srephen W.
Haycox, 1: 18-2 8
Sherwood, Mid ge, " Eli za Ann Oris, Co-Founder of th e Los
Angeles Times," 3:45 -53
Shinn , Mil icent, in arcicle, 3:38-41
Shorb , J ames De Barch, in review, 1:72-73
Simms, J . Denton , in note, 2:93
Slot Machines, in note, 3:96
Smith , Amber, " A Full Measu re: The Germa n-Am erica ns in
Tracy, Californi a, 1917-1918," 1:5 3-62
Social Security Act, in art icle, 1:18
Sourh wesc: in reviews , 1:64-65.66-67,68-70,2:67-68,7779,3:82 , 83 -84, 4:72 -73; in nores, 2:92-93,95, 3:91,9 5 ,
4:83
Spanish Colonial Admin is tratio n , in revi ews, 1:66-68, 73
Spanish place names , northwes t coast, in note , 1:91
Stanislaus County, California , in review, 1:80
Sreamboars, in arricles . 2:49, 51 , 54. 56-57
Stegner, Wallace, in rev iew, 2:68-69
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W alker, Clay, in nores, 1:93
Walker, Joseph, in review, 3:82-83
Water, social history, west er n ri g hts and law, in revi ews, 4 :7375
Wa t kins, Carleton E. : in review, 3:76-77; in note , 1:90
Weavervi lle and Shasta Wagon Road Com pa ny, in article,
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W est , Jessam yn , in note, 2 :91
W ilson, Mayor Benjamin D ., in review, I :7 2-7 3
Wilson, Keno, in arc icle, 3: 54-64
Winnemucca, Sarah, in review, 2:81 -82
Women: arcicles on, 1:5-17 , 3:4-22, 2 3-29 , 3 1-43 . 45-53,
54 -64, 65 -73; in reviews, 1:8 1-84, 2:72 -73, 79-82, 3:74 76, 4:66-67; in nores , 1:94, 2:91, 93, 4:84
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Sandra P. Eosrein, 3:4 -22
"Women Editors of California, 1854-1 900," by Sherilyn Cox
Bennion , 3:30-43
World War I era, in arricles , 1:53-62 , 3:13 , 2 1,4: 17-29
World War II era: in arcicl es, 3: 15, 18, 4:5 -15; in nores, 2:92
World's Fairs , in book review, 3:7 9-80
Wrange ll , Baron Ferdinand Petrovich , in article, 4:42-54
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by Way of Mexico'," by William Richardson , 4:42-54
Wynne, May, " 'Seeding in ' in Alaska: A Memoir, 19161919," ed. by Doro rhy Zimmerman , 4:30-41
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